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Editorial

LORIS THEJOURNAL AND LORIS THE MAMMAL

rfrhe Game Protection Society of Ceylon was formed
I tr-, fSS+. In the absence of a journal, a few articles

of general interest written by members were published
in the Annual Report of the Society. This situation
continued {or 42years til1 the Society decided to have

its own journal, which was called Loris. This name

was bestowed by the Committee, most likely by Dr.R
L Spittel (President), W W A Phillips (Secretary) and

Prof Osman Hili (Joint Editor). Prof. Osman Hill came

to Sri Lanka as Professor of Anatomy at the Medical
College in Colombo at the young age of 29 years in
1930. There was more than one reason for adopting this
name depicting an animal. First, some other journals

devoted to wild life were named after an animal, such as

the ibis. Secondly, Prof. Osman Hill had made a study
in Sri Lanka of primates including the loris, before he

went back to England and published a 6-volume set of
books on the subject.

STORIES ABOUT THE MAMMAL

The loris is rarely seen unless one travels in the jungie

at night. I have seen one with its tiny cub as a schoolboy

in 1943, when a classmate brought the couple from
the jungles close to his home in Akuressa in the Galle

District. We had a good look at it and some of us carried
the couple, which went from hand to hand without a
whimper. The following morning, to my surprise, they
were dead in a bottle of formaline. They had been killed
by the teacher by lowering the iive animals into the

liquid for preserving the two, a disgusting sight indeed.

I may mention that this classmate brought to the class

the then current copy of the Loris rn 1'943. It was the

first time that I saw the journal, and it took another 20

years for me to come across the journal regularly.

The next time I only heard it was in the night when
occupying the hut at Sinharaja in the 1980's. This hut
was situated close to the house that was rented out
to research workers. The loris is probably a fairly
common animal in Sinharaja, but not easily seen due to

its nocturnal life.

The loris (unahapuluzoa S; theoangu T) is invested with
a tradition. When a peafowl sleeps high up in a tree at

night, a loris, who seeks a prey, climbs the tree to attack

the sieeping bird. While climbing the tree, a piece of
bark may get detached. If it is allowed to fall to the

ground, it may make a soft sound that would wake up

the bird and loris would miss its prey. In order to avoid
such a calamity, the loris would come down the tree

with the bark, place it softly on the ground and climb
up again to attack the peafowl.

THE LORIS AND ITS INDEX

The first issue of the journal was supplied to the

members free of charge in November, 1936. It was

edited by Hill and Spitttel. Thereafter, two issues were

published each year, entirely edited by Dr. Spittel
only. A very high standard was maintained. Dr. Spittel
edited the Loris for a total of 27 years, that is over 50

numbers at three different times. Dr. Spittel was a man

with several other interests, namely surgical practice,

writing books on medicine as well as Sri Lanka in
general and Veddhas in particular and camping in the
jungle.

An Index to some of the individual early volumes of
the Loris was sent out to members at irregular times.

But the first ever combined Index that inciuded the

first 10 volumes was compiled by G Douglas Austin in
1970.I was working in Kandy at the time, and Austin
was a regular visitor to my place. We had interesting
chats together. He had retired after working in the Tea

Research Institute at Talawakelle. He lived rather close

by at Asgiriya. One day his boy came to me with the

first 10 bound volumes of the Loris and a file containing
his partially compiled Index. I was wondering why it
was sent to me, when a few says later I received a letter
by post from his executor living in Colombo. It said that
Austin was dead and before he died he had wanted me

to complete the Index. I accomplished the task with the

help of Dr Nihal Karunaratne, who was the Society's
Representative for the Kandy District. I handed the

completed Index and the 10 volumes of the Loris to the

Society's office, though I did not fully agree with it. It
was publishedin1970.

The Loris was first published in 1936 and it would
qualify for the Diamond |ubilee in201,6. This would be

an ideal occasion for the issue of an Index covering all
the numbers upl.o that iime.

There was a time when the majority of articles in an

issue became scientific, but now equilibrium has been

reached with non-scientific matter, thanks to the efforts
of the President, Mr Ravi Deraniyagala. It is to be hoped

that that this balance will prevail in future issues too of
the Loris.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

The President/Editor Loris
WNPS

Dear Sir,

156/2,Kawdana Road,
Dehiwala.
22.06.2012

LORIS Yol.26, Dec.2011

fwish to congratulate you and the Editorial Board for an excellent readable issue particular by referring to the
Iabove. The very well written articles have generated much interest amongst the readers. I refer to those, who
have a lasting interest in wild life and nature protection.

Kindly convey my thoughts to all those concerned. These comments of mine are a consensus of those, who have
read the issue. Although it costs the earth to put out this publication, they will be ultimately collector's items.

Well done to you and the committee in doing what you are doing, despite so so many impediments and obstacles
simply to protect our land and heritage.

Thank you.

Russell Tennekoon

Membership 2723

The Editor
LORIS

THE BROAD BILLED ROLLERSTORY

Colombo
27.07.2012

I refer to the article entitled "Iris Darnton and a search for irisii" by Roshan Perera (Loris December 2011,Yol26,1.
& 2 : 31-33)

The author and his friend could have saved themselves the trouble of "chasing down" all those references simply
by reading W.W. Phillips own account of the 1950 episode published in LORIS 1951 December Vol. 6, L:326. lt is
part of a collection of letters which appeared in the Times of Ceylon in July and August of that year. These were
reproduced in LORIS by editor Dr. R.L. Spilttel under the title "Broad-billed Roller Story" together with the news
item which had provoked them.

There never was a controversy about who had first noticed the pair of Broad billed Rollers in early February 1950

at Maha Oya. It was clearly Mrs. Darnton but she was clearly unable to identify the birds or even describe them
adequately.

Nor was there ever a controversy about thd sub specific name irisi. However, doubt remain (e.9. Rasmussen and
Audeitory Lynx 2005) wether a race can be established on the basis of only five specimens with a slightly shorter
wing length. \Atrhat did upset fair minded observers at the time was the fact that within days of its sighting the
breeding pair of what was then considered as the island's rarest resident bird was collected (shot) in order to
buttress Mrs. Darntons claims.

I knew all the people involved in this story personally.

Mrs. Darnton (with husband Rupert) was a close friend of Dr. and Mrs. P.E.P. Deraniyagala and at that time a
wealthy british socialite and traveler.

W.W.Phillips, eminent zoologist and ornithologist with the most profound knowledge of the country's avifauna,
was a man of indisputed integrity

Thilo W. Hoffmarm

lournal of the Wildlife and Nature Protection Society of Sri Lanka



Dr. D. Siril . A Wijesundara, Director General, Royal Botanical Gardens, Peradeniya. e: siril.wijesundara@gmail.com

INTRODUCTION

Qri Lanka's botanic gardens have a long and proud
u,Ihistory, punctuated by coloniaiism, and industrial
change. Throughout this period the gardens have

continued to flourish, and the plant collections and
herbarium grown. Within the context of the 21st

century, the gardens represent a significant national
asset for Sri Lanka.

THE PAST

The National Botanic Cardens of Sri Lanka are

pioneering botanical institutions, started during the
early years of the 19th century. The following are the
important milestones in the history of Sri Lanka's
botanic gardens.

The Royal Botanic Gardens, Peradeniya; Botanic
Gardens in Hakgala and Botanic Gardens at
Henarathgoda, Gampaha were responsible for almost
all of the plant introductions for economic and
environmental development of the island of Sri Lanka
in the 19th Century. Activities during this period
resulted in the development of economic and plantation
crops, the emergence of important state departments
such as the Forest Department in1887 and Department
of Agriculture in 1912, as well as the institutions for
the development of Plantation Crops such as Tea and
Rubber.

THE PRESENT

Currently, the three national botanic gardens of Sri
Lanka are engaged in the taxonomy of the flora of the
Island, floriculture, ornamental horticulture, ex situ
plant conservation, as well as the maintenance and
development of the Botanic Gardens and its allied
units. According to the gazette notification (1471 of
Nov. 10, 2006), the main functions of the Department of
National Botanic Gardens are:

1. Planning and implementation of ex-situ
conservation strategies for the conservation of Sri
Lankan plant diversity

2. Carry out activities to disseminate authentic
inlormation and technical expertise on plants

Sri Lanka Department of Agriculture (SLDA)
established and Botanic Gardens came under
research division of SLDA; the Director, J. C.

The Revision of the Handbook to the Flora of

Botanic gardens became separated from the
research division and a Deputy Director of

culture (Botanic Gardens) appointed
Botanic Gardens Division of the SLDA was
elevated and a Director (National Botanic

VoI. 14 of the Revised Handbook to the Flora

Botanic Gardens separated from Department

The Department of National Botanic Gardens
established. Work began to establish new

Botanic Gardens were placed under the
Ministry of Economic Development.

Peradeniya first used as a royal pleasure
den bv Kine Wickramabahu III

King Kirthi Sri Rajasinghe declared Peradeniya
as a Royal Garden
A botanic garden established at Peliyagoda
by Eudelin de Jonville, a Frenchman in the
service of the Governor, Frederick North
A botanic garden informally named "Kew
Gardens" established on Slave Island,

First Superintendent, William Kerr, appointed
"Kew Gardens" relocated to a site on the

banks of the Kalu at Kalutara
2nd Superintendent, Alexander
appointed

moved to Peradeniya
Moon's "Catalogue of Ceylon Plants", listing
1,127 indigenous plants with their local
names was published. National Herbarium
established.
Hakgala botanic gardens established as
experimental plot for cinchona.
Thwaites' Enumeratio Plantarum Zeylaniae,
the first scientific catalogue of the flora of Sri

Gampaha Henarthgoda botanic gardens
established as experimental sarden for rubber.
Vol. 1 of the Handbook to the Flora of Ceylon

Vol. 5 of the Handbook to the Flora of Ceylon
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and plant-related industries of Sri Lanka using
educational and communication strategies.

3. Conduct diverse research and implement
technologies to develop floriculture industry in Sri
Lanka

4. Management and development of National Botanic
Gardens at high standards

5. Prepare development plans for the establishment o{
new botanic gardens in appropriate places

6. Planand implement research and technical programs
needed to popularise Amenity Horticulture in Sri
Lanka

7. Provide technical advice to conserve Sri Lankan
plants of historic importance

Until recently, the national botanic gardens came

within the remit, and were organised by the

Department of Agriculture. Management areas such

as budget allocatioru personnel and administrative
matters were previously handled by the Department
of Agriculture. The period ahead is characterised by
change management needs, within a new and fast

changing political, environmental and global climate.

THE FUTURE

Just as the introductions of tea and rubber have

shaped the past, it is anticipated that the gardens have

a future impact. Areas where future achievements

will demonstrate the gardens' contribution to the

development of Sri Lanka are outlined in the table

below, alongside areas where there is already a past

track record of performance - and impact.

Ecotourism, floriculture and the development of the

herbal industries each feature strongly as areas of
national policy priority, where impact matters and

progress will be monitored over the coming few years.

Impact in each of these areas can be defined as having
economic impact in Sri Lanka.

Impact in these will also cause change within
the gardens themselves, with higher dbmand for
education and training courses, tour guides trained
to a high service standard. Additional technical and

business support needs from small and medium sized

businesses, engaged in one or more of these industry
areas, may also emerge.

Over the last 180 years the Royal Botanic Gardens,

Peradeniya have significantly increased their capability
by emphasising high qualify science, expanded

contributions to biodiversity conservation and
improved public education programmes. This effort
will be reinforced over the period ahead by a focus

on key targets for development, and appropriate re-

structuring, recruitment and training initiatives.

RESEARCH - INVESTING IN SCIENCE,
CONSERVATION AND SUSTAINABLE USE

Research efforts have in the past achieved considerable

successes (rubber, tea, cocoa etc). Currently, the

gardens focus on floriculture research, supporting and

encouraging commercial venture and development
activities. It is envisaged that this area can be developed

strategically.

Floriculture has priority as an area for national policy
objectives. Sri Lanka has been involved in the export of

floriculture products since 1980, with an export value

of about $14 million by 2009.

The National Herbarium of the Royal Botanic Gardens,

Peradeniya has a unique collection of about 160,000

specimens. Some of the specimens are almost 200 vears
old and represent a valuable floral catalogue as well as

an interesting historical record. Year on year, there are

increasingly more visits to the national herbarium by
researchers and members of the general public. There

is an important new role for the Gardens in being
recognised as the National Red Listing Authoritv for
Plants in Sri Lanka, one that is well within cuffent
scope and that articulates well with the traditions of a
national herbarium. It is planned to elevate the National
Herbarium to the level of a Regional Herbarium u'ithin
the next 10 years.

Scientific research in the Gardens spars purely
botanical research through to the relel,ance of
technical applications to conservation efforts for all
plants groups, and their pragmatic applications in the

floriculture, herbal and medicinal plant induskies.

LOOKING AHEAD

It is anticipated to complete the first phase of the dry
zone botanic gardens, located in the south east of Sri

Lanka in Hambantota in 2013. The new garden will
augment a comprehensive collection of dn' and arid
zone plants, and is a considerable undertaking. Plans

are also underway to set up another botanic garden

i:ir:"k""n, 
near Awissawella in the iow countn. n'et

The Department of National Botanic Gardens is

mandatedwiththeex-situconservationof the t-lora rvhile
the Departments of Forest and Wildiife Consen'ation
are involved in the in-situ conservation of the i'lora.

In-situ conservation requires a large area and colossal
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amount of resources as it involves protection and
maintenance of diverse, natural habitats. In Sri Lanka
over 15% out of the land area is devoted for in-situ
conservation. In ex-situ conservation a large number of
species can be conserved in a small area with a lesser

amount of resources. Fortunately, the government has

recognized the importance of ex-situ conservation as a

tool for protecting the unique biodiversity of Sri Lanka
and it has been recognized as a priority.

According to the Mahinda Chintana Ten Year Pian
(2006-2016) there will be 10 National Botanic Gardens
in tlre Island by 2016. It is hoped to establish an ex-situ
conservation area network to represent the 15 floral
regions recognised in the island so that the majority of
the indigenous higher plants could be cultir.ated and

conserved in the botanic gardens.

DISTRIBUTION OF BOTANIC GARDENS IN
SRI LANKA

Q Existing Botanic
Gardens
(Peradeniya,
Hakgala and
Gampaha)

O Neu'lv Startecl
Botanic Gardens
(Mirijjawila, and
Tllukou,ita)

Q Plannecl sites
for Net' Botanic
Gardens (exact
localities not
identified yet)

Head Office, Galle Rd,Coi 3. Tel . 2577877
Liberty Plaza, Ground Floor Fel: 2577666
Majestic City, Ground Floor Tel: 2580755
Duty Free Shops , Airport Tel: 2251777

sales@phototechnica.lk www,photoiechnicasl.com

Protection Society of Sri Lanka

IAMM

Monarch

Spotting scop€s

Laser Rangefinders

Also available Binoculars, Sprint & Marine (with compass)

Slnce tv56

?iatofeCnUlCA

Floral regions of Sri Lanka
(Gunatilleke et al)

tl I orv r.d rrd t.,* tJ
Northern and inkrrmediate

Easiern intermedi!rte lou'lands

Northern wei loalands

lrEqlll{I1alp,'o
Southern lowland hills

tr\'estern Fresh u,ilter bo(lies*

lioot hills oi r\clam's l'eak ancl

Mid mountains*

Kancll and upper Mahau,cli

Central Mountains, Ramboda,

VI-

VT,

vtit.

IX.

x.

XI.

Photographed by - Ashwini Jayathilake (Age 14)
Equipment - Nikon
Location - Yala National Park

Binoculars
Action Series
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Sunil de Costa, "KINGSWOOD", 256, Galahitiyawa, Ganemulla.

(r treams, rivers and waterfalls are yet another
Dph"rlo*"non bestowed to mankind by nature or
otherwise gifted by the Almighty God. Their awe-
inspiring beauty has been in existence for ages. It is
only fitting that we should pause and acknowledge the
beauty as an appreciation of this gift to us' History has

always given significance to water. Its contribution to
the development and life has been unsurpassed. Vice

versa, the damages causing to the human life and their
priorities give a similar value.

HOW A WATERFALL IS FORMED?

Existence of a waterfall can be explained in the
complicated technology of Hydrology, Geology.
Meteorology and energy dynamics, but that would
not offer any means of appreciating it' Water always
attempts to flow towards the lowest level possible and
waterfall is simply Nature's way of achieving its target.
Mountain streams are usually very steep to begin with
and a waterfall is just a part of the stream bed which
happens to be more or less vertical.

Waterfalls always occur together with rocks. Waterfall
never runs over an earth cliff. Water has a energy to
erode the soil within very short period, but takes
millions of years to wear down rocks. Signs of it can

nevertheless be seen in the surfaces of rocks polished
smooth by the regular and continues flow of water.

WHAT IS AWATERFALL ?

"Waterfall is a geological formatiorL resulting from
water, often in the form of a stream, flowing over an

erosion resistant rock, that develops a sudden break in
elevation."

What are the main categories of waterfalls?

In the wide spectrum of waterfalls in the world, three
specific types of waterfalls could be identified and
recognized. According to the average interpretation,
all are waterfalls.
But in terms of the geological definitions any
waterfall could be distinguished into one of the
three categories. Those are,

(a). RAPIDS (b).CASCDADES and (c). WATERFALLS

(a). RAPIDS -What is a Rapid ?

A part of a stream,
" where the current is moving, with a Sreater

swiftness, with the water surface, being broken br'
obstructions, but without sufficient break, in slope
to form a waterfall refers to rapids."

(b). CASCADES -What is a Cascade ?

\Arhen the vertical fall of a waterfall, is interrupted
by a series of branches, (like in a stairway) a series

of relatively small waterfalls occur, sometime with
individual plunge pools, and these are the cascades.

There are number of good examples for those
cascades. St. Clair's Falls is the most appropriate
example for cascades as she gives waves like
cascades flow stage by stage into ihe pool at the
foot. Hathmale Falls at Deniyaya is another good
example but she makes only seven cascades keeping
fairly long distances between each cascade unlike St.

CIair's Falls.

(c) WATERFALL - What is a Waterfall ?

A waterfall may distinguish from rapids and
cascades
" A sfueam, flowing on strong rock - strata under-
lain, by weaker rocks, will initially form Rapids, that
will gradually erode the stream bed, to give rise to
a steep gradient along a fracture or fault plane. The

water flowing along such a river, when it encounters
a steep slope, plunges at high speed, foaming and
forming in the process a sPectacular sight, of a

column of turbulent which is a waterfall."

Waterfalls - The Origin

Water is one of the most powerful forces known to man
from time of its origin. It is water which played one of
the most important roles in the human life which brings
fortune and misfortune both irrespective of the race

and the land. It is water which made the forest groves
of any country as lush and green as they have and it is
watei which brings down the mightiest of trees in all
forest covers. Water both gives and takes life. Floods
and famine often occur together, yet' life giving rains'
are also welcomed after a long period of drought. It is
no wonder that water with all its power can produce
the horrors of floods, while also creating the beauty of
beaches and the waterfalls.

Throughout history, man has been enchanted by the
waterfalls. The appeal of waterfall is ageless. From
the breathtaking Angles Falls of South America (

the world's highest at 980 metres) to the awesome
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! Niagara Falls on the borders of Canada and America,
the timeless beauty of n aterfalls, the never ending
spectacle of sight and sound, has never failed to stop
the traveler in his track. The anthropologists are of
the view that the ancient man who tried to learn the
"first word" perhaps the "first letter" in his vocabulary
by hearing the voice " sh...sh...sh.........." which
continuousiy generate from the waterfall as they were
originally lived with the association of waterfall.
Nevertheless, present day a waterfall is a perfect
choice for a family picnic, nature outing, romantic
rendezvous, photographic expeditions, fresh water
bathing or overnight camp. Camping by a waterfall is
indeed a pleasurable erperience.

Simple, but a comparative study or.r waterfalls would
be useful to understand the basic principle of geologv
buried in the earth as to the factors necessary ir-t

abundance of waterfalls. Sri Lanka is a compactly
shaped island in the Indian Ocean between 60 and 100
North and 800 io 820 East. It lies at the south-east tip
of the Indian Subcontinent, from which it is separated
by the Palk Strait - 29 km. wide- and covers an area
of 65,609 km. which corresponds roughly to that of
Ireland or of the three Benelux countries together. The
maximum distance from North to South by road is 500
km. the shoreline with its famous idyllic beaches has a
total length of about 1350 km.
The landscape is characteized by the mountainous
central region, the highest peaks being Pidurutalagala
(8281 m.) and Adam's Peak (2235 m.) the center of
pilgrimage for the island's four religions.

There are three main geographical zones found in Sri
Lanka -

1. The dry northern lowlands which cover almost half
the country

2. The coastal peneplains in the west, south and east

3. The Central Hills

Sir Lanka has an equatorial climate with low annual
and diurnal temperature variations, with seasonal
rainy monsoons and trade winds. The average dry
temperature in Colombo is 270C with a maximum of
330C in April and minimum 230C in January.

Waterfalls of Sri Lanka

At the very outset of this paper it is important to draw
the attention of the reader and also duty bound to
mention that there is no accurate statistics place on
record to ascertain the true height of any waterfall in
this country. Thus, no uniformity is found in respect
the hierarchy according to its respective height. It
is unanimously admitted that Bambarakanda Falls
is the tallest waterfall in Sri Lanka. Yet, the height of
such fall is uncertain. The Road Map published by
the Department of Survey General speaks that the

height of Bambarakanda Fall is 795 feet while the
name board erect nearby states as 790 feet. However,
some publications record as 863 and so on. Besides
the heights of the next two waterfalls ranking 2nd and
3rd too are uncertain. One publication records that the
second highest is Diyaluma Falls as she flows with an
altitude of 722feet (220 m.). But the Road Map issued by
the Department of Survey General mention the height
as 171 m. which is equal to 564 feet. Similarly, Kurundu
Falls records her height as 189.m or 624 feet in the same
map. Other records say that the altitude of Kurundu
Falls as 206m. or 676 feet. This paper considers eight
major and mainly popular waterfalis in the hill country
in Sri T.anka.

Subject to these discrepancies Bambarakanda Falls
is the highest in the island and 48th in the wor1d.
Many still believe
that Diyaluma Falls is
the highest fall in Sri
Lanka. This is located in
Kalupahana area on the
Colombo Badulla main
road (A 4). A narrow but
good motorable roads
leads left near the 175th
km. post on the above
road for about 4 km. via Weerakoongama through
plantations, settlements but mainly across beautiful
valleys and other rural atmospheres.

Kurundu Oya Falls
is the 2nd highest
waterfall in Sri Lanka
and is also the 58th
in the lvorld. Truly
she is isolated in the
hiil jungles of the 3rd
peneplain north of the
Uva Basin overlooking
the lower peneplain.
The waterfall is set beyond the far end of the Maha Uva
Tea Plantation, less than 8 km. from Walapane towards
Ragala on the Kandy - Nuwara Eliya Road via Victoria
Reservoir. An estate road runs from the entrance to the
tea factory for about 2.5 km. and a iootpath leads to
some distance but gradually
gets naffower. It ends with a

pathless scrub jungle.

The 725 feet high Diyaluma
Falls is a beautiful creation of
the Punagala Oya, flows close
to Koslanda and Wellawaya
on the A 4 trunk road. The
Punagaia Oyu rises from
Mahakanda Pass, 9.5 km. off
Koslanda and meets Kuda
Oya a tributary of Kirindi
Oya which flows to the lndian

Bambarakarrda Falls

Kurundu Oya Falls

Diyaluma Fal1s
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Ocean close to Tissamaharamaya in the deep south'
The waterfall is located 13 km. towards Koslanda on
the Wellawaya Road.

Associated with it, the legend of a tribal leader who
fled from low-country hilts with the fianc6e. While
trying to climb the Diyaluma rock the young woman
hid tragically fallen to her death. Simultaneousiy, a

sudden gush of water over the rock had turned into
a watery light.( The Sinhala name "Diya Lu,ma" more

exactly ''Diya Haluma" which means literally 'water-

gush'j. Sinie then this stream of water is believed to

tave continued to drop over the mountain's rocky face'

Mapanana Falls is the
4th highest in Sri Lanka,
measuring 465 feet (1a1 m.)
iocated within the monsoon
forest south of Adam's Peak

in Mapanana Tea Estate

at Gilimale village in the
Ratnapura District. The
name of the waterfall in
now slightly changed from
Mapanana to Mapalana for
easy pronunciation.

A good motorable road
leads from RatnaPura uP
to Malwala junction and
turn left towards Sri Pada

Dolosbage Mountains. The brook runs approximately 4

kilometres from the reservation up to Amanawela and

then flows over a broad rock bed directly, but makes

a few cascades stage by stage at her lower elevation'
It crosses the road under the wooden bridge, believed
to be the only existing wooden structure found across

a main road in Sri Lanka under the light of the vast

development atmosphere. However this wooden
structure is strong enough to serve for another couple

of decades without anY grievance.

Kirindi Ella Falls alias
Kirindi Falls is the 6th
tallest waterfall in the island
located about 6 km. from
the KuttapitiYa junction at
Pemadulla on the Colombo -

Ratnapura - Pelmadulla (A4)
trunk road, % a km. before
Pelmadulla town.

Turn left at KuttaPitiYa
junction and Proceed
approximately 5 km. through
a country road Passing a

wayside rubber Plantation
and a footpath leading further
1.5 km. a ticketing counter

pattern into Denawak
Ganga, a tributarY of Kaku
Ganga, which meets the
Indian Ocean at Kalutara.

Laxapana Falls is the 7th
highest waterfall in the
island, flows an altitude of
379 feet (115m.) located close

to Aberdeen Fa1ls around
Norton Bridge town. Maskeli
Oyu forms this waterfall
which rises in the forest
south of the Fair Lawn Tea

Estate, flows over a lengthY
rock bed horizontallY and

is installed at this point by the Local Covernment
Authority of Pelmadulla. There are at least 500 concrete

steps have been constructed by the said authority to

faciiitate visitors to reach the waterfall. Er-erv visitor
may be thankful to the local Government Authority
for the construction of this stairwav, enabling them to

reach with less difficulty. Otherwise, r'isiting of Kirindi
Falls would be an uphill task as the fal1 is set in steep

gorge. On the other hand a visitor mar' lose his way
In tle pathless dense jungle, which is surrounded by

the huge boulders and steep slopes in the absence of

directions to the waterfall.

A 116 metres (379 feet) high Kirindi Fa1ls is rushing from
the Mount Kuttapitiya (65am.) in the Bambarabotuwa

Forest, flows over a steep granite rock in an angular

or Adam's Peak and proceed further up to the bus

terminus at Siripagama (via Gilimale). The road to
the right from Malwala leads to Wewelwatta junction
where four more major waterfalls are located'

At Siripagama, the aforesaid mortorable road

terminat^es and pilgrims for Sri Pada have to walk
from thence about 8 km. to the summit of the peak'

Similarly, a narrow and a difficult motorable road leads

to Mapanana Tea Eatate from Siripagama for abottt25
km. Tirere is good footpath leads down through the tea

plantation ,p to th" waterfall. The total distance from
Ratnapura is about 27 km.

Olu Falls alias Lotus
Falls is another one
of the beautiful and
massive roadside
waterfalls located on
the same road but
ten kilometres ahead
on the Yatiyantota
- Pelampitiya Road
about 20 km. from
Yatiyantota.

This is the 5th highest waterfall in Sri Lanka which
fl ows with an altitude of 419 fteet (127 m.) She rises from
the Ampana Forest Reservation which belonged to the

Kirineli Ella Falls

Mapanana Falls

Olu Falls

Larapana Fall":
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plunges into a pool at
the foot three equal
strings. The beginning
of the waterfall can be
visited at KoLtallena in
the Muruyerura Tea Estate
8km. from Norton Bridge.
The foot of the waterfall
is also possibie to visit
by proceeding 0.5 km.
further to a place called
Ambalama Junction and
then about 200 cement
steps to be walked
downhill.

The name of the waterfall
is derived from the twcr
Sinhala words 'Laksha' and ;Pahana' and this was the
ever first hydro - power electricity project installed in Sri
Lanka under the guidance of Mr.D.f. Wimalasurendra
- world renown Electrical Engineer of this motherland.

Ramboda Falls became popular because of the famous
"Ramboda Pass" - a half rock cut tunnel, existed on

the old Nuwara Eliya Road was a ver\r decorative
stone structure up to the recent pass, set on the l-ralf

way of the journey to hill country. However, non' the
Ramboda Pass is left in a poor state, a few metres au'at-
from the new road to Nuwara Eliya as the old route is
now inactive for public traffic.

Besides, in some sense the Ramboda Falls has become

a little controversial subject in naming of waterfalls
by various personalities. The waterfall set about % a
kilometre interior towards left on the hillside from
the Gampola - Nuwara Eliya Road close to the 53rd
km. post is the true Ramboda Fal1s. A name board is

fixed by the respective local government authority
of the area giving directions towards the hillside
and considerable number of cement steps are now
constructed to facilitate the visitor to the waterfall. The

waterfall is straight and flows over a vertical rock face

at an altitude of 360 feet. The narrow foot path leads
to the fall passing some small domestic vegetable
plantation and a few tiny houses. Ramboda Falls rises

from the Dolosbage Mountains and after forming the
fa1I it flows into a deep pool at the foot and joins the
Mahaweli River after crossing the bridge on the road.
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C.S.Rohana Nanayakkara, e rohana1200@gmail.com

She was the beauty of Wilpattu.

Ane could say that she was the jewel in the crown
L./of that vast, arid wilderness which sheltered some
of Sri Lanka's precious fauna and flora, the bear, the
leopard, the elephant and a host of lesser creatures. She

has heard the dreaded cry of the "Ulama" - the "Devil
Bird" of the Lankan jungles, the scream of the Eagle
Owl, the low mournful call of the Fish Owl that cuts
through the aisles of the night enveloped forest, the
dying gurgle of the stag, the sawing roar of its killer,
the leopard, the joyful songs of the birds greeting the
coming day, the far, mewing call of the peacock that
shatters the cold of the mist laden night to welcome the
first pink - gold flush of dawn.

She has seen the toils of man in hewing his creations out
of the living rock, to carve the objects of his venerations,
to build dwellings for those who had forsaken worldly
pleasures and sought the path of enlightenment, the soft
tread of yellow robed Arahaths, the pious salutations of
the white clad figures and smelled the fragrance of the
flowers, the fragrance of burning incense upon the rock
hewn altars waft across in the soft jungles breezes to
be iost in the far recesses of the sylvan glades in a swirl
and eddy.

I found her in her jungle fastness many years ago, far
in the North of Wilpattu, just south of the Moderagam
river, on an out crop of rocks riddled with caves bearing
ancient inscriptions, and by her side, the most beautiful
little wewa or tank that ever graced this paradise. The
green mantle of the jungle had covered most of her, but
clearly visible on her summit were three little ruined
"Dagabas" , the evidence of mans piety as well as his
insatiable greed. Little visited by man, guarded by the
silent jungle, she has awaited the more adventurous
traveller.

They called her "The Leaning Stones" or
"Ochchappukall u".

Doubtless she had another name in the past, as it is
very unlikely that such a place of Buddhist worship
would bear the name of the "Leaning Stones", the
peculiar and distinctive stone formation which graces
the summit. My enquiry of a Tamil name adorning an
ancient Buddhist Temple complex brought forth an
equally startling reply from one of our party. "Nicholas
Aiya" , an elderly Sinhalese Catholic born to a long line
of fisher folk in Chilaw, living the life of a Paddy farmer
in Maho, but whose heart, iife and soul, were in the
jungles of the NCP was a member of our small party. A
good man to have in your corner when in a tight spot, he
fearlessly ied the way on foot from the point where we
had to abandon our vehicle where the barely traceable
jungle track ended quite some distance away from our

goal. "Mahattaya" he said in Sinhala, "when the British
surveyors and other white men explored these areas.

the bearers & labourers who accompanied them were
always Tamils, because no Sinhalese would abandor,
their paddy cultivations, their homes & families to gc
on such expeditions with the white man, especially in
a servile capacity. So when the white man came to this
place & asked his labourers what the name was, ther.
did not know, as we still do not know, the name. So ther
looked at the leaning stones and said Ochchappukallu
for want of a name. So was it with many wewas
rivers and other places and they went into the maps
as "kulams" and "Arus". Today these names are being
used from the maps as the original names are lost"
Coming from a simple villager, this was indeed ven
"enlightening" information, a reflection of the depths
of their thoughts as well as the deep knowledge of their

The Leaning Stones

environment and its history.
Haunted by her beauty ever since, her memorl'
remained etched in my mind through all my travels
and in the far places across the Globe that I had to
call "home" in the line of duty. In the grey of London,
the biting cold of Moscow, the searing heat of the
Kuwaiti desert, the little green atolls of the Maldivian
archipelago, in the neon lit suburbs of Seoul and Hong
Kong, as in many other places, she was ever present in
my mind, an oasis of peace, tranquility and seclusion, a

constant companion, ever beckoning to return.

I went back to her in 2006.

It was the grey period of "no war - no peace" in the
North and East, while officially there was a" cease-fire"
in place. Danger still lurked in those sylvan shadows,
not from the uncivilized beasts of the forest but from
civilized man who had built their armed encampments
to fight for a misguided ideology, to conquer and
control just a few square yards of the dry, dust laden
Earth, unmindful that the very earth would ultimately
be nourished by their flesh and blood, leaving no trace
of either the conqueror or the conquered.
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Turning right from Borupan Wila, we traveled in
a North Easterly direction on jungle tracks barelt'
discernible, mostly covered by muddy water from the
previous day's rain, parallel to a stream that flowed
in to the Moderagam river, passing "Boradiya Wala"
to the right. Coming on to the South bank of the river,
we then traveled in a North Westerly direction. The
journey was uneventful, other than for the many water-
logged areas that had to be covered in 4 wheel drive,
not knowing when a depression or ho11ow beneath the
eddying water would swallow us up in one enormous
gurgling gu1p. Once we came upon a huge soft shelled
turtle on the drier part of the track and very far away
from any water. He stood his ground, facing the vehicle,
quite fearless and unconcerned of our impatience to
move on. Leopard tracks were frequent though none
were sighted at the time. Cycas plants had grown
luxuriously, many in bloom and with fruit. One cycas
was a very ancient and venerable specimen rising to a
height of around 20 to 25 feet, throwing out branches ,

unusual for this plant, with a large pine apple shaped
inflorescence at the top. It would have been around
for several centuries judging from its size, its gnarled
and deeply scarred trunk. It would have stood here to
witness the British raiding parties travel past, perhaps
the Dutch, too, but did it stand here as a sapling when
the scourge called Portugese tried to "pacify" and
convert the North Western littoral in their own cruel
way? One can never say.

Seclusion and isolation would aptly describe the air
that pervaded the whole park. Signs of humans were
hardly visible, though the jungle would have hidden
the many works of our ancestors from our prying eyes.

In an open glade we came upon a single Sambhur,
who gazed at the intruders with astonishment, but did
not move away. It was a scene to be etched in one's
memory to be recalled over and over again to savour
the idyllic tranquility of the jungle fastness.

The track ended quite suddenly and rocks and sloping
depressions blocked our progress. The vehicle had to
be left there, with some trepidation as terrorists were
said to frequent the area at times. Proceeding on foot
through the tangle of rocks and foliage, the guide
suddenly became very loud and garrulous giving us a

vociferous lecture on the National Park, the 'iPalace of
Kuveni" by the Kali villu, the salty nature of the many
villus and other mundane matters at the top of his
voice, not to mention the lessons in Botany and of the
nomenclature of the surrounding trees, the names of
which he emphasized for better effect with resounding
blows on the trunks and the buttressed roots of the
poor trees concerned.

Finally we reached a long ridge of rock, up which we
clambered. The ruins of mans toils were every where.
At the highest points of the ridge were three mounds
as I recalled, but today the mounds had vanished in to
heaps of broken bricks strewn haphazardly over that
sacred but desecrated site.

On a large slab of flat rock in an open glade, surrounded
by the ruins of the dagobas, fallen stone pillars and
the broken bricks lay the centre piece, as it were, of
"Ochchappukallu", two huge slabs of stone leaning on
each other at a sharp angle of 45 degrees, finely balanced
and seemingly on the point of toppling over, creating
a large wedge shaped cavity underneath, the floor of
which was the bed rock. At the open end of the wedge
shaped cavity was a stone pillar which supported the
rocks, perhaps as a safe guard to those rt'ho would
occupy the space beneath in deep meditation. For
occupy they did, judging from the drip ledges cut into
the rock. Perhaps in the past, there would have been
walls of brick that would have sheltered the space
beneath, which would have been sufficient for one
man to stretch out with any comfort. Perhaps this rock
shelter, centrally placed in the temple complex, with
space enough for one would have been the abode of
a very special being, perhaps even an Arahath. Who
knows? But today instead of the Arahath, it contained
the shoulder bones of a Sambhur killed not long ago,
one shoulder blade clearly displaying the passage of
the rifle bullet that took its life as a neat round hole
punched on the fresh white bone.

The three Dagobas were a pathetic sight, reduced to a
mere jumble of broken bricks, the holes dug by treasure
hunters going right down to the bed rock, gaping,
horrible wounds that cried silently to a pitiless blue sky.
Peeping from the surrounding foliage were numerous
stone pillars, some at crazy angles, some supine on
the ground. What could be discerned were the stone
steps that lead up to the ravaged Dagobas. Search as

we might, we could not find any evidence of statues
of the Buddha, though I did locate a peculiar piece of
broken stone carving about a metre long that looked
very much like the bottom end of the robe of a standing
statue. Lying among the debris was a "guard stone" of
a very early Anuradhapura period, the carving on the
flat stone being the "punkalasa" or the "pot of plenty
& prosperity" instead of the "Naga Muragala" of the
later periods.
Knowing that the ancient donors carved their names
on many instances, we idly turned over the broken
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bricks at random and though we did find some r.vith
Brahmi letters, a more interesting find was a very large
Centipede or "paththaya" under one such stone. It was
unusually large, exceeding about 30 cm in length, with
a very peculiar colouratiory being mostly of bluish grey
with scarlet bands across its body segments. It appeared
quite unconcerned at first, remaining still while the
morning light glistened off its body, then with a dash
it had vanished in to the crevices of its ancient home.

More surprises were to come. On turning over another
large brick I came face to face with a living link with
the ancients. On the brick was the foot print of a large
dog as fresh as the day it had walked over the bricks
that his pious maker had laid out to dry before firing,
two thousand years ago. It had been a large sturdy dog
judging from the size of the paw-print and the depth to
which it had sunk into the stiff clay. So fresh did it look
that I had to restrain my self from instinctively looking
around for its authour. Probably it was the "Sinhala
Hound" a tough and sturdy breed characterized by
its tightly curving tail, of which PEP Deraniyagala
speaks of as belonging to an ancient lineage. One was
automatically reminded that Prince Vijaya landed at
Thambapanni not far from this ruin, that the ruins of
"Kuweni's Palace" lie a little way to the west by the
"Kali Villu", and that in the legend Kuweni came to
Vijaya in the form of a dog! As such, dogs are very
intimately connected with the folklore of the area. Yet
that paw print seemed to speak to us through the mists
of time of two thousand years, springing up visions of
the creature as he watched his master in the toils of his
piety and to leave an indelible mark that would last the
millennia, to be found by one who was searching for
Brahmi letters that his master may have scratched on
the bricks to mark his faith and to seek eternal merit in
his wanderings through " sansara" .

While we were thus exploring, our guide was seen
to be very intently examining the area minutely, as if
for sign of some animal. His erstwhile garrulity and
vociferousness had been replaced by total silence, as

if he had been struck dumb. Padding silently along
the edge of the jungle clearing, every inch of his frame
tensed and alert, peeping down the sides of the sloping
rocks in deep thought, examining the ground for sign,
viewing the surrounding jungle keenly, but after
sometime of such scrutiny, he very visibly relaxed, to
be blessed once more with the powers of speech.

The going had been tough, the walk very tiring and the
sun had risery making us break out in a su'eat A rest
was very welcome, so we sat down on the bare rock
and took in the surroundings. The jungle fe1l au'ay on
all sides, stretching its green mantle in all directions,
the blend of colours of the foliage of the tree tops
making a mosaic of greery with an occasional r'ellow or
red patch. The sun was hot but yet the light breeze that
Iilted across the rock was cool and soothrng. Over the
tree tops from our vantage, a few birds could be seen.

Away to our left, a serpent eagle n'ith u'ings outspread
was wheeling into the thermal currents, ever soaring
upwards while uttering his high pitched call to his
unseen mate.

Sitting in that isolated place, we u'ondered u'ho had
created it and its antiquity. It must have been a very
special place, probably of the earlr' -{nuradhapura
period, said I, a place where meditation n-as the focus
of its occupying monks, judging bv the lack of siatues of
the blessed one. Perhaps, it may hal'e been something
like Ritigala said my soru Ranil, and probabh'used for
a similar purpose. Turning to our tracker I asked him
"You examined the place and the surroundings. V\4rat
did you find or what were you looking for?". "Nothing"
said he. "That was a lot of effort iooking for nothing"
said I, at which he looked sharplv at me "Bears" said
he "I was looking for bears". Jusi to tease him I said
"were you looking for the bears that killed and ate that
Sambhur, whose bones lie over there bv the cave?". He
threw me a glance that said it all, even before the words
were out of his mouth "Not only bears, trlahaththaya,
but also the terrorists that most probablr- killed that
Gona. They roam around these parts but do not stay
long, just a few days and they go back to their camps by
the coast, but one can never say for sure u-hether they
are around or not" I suddenly realized that I had more
or less "rail roaded" him in to guiding us to this piace,
overcoming his excuses and mani{est reluctance' Deep
dowru I felt guilty that I may have placed him at peril.
"That is why" he said, "l made much noise coming up
to this place, so that the bears would take n'aming and
move away, while the "two legged animals l'ith guns"
also would know thatwe are onlY visitors, not a raiding
party out looking for them and ther', too, rrould melt
away into the jungles till we leave and perhaps, leave
us in peace.". That his caution rt'as n-ell founded was
driven home to us in no uncertain manner around a
month later by the huge land rnine explosion that took
the lives of a group of wildlife enthusiasts including a

2000 Year Paw Print

Here, too, was the enigmatic hole carved into the
living rock at ground level, about 9 inches deep, about
8 inches across its open mouth and tapering to a flat
base of about 5 inches diameter. The sloping sides of
it was very smooth and appeared as if some object or
instrument that fitted the hole had been rotated in it
for a purpose yet unknowry though many theories
abound. Many such holes have been found all over the
island amongst the ancient Buddhist ruins.
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well known author, utterly destroying man and vehicle
alike.

ConJident, now, that there was no immediate threat, we
commenced exploring some of the many caves, with
great caution nevertheless, that abounded in that rocky
out crops. Most had signs of ancient habitation, with
drip ledges, some with crude drawings " by Veddahs"
as the tracker put it, some with Brahmi letters carved
below ihe drip ledges. Archeologist Ven Ellawala
Medhananda who has deciphered these epigraphs has
recorded them in his publications. "The cave of chief
Dighagupta, son of chief Thimara is donated to the
Sangha" said one.. "This is the cave of Thishyagupta
and Pushya" says another. One simply says " Nagas
cave" while Ven Medhanada says that another records
the existence of a Royal lineage not mentioned in other
ancient chronicles of our land - "The cave of Krushna,
son of King Krushna is donated to the Sangha of the
four quarters, both present and absent."

These ruins from a lost time and a kingdom long
decayed, still has a name in these rock inscriptions, for
CW Nicholas records one from reign of King Kanitta
Tissa, two thousand years ago, the builder of this
jewel, mentions the name as "Kuba Vehera" while
also mentioning other important historical places such
as Jabokola aviya, Magana Nagarakaya, etc. Ptolemy
mentions a place by the name of Margana and it is
enticing to think that Margana of Ptolomv and the
Magana Nagarakaya are one and the same and in close
distance from these ruins. Much awaits in these jumble
of stones for the eye of the researcher.

Descending down the , jumbie of rocks, ruins and the
tangled under growth, we approached the "crott'n
jewel" , the most beautiful wewa in Sri Lanka. The
steep sided rocks still rose on three sides around her,
still the purplish grey as I recalled, a few splashes of
green where its smoothness was broken by cracks and
crevices where shrubs had taken hold, some with grey
brown fingers of gnarled wood of those that had lived
and died reaching out to'lt'ards the wewa as if in search
of the very elixir of eternal life. The base of the rocks

were fringed with a luxuriant greery the long grass
reaching up 3 or 4 feet in to the sky.

But the Wewa, the ]ewe1 of Wi1pattu...... the beauty
that bewitched all visitors to that lonely place.... The
one who remained etched in the mind. . . . . . was gone!!!!

The blue waters, light ripples giving life to the reflections
on her face, the red lotuses that decked her, were all
gone. In her place was a small sheet of muddy water,
the rocks and the trees around her seeming to lean
over her to hide her ravaged form from the World. Yet
she cried, for very softly, a thin silver of water trickled
down through the jagged breach that treasure hunters
had made, like tears rolling down some innocents
cheeks. Nearby were pieces of plastic water pipes and
it was evident that she had been subject to a planned
assault over a period of time. "But why would anyone
breach this wewa? was my question. "They probably
looked for treasure in the Dagobas up there" said our
tracker " and perhaps not finding any, thought that the
treasure was hidden in the depths of this tank".

However it was, she had bled through the breach till
she was dry of life, a life that had been for two thousand
years since King Kanitta Tissa, King of Lanka of the
lineage of the Great Warrior King Dutugemunu, had
first fashioned her in a passion of piety.

With heavy hearts and utter disbelief, r,r,e turned to
wend our way back. Looking back in parting I can
still see her, the despoiled Dagobas, the forlorn stone
columrs, the stone steps that bore the faithiul and the
pious to veneration, the ravaged beautv, and loonring
over ali, t1-re massir.e " lear-ring Stones" of the "Kuba
Vehera".

I felt like "the ancient traveler from an antique land"
and the words of the poet flashed across my rnind,

"My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings,

Look on my works, ye mighty, and despairl"

We left her there to her sadness dnt] sorrow in that
lonely and silent jungle, like that ancient traveler and
around her the vast green wilderness stretched far
away in to the hazy blue distance.

Yet, the jungle would slowly reach out to her, nestle her
in its green mantle and cover her ravaged form from
the eyes of the avaricious man, the Bears will come
down to drink from her, the bird songs would wake
her, the leopard would r,r.arm his bones on the rock by
the Dagobas and the lordly elephant would feed on
the luscious green grass at her fringes and then rest his
trunk on his long ivory yellow tusks, look at her with
immense sadness and soothe her with his wisdom "that
all things are transient, even I, such is this Sansara".The Pathetic Remains...
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Then came 'infrasound'. Katy Payne first discovered
this in 1984 and a whole new elephantine world opened
up. Lawrence says " A little later it happened again.
It was the lightest touch and then it was gone. Again
I looked around but there was still no sign of them.
Something inexplicable was going on. I was surprised
that in all the time I had spent with elephants I had
never noticed anything like this before."

" So I waited, going back to doing exactly what I had
been doing before-just being part of the bush, and not
expecting anything to happen, Suddenly I got it again,
a strong sense of anticipation that the herd was close
by, and with that Nana emerged out of a nearby thicket
followed by the others."

" After a couple o{ weeks of practice I started getting
the hang of it and, eventually, under the right
circumstances, it became easier and easier to find them.
Somehow I had become aware that elephants project
their presence into an area around them, and that they
have control over this, because when they didn't want
to be found I could be almost on top of them and pick
up nothing at all. A little more experimentation and
research and it became clear what was happening.
Much like a lion's roar at an audible level, the herd's
deep rumblings, well below human hearing, were
permeating the bush for miles around them, and I was
somehow picking this up even though I couldn't hear it
at all. They were letting everything and everyone know
where they were in their own elephantine way, in their
own language."

From the early 1970s I have had many experiences
with infrasound when among the elephants and I used
to wonder what's going on. But after I had read Katy
Payne's 'Silent Thunder' things got very interesting.
One of the classic experiences I had was when I was
with the late Dr. Ravi Samarasinha. We were watching
three young bulls at Yala frolicking in a roadside
muddy pool and also eating dollops of the dark mud
( they do this to replace the sodium they would have
lost especially after a prolonged drought ).

While we were watching this a huge cow elephant
broke cover in front of us and walked up to my cab. She
then stood in front of my driving side headlamp and
stared at us through the windscreen. Suddenly both
of us saw her making the slightest movement of her
head and something like a ripple went dowh the centre
of her head, it had almost a mirage like quality. Then
we saw the three young bulls stop frolicking and they
stood stock still, listening intently, very intently. The
next moment they came at a fast walk and surrounded
my cab. A few anxious moments passed and then
suddenly we sensed the cow relaxing from that rigid
stance and then with a toss of her head started walking
back into the bush followed by the three young bulls.

Once Lawrence Anthony had established a close
relationship with the once condemned elephants and
they accepted his close and physical presence he says
".......And from that I learned another important
lesson. Previously traumatized wild elephants
appeared to regain a degree of faith in new humans

once the matriarch has established trust with just one
new human. But it must be the matriarch."

When I read Lawrence Anthony's words, which I
have quoted above, together with my own experiences
with wild elephants and tame ones in my home
town of Kitulgala, I got the feeling, call it what you
may - telepathy - extra sensory perception ESP, that
the elephants or at least the matriarchs were picking
up certain signals or vibrations which Lawrence
was sending out, obviously without his knowledge.
Taking into consideration the immediately preceding
paragraph, I would think that it would be only the
matriarch who would have been receiving these. The
moment they stopped, she knew he was no more.
Then when she started walking in the direction of the

Lawrence household they fell into line. In a typical
herd behaviour.

To conclude I would like to quote Lawrence Anthony
" We also have to understand that there are things we
cannot understand. Elephants possess qualities and
abilities well beyond the means of science to decipher.
Elephants cannot repair a computer, but they do have
communication, physical and metaphysical, that
would make Bill Gate's mouth drop open. In some very
important ways they are ahead of us".

Further reading:

The Elephant lMisperer - Lawrence Anthony - Publisher :

Pan Books - 2010

The Elephant's Seuet Sense - Caitlin O'Connell - Pub :

Oneruorld Publications - 2007

Elephant Talk - The Surprising Science of Elephant
Communication - Ann Downer - Tzttenty First Century
Books - 201L

Silent Thunder - The Hidden Voice of Elephants - Katy
Payne - Pub : Weidenfeld I Nicolson - 1.998

IMen Elephants Weep - The Emotional Liaes of Animals :

leffrey Masson €t Susan McGarthy -

Pub : lonathan Cape - 1994

lf a Lion Could talk - How Animals Think - Stephen
Budiansky Pub : Weidenfeld & Nicolson - 1998

On the way to the funeral
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Dr. Wolfgang Dittus, Institute of Fundamental Studies, Sri Lanka; Smithsonian Conservation Biology
Institute, USA; (www.primates.lk)

There has been a growing disturbance from monkeys
raiding properties and crops in towns and villages. The
problem is not confined to Sri Lanka, but it is common
io all countries that have primates. The purpose of
ihis article is to outline the nature of the problem, to
evaluate the solutions that have been tried here and
abroad, and to present an effective strategy that would
help to protect people from monkeys. Issues in dealing
with commensal primates in South Asia have been
reviewed by group of South Asian primatologists that
includes the present author (Singh et al. 2005).

The primates of Sri Lanka: For its size, Sri Lanka
has the highest diversity of primates in Asia, with
12 subspecies among 5 species. Three species are

endemics: the Toque Macaque (Macaca sinica) with
3 subspecies, Purple-faced Langur (Trachipithecus
vetulus formerly Presbytis senex) with 4 subspecies,
and one of the two Loris species (Loris tradigradus).
The second Loris species (Loris lydekkerianus), having
3 Sri Lankan subspecies, and the Cray or Hanuman
Langur (Semnopithecus priam formerly Presbytis
entellus) occur also on the Indian subcontinent. Of
the local subspecies, the Western Purple-faced Langur
race (T. v. nestor) is critically endangered by IUCN
standards. The hill-zone race of Toque Macaque (M.
s. opisthomelas) too is endangered but this fact is less

weil publicized.

Macaques, regardless of their threatened status, have
no 1egal protection. Even worse: recent legislation has

declared them as pest, and the public is invited to deal
with them as they may.

What is a "monkey pest" ? The Sri Lankan press

has several times referred to the burgeoning "monkey
menace" on the island. Farmers in the dry zone complain
of monkeys raiding their crops (mostly Grav Langurs),
or damaging their coconut plantations [mostlr- Toque
Macaquei, but also Giant Squirrels (Ratufa macroura)],
and damaging their properties, food stores, home

garden produie (mostly macaques) and their roofs
(mostly Gray and Purple-faced Langurs).

A relatively new development in Sri Lanka concerns
macaques attacking and biting people. Such incidents
have been reported from popular tourist spots like
Yala National Park (Rodrigo, 2011), Dambulla and
elsewhere. Many more such attacks go unpubliclzed.
This situation is common also in India, n'here, for
example, Hanuman (Gray) Langurs are knou'to jump
onto people, blte and rob them of their hand-carried
posseisions. The problem of harassment fronr the

iarge-sized Gray Langurs is starting also in Sri 1anka,

especially at some sites where people purposeh' entice
these langurs with food. The frequency of such lncidents
will only increase unless some countermeasures are

implemented.

The endemic hill-zone Toque Macaque isan endangered subspecies
having no legal protectioir and is officially condenmed as a ''pest"

A condemned endemic. The IUCN, WWF
and similar organizations aim to conserve global
biodiversity. Given the enormity of the task, and
frequent scarcity of data, the focus for most organisms
is for action at the species level. Primates, however, are

an exception to this: the desired focus is on subspecies,
particularly in places like Sri Lanka where subspecific
differences among taxa are well developed and have
a remarkable biological history. It is o{ Srave concern/
therefore, that the three endemic subspecies of Toque

HEEDING THE WORDS OF THE BUDDHA

In addressing human-monkey conflicts it is wise to
foliow the words of the Buddha who advised that to

solae any problem, you need to understand the rensons for it,
and tlrcn deal zoith the cause. Fortunately, the challenge of
the monkey menace is fairly simple and can be solved
if we heed some basic established biological principles.
Unfortunately, the willy-nilly politicallv inspired
approaches tried so far in dealing with human-monkey
conflict issues defy all common sense, not to speak of

:#*:?:r.-.!,j5:ir &,;:w
The leaf-eating Hanuman or Gray Langur (Photo: David Barron)
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wildlife management practices, and has done more
harm than good to people as well as monkeys.

UNDERSTANDING THE CAUSE

Limits to primate population size. From the point
of view of wildlife management, the most important fact
to keep in mind is that the number of monkeys that are
able to live in any one area is limited, and proportronal
to the amount and quality of food (and water) that is
available. In their native forest homes, the number of
monkeys normally does not increase; their numbers are
kept in check by a limited supply of natural forest foods
and water. Fluctuations in monkev numbers do occur
with annual and seasonal differences in the natural
supply of forest food, and occasionaih. in relation to
predators and disease. But zero population groh,th,
over a long term, is the rule for most primate species in
their undisturbed natural forest habitats. Rates of cleatl-r
are high among wild primates, up to 80% dying before
adulthood, offsetting birthrates (Dittus, 1980).

Macaca sinica: cyclic change in population size

the drastic changes, and on how humans develop the
cleared forest land. Two scenarios are common. The
planting of tea, rubber, or other inedible crops cleprives
the monkeys of food and they simply die out. Primates
of all species have been wiped out over vast areas of the
hill and low countries where tea (also rubber, oil palm,
teak, pine) plantations have replaced natural forest over
the last 200 years. Land owners have also destroyed
monkeys. Only a few small pockets of primates
cling to life in remnant patches of remaining forest.
The second scenario occurs where the natural forest
has been replaced by home gardens, wells, garbage
dumps, rice fields, and vegetable plots or plantations
with foods edible by primates (e.g. coconut). Under
these conc-litions, humans have developed a buffet, or
a "dansala" of r'r,ater ar-rd food sources that attracts and
supports prin.rates. In short, human actions either have
ki1lec1 monkevs or transformed them into pests in areas
rvhere naturai forest had been converted for hurnan
use. But in recent years the pest problem has gotten

A i:ause for pest monkevs: a conmon "dansala" for Toque Macaques
(l'hoto: \\'olf g;rng Dittus)

I4Ihy is there a worsening conflict between
humans and monkeys? At Polonnaruwa, Kandy
(and elsewhere) mereiy 30 years ago the conflict
between humans and monkeys was minimal. There
appeared to be a status quo carried over from ancient
times. So what has changed? The biggest change has
been the growth of the supply of food and water made
available to monkeys by: (a) Increasing numbers of
local tourists who iitter rice packets and other edibles,
(b) open vegetable markets and garbage bins that are
accessible to monkeys, (c) tour guides, pilgrims and
temples purposely feeding monkeys, (d) concession
stands that cater to tourists, and (e) private households,
vendors, bakeries, rice mills and hotels dumping their
surplus foods into the environment where monkeys
can easily access it. Leaky water taps, wells, and open
drains attract monkeys during the dry season. Our
studies (Dittus, 1977, 2012) l-rave shown that monkeys
that have access to human foods have increased
exponentially in number, whereas those deprived of
such resources have not increased at all.

Some Sri Lankan towns and villages, by way o{ their
excess of food litter, have turned into public monkey
breeding farms (not to speak of the ubiquitous crow
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Long-term zero population growth of macaqucs in natural habit;rt
(after Dittus, 1977).

No vacancies in the parks. National Parks like
Yala, Wilpattu, Maduru Oya, Uda Wa11awe, and Ga1
Oya, are large in extent, but the forests there are dry
or arid and offer very little food or water for monkeys
of any species. For that reason, only a few monkeys
survive in the limited space near perennial streams
or vil1us (Eisenberg and Lockhart, 1972; McKay 1973,
Dittus, 1977). The Gray Langur is somewhat more
tolerant of dry conditions and therefore it is more
visible away from permanent water souries, than
are the other primate species, but its numbers too are
limited. These natural areas, with their already existing
low density resident populations of primates, cannot
support greater numbers of them. This is aiso true of
smaller remnants of forests in sanctuaries and reserves
in all climatic zones of Sri Lanka. In terms of wildlife
management practices therefore, these areas are not
suitable refugia for trans-located pest monkeys.

A recent history of obliterating primates and
creating pests. The clearing of forests deprives
monkeys of their home and supply of natural foods
that has sustained their kinds for eons. Their fate
depends on how easily a primate species can adapt to
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Number of toque macaques in relation to their diel concession stands, temple grounds, garbage dumps
and general food litter.
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Macaques feeding on garbage gr"r}"#po."rtlollv in numbers over a
30 year period while those feeding on forest {oods maintained zero

population growth (after Dittus, 2012).

rookeries). And this ecological imbalance is spreading
into the countryside. Think about the last time that you
have seen a macaque monkey (or crow)? Chances are
that it was near some heap of human food on a road-
side.

Leaf-eating primates. Of the primates, the
omnivorous Toque Macaque is most likely to be
affected by human foods. The Gray and Purple-faced
Langurs are typicai leaf-eaters and less susceptible. The
Gray Langur, inhabits mostly the dry zone forest where
langur raids of home gardens is beginning to be a
problem. In the wet-zone forest areas of the south-west,
on the other hand, progressively more tress have been
felled making way for more people and their houses.
The Purple-faced Langurs, which inhabit these wet
zone forests, are less prone to feed on human garbage
or crops, but they may damage the many new roofs
that now serve as transit bridges between the reduced
numbers of trees (Dela, 1998; Rudran 2007).

How monkeys develop into pests. The Toque
Macaque's natural food supply consists of much

ripe fruit, which is
highly seasonal, often
unpredictable and widely
spaced in the forest habitat.
The macaque's survival
rests on brainy skills where

faced Langur (Photo: Barney

in the form of new homes,

Macaques learn new skills quickly when challenged by
enr.ironmental change (Photo: Barney Wilczak).

In contrast, the leafy food supply of the langur species
is somewhat more predictable and constant. Also,
their specialized digestive tracts do not favour the
omnivorous human diet (Amerasinghe et a1., 1971). The
langurs, therefore, are less suited to develop into a pest
for human gardens and property than are macaques.

But the langurs' reticence to eat human food, does not
prevent people from trying to win these leaf-eaters
over to in their own image, and to urge them to accept
human foods as offerings, or as gestures of human
kindness. Unwittingly, such gestures are creating a
new pest species. The dangerous experience of large
aggressive langur monkeys attacking people is all too
real, but can be avoided.

People develop aggressive monkeys. Monkeys
do no appreciate human sentiments of food offerings.
Instead, the human act of giving food sends entirely
the wrong message to a monkey; unfortunately to the
detriment of the human donor (and ultimately to the
monkey as well). In their own societies, monkeys do
not give food to one another. Yes, of course, monkey
mothers nurse their young, tolerate them in sharing
food, and a group of monkey often feed in common
from a large food source, such as a tree. However/ any
semblance to food donation that these behaviors might
have stops there. Quite the opposite occurs in monkey
life: they compete aggressively for food (and this is not
necessarily obvious to the casual human observer).
Monkey society is built on a strong hierarchy of
dominance relations where the highest ranking is free
to exploit all subordinates, and so on down the line of
the hierarchy. The subordinates have no recourse but
to accept their lowly lot. These hierarchical behaviors
of rivalry and exploitation over food and water are
the main mediators of deprivation and death among
monkeys. The assertion of social rank translates into
survival.

Therefore, when a human donates food to a monkey,
the person signals his/her sociai inferiority to it.
Having clearly established the human donor's lower
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rank, the monkey now has the opinion that it is free
to take food from the human looser any time! That is
the rule of conduct in monkey society. When the naive
human refuses to give more food, hides it in a pocket, or
worse, teases the monkey by showing and withholding
food, the monkey has no option but to teach the uppity-
human subordinate a lesson in monkey mamers: the
monkey becomes aggressive in order to assert and
maintain its right to take food from the human looser.

The scene is all too common: the serious bite wound
inflicted by a macaque on a tourist in Yala NP (Rodrigo,
2011) was owed to the naivet6 of visitors and local
guides in dealing with monkeys. People do not deserve
to be bitten and it could be prevented so easily. Rural
hospitals occasionally treat patients bitten by monkeys -
the prevailing opinion being that these biting monkeys
were "mad" with rabiesi it's a medical precaution. But
in more than 5,000 monkeys studied we have yet to
see a rabid monkey. Most likely, human bite victims
behaved inappropriately in the presence of a healthy
monkey.

Sri Lanka's tarnished reputation. Repeated
incidents of tourists having been bitten by Sri Lankan
monkeys in places like Yala National Park have been
publicized in the international press and on the internet
(Lonely Planet, 2012) with warnings for tourist not to
visit Yala NP and other sites, lest they be bitten by
monkeys and die from rabies inJection. Exaggerated or
not, the message is clear for authorities to implement
procedures to prevent people from creating pest
monkeys.

The curse of human food offering. From the
monkey's point of view, there is no "thank vou" for the
food offering, and the inappropriate human sentiment
does the monkey no favor by turning it into a pest -
that ultimately might be killed for its absence of fear oI
humans and raiding habit.

Pilgrims create a new pest species with food offerings (Photo:
Chameera Pathirathne)

WHAT DOES AND DOES NOT WORK IN
REDUCING PEST MONKEYS

Attempts in dealing with monkey pest, in Sri Lanka
and in other primate habitat countries, have included:
Culling, chasing, translocation, sterilization, and
preventing monkeys access to food. The success o{
these attempts has varied.

Killing Monkeys is generally not accepted as a public
policy, especially in countries with strong Buddhist
and Hindu ethics. Nor is it effective in the long-term
(see translocation). Chasing monkeys can be effective if
it is done in a correct manner.

Translocating monkeys. Translocation involves,
trapping monkeys in a community where they are
perceived as a problem (usually an economically
empowered one), transporting them to a rural place,
or to a protected area, and releasing them far away
from their troublesome origin. Translocation of pest
monkeys is often thought of as the best and quickest
means of relieving a community of its monkey scourge.
On the surface it seems iike a simple and benign
solution. People are relieved of pest monkeys (at least
temporarily) and those promoting this activity (for
a profit) mis-represent their service as conservation-
friendly, giving the pest monkeys a new home in
a better more natural area away from town. The
authorities are happy to have a solution with which
to assuage their constituents' complaints. But it's an
illusion and a scam!

Experience in other countries as well as in Sri Lanka, has
demonstrated repeatedly that translocation is totally
ineffective and harmful to people and monkeys, and

lJjrj;:l 
banned in most countries for the following

1. Shifting monkeys from one place to another, does
not prevent the development of new pest monkeys,
nor does it address or remove the cause of monkey
overpopulation (surplus human food in the
environment), or habitat fragmentation.

2. Therefore, it is only a temporarv measure of relief
because the void left by trans-located (or killed)
monkeys is soon fi1led by other monkeys from
surrounding areas. Monkeys are territorial; they
monitor their neighbors' movements daily and soon
discover that a choice predictable food source, like
garbage, crop or home garden, is left undefended by
their former (now absent) rival monkey neighbors.
New monkeys fili the void, feed on human foods,
breed, and their numbers soon swell to match the
original pest populations. Wildlife managers are
back to square one!

3. For people the biggest downside of translocation
is the negative impact that it has on other (usually
economically poor) human communities. Street-
wise aggressive town monkeys that have fed
on human food scraps and home gardens are
expert raiders of human property. They have, to
a large extent, also lost their culture of foraging
for natural foods in their natural (non-existent)
habitat. Capturing, transporiing and releasing such
street-wise monkeys into National Parks or rural
environments has a drastic effect on the human
communities located closest to the sites of monkey
release. Translocated monkeys do not thrive in the
freedom of their new forest home - as is falsely
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advertised. Instead, they immediately seek out
what they know best - human habitation with it:;
familiar garbage and other easy to find foods and
water. While rural communities in Sri Lanka have
lived "forever" in the presence of monkeys in
their surroundings and have, for the most part,
established a mutual respect of avoidance between
humans and monkeys, they are not prepared to
deal with fearless monkey raiders. In Sri Lanka,
for example, hardship has been imposed on local
villagers by translocations from Badulla to Maduru
Oya, from Peradeniya to Kirthibandarapura, from
Kandy to Teldeniya, and to Matibokka, from
Hakgala Botanical Gardens to Uda Welawe, from
Hambantota to Yala, and others. In India, parties
who have translocated monkeys have been sued. In
other countries the practice is banned.

Capturing and transporting monkeys often is done
in a haphazard and cruel manner that results in
monkey injuries and deaths.

Monkeys are territorial, normally filling their
occupied habitats to capacity. When translocated
monkeys are released they come into conflict with
resident monkeys and both parties risk injury or
death.

6. The random translocation of monkeys between
different subspecies habitats is detrimental to
the preservation of genetic population diversity
because it undermines locality-specific evolutionary

. adaptations.

In summary, translocation is ineffectizte, harmful to
people anil monkeys alike. It is a failed simplistic
attempt at a political solution to a biological ptoblem.

Stemming population growth. The sterilization of
monkeys is a long-term measure to reduce population
growth. Femaie monkeys mate with many different
males, and one intact male is capable of inseminating
many females. Castrating males therefore is not a

useful exercise. Instead, sterilization needs to target
reproducing females. It is done either surgically or
by the administration of anti-fertility drugs. Either
procedure is costly, impractical to carry out on a large
scale, and it is not an immediate cure to rid a community
of pest monkeys. It has been used successfully only in a
small manageable population in Hong Kong.

Preventing monkey access to food. This is the best
way forward, especially for the Toque Macaques (and
partly the Gray Langurs), because it deals with the
cause of too many monkeys near human habitation.
It has two very important advantages: first, macaques
immediately stop visiting areas where food and water
are absent; secondly, a reduction in their food and
water supply will, over the long-term, reduce their
population numbers. This method has been successful
at trials at Polonnaruwa and elsewhere.

Why Garbage is important. In nature, monkeys
wander far and wide every day to find fruit trees or

other edibles in the forest. Feeding is hard work, takes
many hours, nutrition may be poor, and any one
feeding site is temporary in space and time.

Garbage, on the other hand, provides a predictable and
constant supply of quality food (rice, bread, vegetables,
coconut scrapings and husks). In a short time, n'ith very
little effort, monkeys can find enough to eat on garbage
at a dump, in a market, in a home garden, hotel, or
vendor. Being so richly rewarded they return to the
same place(s) often, and they will not ignore crops or
other foods found on route. Most croPs are seasonal
and monkeys cannot survive on them a1one. But being
enticed and supplemented daily by garbage gives them
repeated opportunities to raid whatever else they find
in transit to the garbage. AIi house raiding and half the
problem of crop raiding can be prevented bv getting
iid of the perennial garbage littering homes, tor'r'ns and
viilages.

The Purple-faced Langur, being an arboreal leaf-
eater, is less susceptible to garbage, but home-garden
produce sustains them, and a modified approach is

recommended.

New science: guarding crops from monkeys.
Scientists in the UK have developed a potent extract
of lion dung that is effective in repelling Engllsh deer.

Agriculturalists in Nuwara Eliya sr'r'ear that cor,r' dung
spread on garden produce repels mot-rkevs. These
considerations suggest a potential for leopard feces
or urin extract and other products to be developed
as repellents for primates and perhaps other crop
damagers such as porcupines, wild boars and sqrrirrels.
The Dehiwela zoo might serve as a leopard perfumery?
The topic is wide open for productive research
and potential low cost benign solutions rvith new
technology.

ELEMENTS OF AWORKABLE STRATEGY

Any attempt to control monkey-human conflict,
especially with macaques, must address the various
ways in which they gain access to garbage, food stores,
or crops as outlined above.

The anti-Dengue model for education. The
public should be made aware of the consequences of
feeding monkeys and of littering food. At present, the
government has in place an active campaign to reduce
the environmental conditions that lead to the spread
of dengue fever. A similar dedication of funds and
intensity of effort would be required to reverse the
monkey pest problem.

Empowering people to prevent littering.
Households, shrines and temples, hotels and vendors
should be encouraged to use monkey-proof disposal
containers. Composting bins are available from local
suppliers. Open garbage bins and pits are totaily
counterproductive as they offer monkeys (and stray
domestic animals) concentrated buffets. Normal
bins are useless because monkeys easily tip them or
otherw,ise open them.
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Sealed municipal garbage vats. Most towns have a

garbage collection system in place and refuse is dumpecl
in the outskirts. The system of garbage collection and
disposal can be revamped to prevent animals from
accessing such food. Incinerators or large animal-
proof garbage holding enclosures is a way forward. If
edible garbage can be sealed only long enough for it to
decompose, animals will not eat rot.

Fines for littering: Persons who litter food create
monkey conflict problems for other citizens. For this
very reason other countries fine Persons who feed
monkeys or litter (e.g., India, Singapore, Hong Kong,
Thailand, Malaysia, Gibraltar, Indonesia, South Africa,
Costa Rica, Columbia and the USA). Fines range up to
5$50,000 and 6 months imprisonment in Asia, and up
to US$ 1,000 in the USA.

Chicken wire instead of guns. Households can

protect their property by disposing of edible waste in
monkey-proof bins. Chicken wire over open windows
prevents monkeys from entering a house. Drains can

be covered and leaky taps and tanks repaired. Financial
support to poor communities to enable protective
measure would be far more effective, and safe for
children, than supplying guns. Animals which are not
rewarded with food or water for their raiding efforts
stop raiding. But even a gun will not dissuade a hungry
monkey if food is available.

Chasing monkeys. Dawn to dusk watchers are
.effective in defending a plot of crops (e.g., coconut
estates), or hotel premises, against raiding monkevs. It
is a simple matter of training the guards. Once monket's
have learned that no food can be gained from raiding,
they seek their diet elsewhere. Unfortunately, some
populations, like the endangered western Purple-faced
Langur, have no natural habitat left as a retreat when
chased from home gardens.

Community effort. In order for any plan of this kind
to be effective, it needs all households in a community
to act in concert. One deviant household or vendor
with accessible garbage, food, or unguarded crops
will definitely attract monkeYs and cause problems for
their neighbors. Therefore, a combination of education
and fines for transgressors is desirable for successful
implementation. The recent heightened efforl by the
traffic police to crack down on offending drivers is a
good example of how this combination can work for
the public good.

Added benefits: Preventing food litter in the
environment has the additional benefit of reducing
the large populations of stray dogs and other domestic
animals, and large flocks of crows that prey on Sri
Lanka's other bird species, some being endemics.
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fhe celebrated storyteller, Mark Twain (1835-1910)
I wrote, "Twenty years from now, you will be more

disappointed by the things you didn't do than by the
ones you did do. So throw off the bowlines, sail away
from the safe harbour. Catch the trade winds in your
sails. Explore, Dream, Discover."

As more and more people take that advice to heart,
and set o{f to explore and discover, global tourism will
surge to heights reached never before with a record one
billion visits across international boundaries this year.

In the process they will generate trillions of dollars for
investment, create one in 12 jobs worldwide, enhance
the lives of millions of people and open massive
opportunities for the growth and development of
countries, rich and poor, all across the world.

Because of its ability to create wealth, tourism plays
a major role in achieving the U.N.s millennium
Development Goals for prosperity, peace and
sustainability.

New challenges such as climate change and poverty,
hunger and disease make fulfilling these goals more
compiex and pressing.

Therefore, as the U.N. Summit on Sustainable
Development or Rio+20 conference in Brazil, tourism
leaders need to forge active partnerships with other
sectors of the global economy to reach an inclusive,
equitable and sustainable future for all.

Tourism is like fire. If well managed it can serve us; if
allowed to master us, it can burn us.

Tourism poses many challenges for the well-being of
the global community and the health of our planet-
from the cultural degradation of local communities to
the complete destruction of their value systems.

\Arhat is more, tourists impair the health of the earth by
over-visitation of fragile ecosystems and the emissions
of CO2 and other pollutants from their modes of
transport, from cars and buses to trains and planes.

The global travel industry is now faced with the
challenge of making a conscious decision of how it
wants to go, where it wants to go- somewhat like
Robert Forest in his poem "The Road not Taken"; "Two
roads diverged in a yellow wood . . ...And sorry I could
not travel both......... Two roads diverged in a wood,
and L...... I took the one less travelled by...and that
has made all the difference."

Global tourism seems to have chosen the road "less
travelled". Still, it is stumbling along, not quite sure
how it will get to where it wants to go.

Responsible tourism demands that destinatiory travel
vendors and travellers alike unite in operating tours
with a sensitivity to the social, cultural, natural and
economic environments of the host communities and
of Mother Earth.

Towards that end, the industry has been fostering
various forms of what is called sustainable tourism
since the 1970s when the environmental movement
began.

Fromthis sprangtoday's popular concept of ecotourism.
It nurtures the desire to travel to natural locations away
from the man-made and built-up attractions, allowing
the traveller to experience nature in its pristine glory,
and to be educated about the culture and lifestyles
of lesser known, poorly understood societies, off the
beaten path.

Such visits create the beneficial effects of raising funds
for the conservation of neglected natural landscape and
cultural monuments, as well as for the economic uplift
of impoverished communities.

The flip side of the coin is that the growing popularity
of ecotourism has led to abuse and exploration of
vulnerable environments and societies by unscrupulous
tour and lording operators, partly because of the
absence of an internationally accepted single definition
of what constitutes ecotourism, often interchanged with
sustainable tourism, green tourism, nature tourism etc.

Tourism organizations and conservationist gloups
have their own definitions of ecotourism. Individual
tour operators and governments also muddy the water
by promoting their own definitions.

In the broadest sense, however, ecotourism is travel to
ecologically and culturally sensitive locations with the
least negative impact thereon.

It is, of course/ not possible for humans to travel
anywhere without any negative impact, because even
getting there causes environmental damage by the
spread of carbon pollutants.

Airplanes are among the worst emitters of pollutants
in the travel industry, although the International
Air Transport Association counters that airplanes
contribute only two percent of global manmade CO2
emissions- Iess that the flatulence of the cows in Europe!

Tourism will add 43 million more visitors every
year, to top 1.8 billion arrivals by 2030, challenging
the conservation of earth's resources more, even as
these resources suffer more damage and become less
available.

It is, therefore, critical that travelers be educated to be
sensitive to the environments of the places they visit and
understand they have a great responsibility to Mother
Earth. In today's world of many interconnections,
tourism cannot stand alone, and apart, from the global
community.

We need to act together for the collective interest over
self-interest. As Nelson Mandela discovered, "after
climbing a great hill, one only finds there are many
more hills to climb.
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rflhe villu at Kumana situated in the Eastern Block of
I yutu National Park is considered as a paradise for

birds.

The Yala East National Park, established on 26th
December, 1969 has an area consisting of 18,148 hectares

and bordering Kumbukkan Oya; and it spreads up to
Okanda. The lagoons, estuaries, lakes, massive rock
Formations and open grounds mixed with the jungles
and the eastern sea coast extending tp to 24 kms; add
beauty and uniqueness to this National Park. The most
important factor in this area is the wildlife community
and the historical ancient Buddhist monuments hidden
in the jungle; spreading from the period 3rd B.C up to
10th A.D.

Due to terrorist activity the employees of the Dept. of
Wildlife Conservatiorl who protected this National
Park were withdrawn in 1985 and it was closed for
visitors. The villagers in Kumana also left their village,
and the area became a paradise for hunters and illicit
timber merchants. The terrorists destroyed the Okanda
and Thunmulla bungalows put up for visitors and
they also destroyed the office of the Dept. of Wildlife
Conservation and other quarters as well as watch huts.

Due to the efforts of the Government, the terrorist
activity subsided and peace process established and we
had the opportunity to visit this enchanting area.

At about 7.30an on 15-09-2002, we left our friend

J.S.D.M Somaratne's (Soma) home in Panama to proceed
to Kumana. Our group consisted of N.T. Ariyaratne, P.

M. Leelaratne, P. Somaratne, and ourselves.

Soma mentioned to us, since we were travelling to a

God's abode, we should first visit the Panama Devalaya
and make a wow for a safe return. Accordingly
we travelled along the gravel road to the Devalaya
premises. We were happy when we saw a villager
carrying two bottles of milk walking towards us, which
was a good omen and that our trip will be a success.

The road up to the Devalaya had paddy fields on either
side. However due to the drought the paddy fields
were dried up and what remained were several water
holes. The fish in one water hole were struggling in the
muddy water splashing all over and it appeared to us

that it was their last struggle for life. Several Peafowl
were searching for food and Spotted Doves were also
walking along the gravel road searching for food. The
fresh Elephant dung indicated that during the night the
Elephants had visited this area.

We entered the Devala premises. There were two

Devalaya's close to each other. One Devalaya was for
God Paththini and other one for "ALUTH DEVIYO"
The area between the two Devalaya's were prepared
for "ANG ADEEMA", which is an ancient traditional
ritual. This ritual is done in Panama Paththuwa to
obtain blessings of the God's to the villagers. This old
traditional ritual is presently done in Panama and in
a few other villages in Sri Lanka. In some villages this
ritual is done by using the horns of the Sambhur and in
other villages; such like in Panama they use the fork of
tree branches

After receiving blessings at the Devalaya, we left at
07.45an towards Kumana. We saw two bullock carts
speeding towards Kumana Lake, and noted that this
was the main transport system in the area. The special
feature of these carts is that the two wheels are fixed so

that the carts main rack is below the top of the wheels.
This ensures that it could cruise easily through muddy
and sandy terrain and other difficuit areas of the road.

After travelling for some distance, we came across a
road signboard givingthe directions to "MADAGAMA
LAKE". After passing this sign board, we saw several
Mongoose and Jungle Fowl creeping into parched
jungle on either side of the gravel road, and we saw
few Hare hiding in the jungle.

We met a Buddhist monk from the "Kudumbigala
Aranya" walking towards Panama vil1age, proceeding
further we saw the "Kudumbigala Aranya" situated on
top of a large rock formation, and to the left was the
Helawa Plain. The water course through Helawa Plain
had got dried up, and there were several locations
where the Buffalo were kept in temporary stockade.
Proceeding further we came to a gravel road to the
left and we observed the sign board Okanda Murugan
Devalaya. In a pond close by with Mangroves around
it, Peafowl and Malabar Pied Hornbill were seen flying
across them, It appeared that this was an oasis in the
parched land for the animals to quench their thirst. The
Devalaya was visible on top of a huge rock formation
at a distance and we entered the Devalaya premises,
which was covered by a retaining wall and there were
few pilgrim rests for an overnight stay. There were
several wells (Thula/Aandi wells) to draw water by
means of a long log with a rod tied to a bucket and the
other end with a big stone tied up at the end of it. The
Devalaya premises had a serene outlook. We observed
several bird species searching for grubs in the Margosa
trees singing while in pursuit of food, Pilgrims were
bathing in the wells and cooling themselves, whilst
others were preparing the offerings for the God
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Murugan. There were also few tourists in the premises
and walking along the gravel road towards the village
of Ranorugama. After offering coins at the Devalaya, we
proceeded to the temporary tea kiosk and had ginger
tea with juggery, along with Heen Nilame who was a
friend of Soma, and he too joined us on our journey.

After proceeding for some distance we came across the
sign board Yala East National Park. The road barrier
had already been lifted up and to the right we saw the
buildings once occupied by the officers attached to the
Dept. of Wildlife Conservation now destroyed. We
observed that any person could enter this National Park
without a check. Although we had the opportunity to
enter this National Park, we noted that the required
security measures had not been provided for this
beautiful National Park. After passing the abandoned
security point, we observed that the dried up forest had
crept on to either side of the road, with Madan trees
prominent among the dried up trees. The Elephant
dung along this stretch indicated that wild Elephants
were regularly passing this area. As we proceeded, we
came to a famous spot known as "Yoda Lipa" (Giant
Hearth), where there are three massive bouldets in the
formation of a village fire place. The road to Kumana
was through these 3 boulders. After photographing
this beautiful spot we proceeded on our journey, and
saw the Bagura Lagoon without a drop of water and
the extensive plain. The Bagura plain is the largest
among the plains in this National Park. Several herds
of Deer usually found in this plain were not to be seen.

We found only few Peafowl and the dung of Elephants
Ieading in search of water. The Bagura Bridge on the
gravel road was broken, but it was with ease we drove
across the Bagura plain.

Travelling further on we saw the sight of Thunmulla
bungalow to the right and dilapidated after destruction.
At this point we saw smoke arising from a fire place and
several other fire places which had dried down. It was
evident that some illegal hunters had been camping
here overnight.The large Madan trees surrounding
the bungalow which once gave shade were still intact,
however the beautiful lake in front of the bungalow
had dried up. We hope the authorities will be able to
reconstruct the bungalow without delay so that our
future generation could enjoy the serene beauty of this
jungle lake and environs.

We resumed our journey towards Kumana and came
to the area known as "Kotalindawela". It has been
observed even during the dry season, there had been
Crocodiles in this lake. We found neither a Crocodile
nor a drop of water in this lake. After some time we
came to Andarakala Lagoon and the plain, this lagoon
too was dried up like other lagoons in the area. There
was no life on this lagoon except a few Peafowl
searching for food. While proceeding along the
gravel road towards Kumana, we came across Itikala

Lagoon, next lagoon was Yakala Lagoon which were
dried up. The Eastern sea coast and sand dunes seen
at a distance were very pleasing sight to our eye. The
fresh dung at this spot confirmed that the Elephants
had visited the area recently. The Green Bee-Eaters, the
Skylarks and Spotted Doves enhanced the beauty of the
surroundings.

After passing this lagoon we approached Kumana
villu. We came across a lone Elephant closer to the road,
and stopped the vehicle to capture few photographs.
Heen Nilame informed us that this loner is a dangerous
animal and not to approach closer. After observing
and photographing we left on our journey leaving the
Elephant to wander in its own kingdom.

Then we came to a spot where there was a destroyed
building which was the parking place to keep the boats
used by visitors to view birds in the Kumana viilu. The
beauty of Kumana villu was not changed, as observed
by us who had visited this area earlier whenitwas under
the control of the Dept. of Wildlife Conservation. The
Kumana villu covers 285.2 Hectares, and was attached
to the Yala National Park in 1969. Though it is a water
body with salt water, the fresh water from Kumbukkan
Oya also feeds the villu. In view of the above reasons,
there are various types of water plants as well as

different species of fish. Also the droppings of the birds
in the villu are an added fertilizer to the plants. The villu
has many Mangrove species and along its boundaries
there are various types of plants which added beauty to
the villu. Section of the villu is covered with species of
water plants including "Olu" and "Kumudu". Among
the birds we observed in the villu were Whistling
Teals, Grebes, Jacanas, Purple Coots, Painted Stork,
Ibis, Egrets, Darters and Night Herons. In the edge of
the villu, we observed few migrant Sand Pipers and on
the trees bordering the villu we observed Green Bee

Eaters, Malabar Pied Hornbills, and in the plains we
observed Yellow Wattled Lapwings and Red Wattled
Lapwings. The Eastern Swallows which were flying
above the water and diving towards it and catching
grubs and other food on the surface of the water added
beauty to the scenery. After some time observing the
beauty of the surroundings we proceeded to Kumana.
The three |ackals who ran through the village indicated
that there are no human settled in Kumana village. The
tail coconut trees indicated that the Kumana was an old
village. We stopped our vehicle near a building which
indicated that it was the Kumana School. Though the
roof was intact, the whole building was in a dilapidated
condition. The Tamil statements written on the walls of
the school building indicated that even this village had
undergone terrorist attacks. We were shocked to see the
copper oil lamp kept in front of the picture of Goddess
Saraswathi in a small structure used as a shrine, intact,
when the entire area underwent terrorist activities.
Since Soma and Heen Nilame kept us informed that the
road to the village is entirely covered with jungle that
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it is impossible to reach the village proper, and hence
we abandoned visiting same. It was clear that the faie
which underwent Leonard Wolf's "Baddegama" had
befallen to this Kumana village as well.

The villagers had abandoned Kumana and gone to
Panama and other areas for good. However the House
Sparrolvs as well as the Crows which were present in
the school building and adjoining trees had not left the
village. The behavior of the Crows indicated that since

they lost the food source from tl-re village, now they
adopted new strategies to obtain food. We observed
only a Mouse Deer running towards Kumbukkan O1,a,

and no other animal was to be seen in tl-re area. When
we observed three people in the distance, our friend
from Panama, informed us that they were engaged in
catching Buffalos remaining in the area.

Since our plans were to stay the night at Calamuna, we
left Kumana area and proceeded tor,r,ards Kumbukkan
Oya. When we reached Madametota a person named
Weerasinghe (Kapu Mahaththaya) offered us Milk
Rice mixed with honey and informed us that another
party of the Dept. of Wildlife Conservation in two
]eeps proceeded towards Kabaliththa Devalaya before
our arrival, after partaking Milk Rice offered by him.
The Devale premises were a very attractive and a clean
place. The large Kumbuk trees along the Kumbukkan
Oya added beauty to the area. The dry Kachchan
.Winds which turned and twisted the large branches of
the Kumbuk trees, with a noise made us to realize that
we had now entered a thick forest. The inquiries made
from the three youth present at the Devalaya premises
revealed that they had come for fishing purpose.
However after borrowing few utensils from Kapu
Mahaththya to prepare our meals, we proceeded in a

northerly direction on the jungle covered road along
Kumbukkan Oya. This Madametota area is famous,
since it is a resting place for the "Paada Yaatra" pilgrims
who travelled from Northern and Eastern areas of Sri
Lanka to Kataragama annually. They cross Kumbukkan
Oya and enter the Strict Natural Reserve (SNR) of
Yala and proceed to Kataragama. Though the road we
travelled towards Galamuna was covered with jungle,
the path was visible for us to proceed in a vehicle. The
jungle had Kumbuk, Kon, Thimbiri and Halmilla trees.
Since this path was running parallel to Kumbukkan
Oya, any wild animal who wanted to reach the Oya to
quench the thirst had to cross the jungle path we were
proceeding. Therefore we had more opportunities to
observe wildlife. Though we observed Wild Boar and
small herds of Spotted Deer, we had no opportunity of
seeing any other animal on this stretch. However the
Emerald Doves and Paradise Fly Catchers which flew
among the foliage made the jungle alive.

At about 11.40am we reached Galamuna, which was
about 4 miles from Madametota. As per R. L. Brohier,
who wrote the book "The Ancient Irrigation Works of

Ceylon"; in 1934 - 1935 the surveyors of this area had
come across this historic Maha Galamuna and Kuda
Galamuna. According to records, King Cajaba, in1L42
AD had constructed this anicut across Kumbukkan Oya
to clivert its water. The Kuda Galamuna was about 4

miles from the Eastern sea coast; Maha Galamuna was
situated % miles downwards from Kuda Galamuna.
One out of the two canals from Maha Galamuna reached
Kumana Villu as per the reports of the surveyors. We
r,r,ere convinced that we were now at Maha Galamuna.

Maha Galamuna is a very enchanting place. A large
boulder extendir-rg from the jur"rgle path we arrived;
reached mid Kumbukkan Oya. This rock formation
r'r'as such that it tapered to the middle of Kumbukkan
Ova in such a wav that it r,r,as flat at the middle, so that
manr. people can either rest or camp on it. The anicut
rvas about 100 f eet r.rorth of this rock formation and there
\\.as an opening ertending up to 5 feet, and the water
of Kumbukkan Oya rushed through this opening. The
space between the anicut and the rock was transformed
in to a natural pond due to this rushing water flow.
We observed several species of fish, crabs, and fresh
water prawns nibbling the fungi, which were attached
to the rock. Heen Nilame who joined us from Okanda
Devalaya suggested that we should enjoy a bath in the
pond whilst he prepared the lunch for us, and we took
the opportunity to get rid of our pains due to travel.
Our heated bodies were cooled off by this water which
was almost like a medicine. When we placed our head
and body to an opening of this anicut, the water which
rushed through our body gave us a soothing effect.
The branches of the Kumbuk tress made a dangerous
noise due to "Kachchan" winds. However it was music
for nature lovers like us. A{ter enjoying our bath, we
had our lunch and then went to the vehicle, brought
our luggage and had a nap on the rock surface. Our aim
was to spend the night on the rock and leave following
morning.

Further our main aim was to watch wildlife which
would arrive at the river to quench their thirst before
night.

Around 2 pm, we heard an alarm call from the
surrounding jungle, which was a signal from the
leading Deer to his heard. We watched the area
where the sound came, silently. Four Spotted Deer
reached the water level had their fill and returned
back to the jungle. Similarly we noted several herds of
Deer coming for water at 4 pm as well as 6 pm. We
also noted a lonely Buffalo resting on a sand dune in
the middle of Kumbukkan Oya, and on seeing us he
entered the jungle. We entrusted the preparation of
dinner to Heen Nilame and Ari, and had a walk along
the Kumbukkan Oya to investigate the situation. What
we saw on top of a sand dune along the side of the Oya
was very disturbing. There were several make-shift fire
places and structures used for drying fresh meat. It was
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obvious that this place was a haunt for hunters. The
Crocodile which jumped into the water hole on seeing
us would have been a regular customer which came to
eat the remains of the dead animals. The Forest Wagtails
and Sandpipers were busy searching grubs on the sand
dunes of the Oya. These birds indicated that migrant
birds had already arrived in Sri Lanka. After dinner all
of us were resting on the rock and listening to the night
sounds. The two Frogs on the pond calling each other,
and the song of the Nightjar mixed together, created a
soothing music which took us to a comfortable sleep.
The sudden drizzle at mid night awoke all of us, and
we realized that we were on top of a rock in the thick
jungle. We used a torch to investigate the surrounding
jungle and the pond; we could not observe any wildlife.
When we took a decision to take our baggage back to
the vehicle, the drizzle stopped, hence we continued
our nap. Though the Kumbukkan Oya was lit with the
rays of the full moon, we could not see any animals in
the moon light. Again at about 2 am there was a sudden
rain. Though all of us were drenched from the rain, no
one was willing to go to the vehicle. When the rain
stopped suddenly, we decided to stay awake listening
to the jokes of Heen Nilame.

Suddenly at about 3 am, we observed rays of lights of
two vehicles approaching towards us from the northern
directiory and we were alarmed. It would probably
be officers of the Dept. of Wildlife Conservation or
terrorists, still remaining in the jungle. Our leader
Ari informed us that it could probably be the Wildlife
officers and if that is so to allow him to solve the
problem. Though Heen Nilame tried to put off the fire,
so that our location cannot be found, it was too late
since both vehicles had already approached the rock.
An unarmed person came rushing towards us and
inquired, who we were. We informed that we are not
hunters; we came here to spend the night and enjoy.

The person who came to us informed that he is
from the Dept. of Wildlife Conservatiory and he's
Superintendent is in the other vehicle. Further he
informed us that they were searching Kabeliththa
Devalaya for over 24 Lvs, and still could not locate
it. He inquired from us whether any of .us knew this
location. Soma and Heen Nilame informed that they
were unaware of the location. Since it appeared that
they were very tired, we inquired whether they were
after meals. They wished to have a cup of tea, since
they were after meals. We invited them to our resting
place and prepared tea for ten of them. They also
offered ,r io.r-r" sweet meats. \44ri1e in conversatiorl
we got to know Mr. Ranjith Eriyagama who was also
with them, and adviser to the Hon. Minister of Public
Administration. FIe was identified by Sanjeeva through
his voice in the dark. After identifying ourselves, and
discussing matters they left towards Madametota, we
believed that they had already abandoned the idea of
reaching Kabeliththa Devalaya.

Our friends from Panama informed us that the
Kebaliththa Devalaya is about 20 miles from where we
were staying, and it is called Siyambalawa, since there
is a large Tamarind tree in the premises. According
to them it is difficult to reach this place and due to its
power/ a lady cannot reach this place. Later when we
went through the maps, we noted that Kebaliththa is
in Block 3 of Yala National Park adjoining Kumbukkan
Oya. There were two Kebaliththa's mentioned. They
were called Ihala Kebaliththa and Pahala Kebaliththa,
and there were two small lakes close to these locations.

After the visitors departed, we continued our nap.
While Heen Nilame was preparing "Roti" for breakfast,
we woke up and walked up and down the Oya in
search of any possible signs of wild Elephants who
would have entered the Oya during the night. It was
clear that due to illegal hunting, many wild animals
avoided this spot.

At about 7.30 am we left Galamuna after breakfast. On
the way to Madametota, we noted several Wild Boar
and herds of Deer crossing the path. The Emerald
Doves which crossed our path was a treat for our eyes.

We returned the cooking utensils borrowed from
Weerasinghe Kapu Mahaththaya. The three youth's
we saw earlier were not to be seen. Flowever we were
happy to see two groups of pilgrims at the Devalaya
premises. One group was preparing the offerings to the
Devalaya, whilst the other group was enjoying a bath
in the Kumbukkan Oya with their children.

We proceeded towards Kumana and stopped at the
lagoon to observe the birds. We saw Black-winged
Stilts, Stone Plovers and Golden Plovers searching
grubs, and few Malabar Pied Hornbills among the trees
near the logoon.

Whilst proceeding towards Bagura plairy we observed
several people on cycles and some walking towards
Kumana. We were not clear whether these people
were fisherman or illicit hunters who went in search of
remaining wildlife in the area. But however it was clear
that due to the existing situation these people have
entered the park without any permits.

At about 10.00 am we reached Helawa lagoory which
was dry and a very large plain. The Kudumbigala
monastery was visible from this location towards the
sk1r. f|-t" Kudumbigala area which covered about 4403
hectares had been declared as a sanctuary in1973.

When we stopped our vehicle at the Kudumbigala
monastery premises, and entered the hall, we came
across a foreign national who met us wearing a piece
of cloth around his waist. He informed us that he has
got instructions to obtain in{ormation from visitors
who arrive at the monastery, and we gave the required
information. \Mhist walking upwards on the stone stair
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way, we saw a cave which has been protected from
seeping rain water and inside it an old Buddha statue
sculptured in stone. One side of the face of Buddha was
splashed in black soot, and it was obvious that it was
a purposeful act of terrorists as per the information
received by the Buddhist monks. There was enough
evidence that this monastery was built by one of the
ten Generals of King Dutugamunu during the period
3 - 2 BC. There was an insignia of the particular
General chipped on the stone and also the ancient
Brahmi script carved on the stone relating to this offer.
Subsequently we moved towards the upper most area
of the monastery. The scenery was breath taking. Like
the Dagaba in Sanchi temple in India, the Dagaba on
the premises had an umbrella like structure instead of
the usual pinnacle. Any person watching from below,
it appears that the Dagaba was touching the sky.
The caves where the Buddhist monks resided were
situated below the Dagaba. The sides of these caves
were well secured with wattle. Information regarding
the persons who donated these caves for Sanga was
carved on the rock in Brahmi script. After enjoying the
cool drink offered by the chief priest, and listening to a
short sermory he related more information regarding
Kudumbigala.

According to the priest, the area had been attacked by
terrorists and in 2002 during the Vesak poya day the
temple premises was cleaned and made it habitable by
the devotees.

Kudumbigala Monanstry

When we inquired from the chief priest of any
encounters with wild animals, he related an interesting
story; that once when he was carrying a bucket of water
to his cave, a Sloth Bear came behind him and when
he noticed it, he gave the bucket of water to the Bear.
The Bear drank it, looked at his face and returned to the
nearby jungle. A novice monk who was present related
that at times the Bears wait watching till they light the

oil lamps at the Dagaba,when the monks move away
they blow off the fire and drink the oil. At times the
monks used to collect the Weera fruits fallen from the
trees in the premises, in small heaps and leave it for
the Bears and they relish it with pleasure. We also got
to know that there are several Leopards in the area
who visits the monastery premises. We watched some
Ceylon Swallows and House Swifts also called the
Little Swift or White-rumped Swift, flying in and out
of caves. When we inquired; the monks showed us the
two types of nests the birds were building in the roof
of the cave. Whilst parting the old robes hung from the
roof, which covered the cave we observed the nest of
the Ceylon Swallow built with mud and appeared like
the dwellings of Eskimo's called Igloos. The nest of the
FIouse Swift was a cup-shaped structure composed
of grass ,straws and feathers glued together with the
bird's salvia.

After paying our respects to the monks, we quietly
came down, and encountered a slight drizzle. These
rains were signs of the begirrning of first rains in the
area after several months of drought.

Kudumbigala Monanstry with the Chief Priest

We were wondering why that the barrier at Okanda
was closed when we reached it. When investigating,
we found that several workers were engaged in
reconstructing the watch hut. We were happy that the
first step to protect this beautiful National Park has
already been taken.

We left the barrier and proceeded towards Panama,
wishing that the wild animals in this National Park
would live peacefully, and the future generations will
be able to benefit from this wonderful National Park
which is their heritage.
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Shireen Senadhira. 90, Barnes Place, Colombo 07.

Drip, drip, drip, everywhere and birds crying
for lost nests and cold eggs.

Scuffle of baby foxes, cubbed in
a lair amidst some graying stones.

In such a jungle, baby f.uzz and mother elephant
went looking for tender leaves.
Fuzztan near the river's edge

towards the roaring fumble of water.
Soggy, the bank caved in and FuzzfelLz

engulfed in surly waters, he was swept away.

Stunned, baby Ftrzz instantly held his kunk high
Went down river awhile and with luck

wedged himself between rocks.
Slowly struggled over slippery rocks and,

whimpering, reached the shore.
He looked for his mother, shivered and squealed,

shook off the water and stayed silen! then
instinct and fear edged him into thick grown.

All this while, the she elephant, ears flapping.
trumpeted and searched,

trumpeted and searched for her baby,
rushed crashing alongside the gushing river.

felt her baby fof injuries.

Limping and licking their wounds
The two leopards slunk away,

While elephant mother gently applied
healing mud to her baby's back.

Meanwhile,Fuzz sau
two I

the leopardg;

n like a lig
hed a the leopard

and hurled

while she nuzzled him with hei trunk and
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Prof. Hemanthi Ranasingh€. Department of Forestry and Environmental Science, University of Sri

Jayewardenepura, Sri Lanka E mail: hemanthir@sltnet.lkgryryqffiHffiEffi[i

1. Northern Province of Sri Lanka

The Northern Province is one of the nine provinces of
Sri Lanka. It is located in the north of Sri Lanka and is

1ttst22 miles (35 km) from India. It has a land area of
8,884 square kilometers. The Province is surrounded by
the Gulf of Mannar and Palk Bay to the west, Palk Strait
to the north west, the Bay of Bengal to the north and
east and the Eastern, North Central ancl North Western
provinces to the south. lt covers about 1.lo; of total iancl
mass of Sri Lanka.

Northern Province consists of fil'e districts namelr',

Jaffna, Kilinochchi, Muilaitivu, Vavuniya and Mannar.
Around 40'L of Sri Lanka's coastal area is within the
Province. Much of the Northern Province was under
the control of rebel Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam for
many years during the civil war. The entire Province
was recaptured by the Sri Lankan military in 2009.

2. Natural Resources and their issues

The Northern Province is rich in natural resources- in
its extensive coastai area, in its dense forests and its
mineral deposits. Forests resources are largely intact
due to many decades of conflict and form a considerable
percentage of the total forest cover in the country. From
extensive sand dunes in Jaffna peninsula, to quarry
meial and clay for bricks the Province is especially rich
in mineral resources needed {or construction. The land
is generally flat and undulating with no significant
elevation, however the highly diverse coastal belt more
than compensates. Lagoons, bays, salt flats, wetlands,
coral reefs, islands and islets, and estuaries are some of
the prominent coastal features that are important both
ecologically and economically.

2.1 Water resources

The Province is divided into two distinct geographic
areas: |affna peninsula and the Vanni. Jaffira peninsula
is irrigated by underground aquifers fed by wells
whereas the Vanni has irrigation tanks fed by perennial
rivers. Major rivers include: Akkarayan Aru, Aruvi Aru,
Kanakarayan Aru, Kodalikkallu Aru, Mandekal Aru,
Nay Aru, Netheli Aru, Pali Aru, Pallavarayankaddu
Aru, Parangi Aru, Per Aru, Piramenthal Aru, Theravil
Aru.

The Province has a number of lagoolrs, the largest being
Jaffna Lagoon, Nanthi Kadal, Chundikkulam Lagoon,
Vadamarachchi Lagoor-r, Uppr,r Alu Lagoon, Kokkilai
lagoory Nai Aru Lagoon ancl Chalai Lag;oon.

2.2Marine and Coastal

With 40% of the country's coastline, the Pror-ir-rce

has immense potentiai for fisheries, aquaculture and
tourism. Most of the islands around Sri Lanka are
found to the west of the Northern Province. The largest
islands are: Velanaitivu (Kayts), Neduntivu (De1ft),
Karaitivu, Pungudutivu and Mandativu.

2.3 Mineral Resources

One of the greatest issues of current importance
is constructior-r rnaterials. Out of the constructiot-t
materials recpit ecl s.-utcl ancl cluarrv metal are
cor-rsicleral.lr' .rr ailalrle rr-r the Province. Ir-r ac'lclition the
Province his linrestone deps5i15, clav for bricks ancl

tiles ancl beach mineral sant'1. Some scientiiic option of
possible oil deposit off the Gulf of N{annar has not been
fuliy explored vet.

2.4 Forests and Wildlife

The North has by far the most extent of dry monsoon
forests in any province. The forest cover has remained
intact largely despite the conflict and due to lack of
development of the Province. Kilinochchi, Mullaitivu
and Manner Districts are extensively forested, while
Vavuniya is partially in forest. Jaffna has no significant
forest areas.

The important wildlife areas (already gazetted)
are Wilpattu North, Madhu Road, Giant's Tank,
Chundikulam and Kokilai. But T-this does not take in
to consideration new biodiversity hotspots and other
ecologically important areas (river catchments, salt
marshes, lagoons and estuaries, islands, arid zones of
Mannar etc).

2.5 History and Culture

There are many areas in Jaffna and Manlar of
exceptional archaeological value. These include ancient
temples and sites mentioned in chronicles, sites of pre-
historic significance and old churches and temples
of high cuitural value to the northem people Nlanr-
of these sites have been recorded in documentation
of the Archaeological Departn.rent, but there cor-rlcl

be many that are unrecorded ancl uncliscovcrecl. The
value addition prospects to local tourism is immense,
especiaiiv sites such as Thirukethees\\'aram (\4anlar),
Nallur (Jaffna) ancl N4aclhu Church (\lamr;ir).

3. Socio-economic situation

\ortl-rcm Prolince L.errrg an agriculturallly dominant
Pror-irrce, the contribution of agricultural sector is
r5.9,, folloryetl Lry trar-te sector (19.3ilu). The service
sector takes up ;rbsllt ll.lgir
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4. Development efforts in the Northern province

After the 30 long years of grappiing with the ethnic
war, Northern Province is now ready to undertake
development. The "Vaddakkin Vasaniham" (Uthuru
Vasathaya) programme commenced in mid 2009 which
included a 180 day accelerated prograrune to expedite
the resettlement and rehabilitation process ind a
concurrent two year programme for the rehabilitation
and development activities in the Province. A total
investment of Rs. 295 Billion had been allocated for the
plarured investment programme for the period 2010-
2012 and the programme's medium term development
strategy included the following:

o Restoration of socio economic and personal stability
and safety.

o Reconciliation across ethnic borders.
o Revitalization of livelihoods and productive sector.
o Infrastructures - Roads - Electricity - Ports - Transport

- Housing - communicatiory Water supply ind
sanitation.

o Enhance rural economy through technological
transformation.

o Pro poor growth and reduction of disparities.
o Exploitation of marine resources and mineral

resources.

o Information Technology and vocational education.
o Institutional reforms and performance improvement.
o Establish Industrial estates, economic centers and

encourage private_ investment.

5. Challenges to nafural resource base due to
development

Northern Province faces several challenges in its
development efforts. The destruction, displacement
and other consequences of the war are very expensive.
Since major problems are not due to mismanigement
of development but due to the conflict situatioru the
problems,are very specific which cannot be generally
addressed by sector wise national development
policies. They need specific solutions. Since sustainable
development requires stable conditions, a sustained
transition is also not possible until economic and social
variable become stable. The conditions are still pre-
transition and therefore, major option available is to seek
coping mechanism or extended coping mechanisms.
Conventional models of development-may fail. Stilt
the relief, rehabilitation and reconstruction processes
should continue in order to mitigate the immediate
sufferings of the people.

Some nafural resource constraints which are already
present and would be increased with the onset of rapid
development in the Province are as follows;

a. Water quantity and quality

One of the major drivers in development is water as it

is required for all life activities including consumption
and other needs for living beings ie. farming, fisheries,
industries, tourism etc. The quantity and-quality of
water are equally important. According to the National
Water Use Master Plan which is still under preparation,
the estimated water demand for the NorthernProvince
for 2025 is 4.6 mcm/day of which 3.3 mcm/day will be
required for the urban population. (WRB, 2009)

The present drinking water supply in almost all the
districts in the Northern Province being taken from
ground water. The coverage of the drinking water in
the districts in the Northern Province are shown below.
(wR8,2009)

District

Jaffna
Kilinochchi

Mannar
Vavuniya
Mulathivu

Percentage

15%
ao/

20%

4%

J/o

This area comprises hard metamorphic rocks
everywhere, which has a thin weathered zone and also
an alluvial cover only along the larger watercourses.
These rocks are part of the Highland Complex of Sri
Lanka and the underlying geology comprises high
grade metamorphic rocks, such as hornblende biotite
gneisses, gtanite gneisses, and charnockites. Rocks are
non-permeable, or primary porosity of these rocks is
zero. The groundwater is stored only in the weathered
portion of the rocks or in the fractured zones. As
indicated by geophysical methods deep fractures are
very rare in these rocks and almost no considerable
fractures below 30-35m depth. In general the
connectivity of fractures or hydraulic continuity is poor
in the rocks, and also in weathered formations. Due
to this, the hydro-geology of the area does not favor
extraction of large quantities of groundwater from
these thin fracture zones in the hard rocks. However,
there are certain good shallow groundwater potential
zones close to town area, which are under-utilized.

In addition to the extractable quantity, the quality of
ground water is also not optimal. In certain area! of
the J#fna Peninsula and also in the Mannar Island
the ground water is highly saline. Further, due to the
prevalence of hardness, high fluoride content and
also presence of certain heavy metals from the use of
agrochemicals have caused acceleration of the Chronic
Kidney Disease which is now wide spreading in the
Province.

.b. Agriculfure and the overuse of agrochemicals

The present and future potential for agricultural
crop production in the Northern province is very
high. Agrochemicals are being extensively used for
cultivation. However, due to the reduced hvailabitity
of water reduced flushing and accumulation of these
agrochemicals may pose a serious health issue in
especially ]affna Peninsula.
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b. Declining Forests and wildlife areas

Due to the prevalence of the war most of the forest
areas were intact. However, with the accelerated
development, they are the first resources to be sacrificed
both for official and unofficial developments. With
regard to official developments, large tracts of forests
had been transferred to be used as resettlement sites for
development programmes, sites for resettlement of tl're
Internally Displaced People, farms and camps for the
armed personlel etc. With the disappearance of forests
wildlife population also may be severely affected
as forests are their main habitats. Further, r'r'hen the
catchments of the streams and rivers are deforestecl the
quantity and quality of waters in the water bodies are

also severely affected.

6. Way forward

On the face of accelerated deveiopment in the Province
amidst a rich natural resource base which is very
vulnerable on the face of the aforesaid development,
it is imperative to formulate a programme to achieve
sustainable development encompassing the triple
bottom line ie economic, environmental and social
sustainability. A step in the right direction had
already been taken by conducting the Integrated
Strategic Environmentai Assessment (ISEA) which was
spearheaded by the Central Environmental Authority
of the Ministry of Environment with the able {acilitation
of United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
to carry out an Integrated Strategic Environment
Assessment of post-con{lict Northern Province (ISEA-
North). This involved an undertaking by more than
25 agencies working together to understand the
natural resource base after the conflict and to provide
strategic information support to facilitate the intended
acceleiated development in the Province. A key result
of ISEA-North was the Opportunity Map, as shown in

Figure 1: Opportunity map taking into consideration
all the natural resource base in the Northern Province..

Taking into consideration the existing forest and
wildlife areas, the threats and vulnerabilities and the
importance in conservation maps had been prePared

s

, --,

Figure 1 below, which will be useful to decision makers
in helping the Uthuru Wasanthava to successfully
and sustainably become a reality for the people of the
Northern Province.

to conserve the existing ones and introduce
new ones which are vital to keep the balance
as shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Taking into consideration all the factors
ie the existing natural resource based and
their potential and also the potential for
development, a map has been prepared
stating the areas available for development
without incurring irreversible harm to the
natural resource base

Figure 2: Prioritized wildlife conservation
areas Figure 3: Prioritized wildlife

conservation areasof the Province. This is shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4: Areas available for development with
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minimum constraints

Despite the fact that all the maps of the Integrated
Strategic Environmental Assessment had been
finalized and accepted by the Government in 2011 and
also available on the website www.isea.lk , the use of
these demarcations in the day to day activities in the
provinces/divisions is not optimal. Natural forests are
being destroyed by illegal means mainly by resettlers
who returns to their homelands or they are being
allocated for development projects sometimes without
environmental assessments also. When natural forests
are being destroyed, the catchments of the streams
and rivers are also lost and the quality and quantity of
water gets adversely affected.

6.1 Actions to be taken immediately and long term to
address the above:

It is imperative to make the Provincial administration
including both at district and divisional levels aware
of the Integrated Strategic Environmental Assessment
done on the Province and make it a mandatory tool for
assigning developments in the Province.

In addition to the above which is largely a planning
tool, it is imperative for the Forest and Wildlife
Departments to provide legal protection to their estates
by gazetting the ones which had been proposed and
also improve the protection of the already designated
protected areas. Constant surveillance/monitoring
needs to be done on the existing forest and wildlife
areas. As there is a proliferation of encroachments in
the Province it is also essential to evaluate the land
ownership carefully and provide valid documents to
them so that encroachments under the pretext of lost
documents will not be valid.

To achieve sustainable development it
is essential for all the players including
government, non government and private
sector to participate in development with
commitment. The Central Environmental
Authority (CEA) as the body with
the mandate to execute the National
Environmental Act should make sure
that all the projects/progammes are done
in a sustainable manner and once they
are approved the progress should be
monitored closely. This can be done by
establishment of monitoring committees
under the leadership o{ district/divisional
secretaries with the inclusion of relevant
stakeholders including officers of the CEA.
As there are many issues with regard to
the quality and quantity of ground water
in the Province, the Water Resource Board

needs to have close surveillance/regulations on the
ground water extraction while the National Water
Supply and Drainage Board needs to step in to ensure
that people in the Province are supplied with safe
drinking water. Rehabilitating the existing tanks and
ensuring that their catchments and reservations are
maintained are the responsibility of the Department of
Agrarian Services and Irrigation Department.

While environmental assessment are being done at
the project level {or development projects as per the
National Environmental Act, the District and Divisional
Administration as well as Central Environmental
Authority needs to step up their monitoring capacities
to ensure that the projects adhere to the plans provided
in the Environmental Management and Monitoring
Plan at the project approval. It is also imperative to
allocate funds in the contractual documents to carry out
the items detailed in the Environmental Management
Plans.

The natural resources were conserved to a large extent
due to lack of inhabitation in the Northern Province
although there were damages due to the more than 30
years long ethnic war. However, now that the war is
over they are being challenged much more with both
planled and unplanned development efforts. As a

country whose very core lies on its natural resources.
Sri Lanka needs to take early and immediate action to
conserve the very natural resource base which is the
blood supply to the development and in this instance
its Northern Province. If we do not act promptly and
correctly now both the present and future generations
will have to face the consequences of an unbalanced
unsustainable development which will reduce the
quality of life significantly.
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Leslie C. A de S. Wijesinghe, E-mail:leswije@gmail.com

I lthough Sri Lanka has had several cultural
flproperties in the World Heritage list, the Sinharaja
Forest Reserve had, for many years, been our only
Natural World Heritage property. With mounting
scientific evidence that the forests in the highlands
of Sri Lanka are also rich in endemic species of fauna
and flora, many of which are distinct from those of
the lowland forests represented by Sinharaja, the

government decided to examine the prospects o{
nominating these forests for inscription as a World
Heritage. That was in 2004. Since then the nomination
process involved seeking project preparation assistance

from UNESCO followed by the preparation of a

comprehensive nomination dossier including maps,
management plans, legal documents, species lists,
video clips, etc. The Man and Biosphere National
Committee, of which I was the chairmary carried out
the initial phase of project preparation. Subsequently
the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources

requested me to function as lead consultant and
prepare the nomination dossier with the participation
of several subject matter specialists as consultants.

The Convention for the Protection of the World
Culfural and Natural Heritage came into effect
"in 1975, and State Parties to the Convention were
invited to submit nominations of properties for
recognition as World Heritage sites. The heritage
features of the nominated properties had to be of
Outstanding Universal Value. How they should meet

this requirement has been spelt out in the Operational
Guidelines that have set out, inter alia, a varying set of
ten criteria, with the requirement that the nomilated
property has to fully satisfy at least one of these criteria-
Six of the criteria relate to cultural properties and four
to natural properties. In rare instances a property may
be embodied with both cultural and natural heritage
features of outstanding universal value, in which case

it could be nominated as a "Mixed" Site.

WHAT FORESTS BEST REPRESENT THE
CENTRAL HIGHLANDS FOR NOMINATION?

At the outset, it was necessary to select one or more
of the forests in the highlands which best represent
the rich biodiversity and endemicity of Sri Lanka's
montane rainforest. The best source of information
for making a comparative assessment of the highland
forests was the Report on Designing an Optimum
Protected Areas System for Sri Lanka's Natural Forests

(IUCN & WCMC, 1997). In considering the data on
the forests in the montane zone, Peak Wilderness
and Knuckles stood out in relation to species richness
and endemicity. Horton Plains was also selected
on account of its unique feature of being Sri Lanka's

highest mountain plateau (average elevation of 2200m

above mean sea level) with forest and grassland and
with several montane plant and animal species found
only in that area. Since three areas were selected, it
was decided to nominate them as constituting a serial
property, for which there is provision.

At a very early stage during this exercise it was clear that
the selected properties, besides being rich in biodiversity
and endemicity, also had many cultural features which
may be considered to be of outstanding universal
value. Regarding Adam's Peak, it was necessary to
give information on its religious significance and its
association with the evolving culture and civilization of
Sri Lanka spanling over two miliennia. As for Horton
Plains, recent research has unearthed paleontological
and palaeo-ecological evidence of a saga of cultural
evolution from around 17,000 years to 3600 years before
present, when prehistoric man occupied and practised
a form of agriculture in these plains (Derariyagala,
1992; Premathilake, 2006). The Knuckles forest is in a

remote area with several ancient villages where present
cultural practices have diverged little from those of
many centuries ago, and where there is evidence of
occupation of caves by monks in ancient times'

In view of the cultural features of the three selected

sites, it was decided to submit the nomination as a
serial property with both natural and cultural features
of outstanding universal value.
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\ A. Sketch map of Sri Lanka and
.-.- " ^ B. lnset showing the tfuee serial

A sites (COSL,2007)

A major obstacle in making the nomination was the
status of Peak Wilderness as a Sanctuary under the
Fauna and Flora Protection Ordinance (FFPO). A
Sanctuary is the lowest category of protected areas
under the FFPO. It can include private land, and in
fact parts of tea estates, villages, and land given out

Knuckles
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to villagers under various schemes formed a part of
the Peak Wilderness Sanctuary. It was pointed out in
the very early stage of preparing the nomination that
the area of Peak Wilderness that was to form one of
the serial sites to be nominated had to be redefined to
include only state land. And in doing so, the redefined
area had to be upgraded as a Nature Reserve. In defining
the boundary of the Nature Reserve the peak and
the pathways leading to the peak had to be excluded
and were to remain as a Sanctuary so to recognize the
cultural status of this part of the Peak Wilderness and
to enable unfettered access to the peak for pilgrims and
other visitors. The Nature Reserve is in nine blocks.
Gazette notifications where action on these lines was

Conservation Forests: 1. Peak Wilderness,
2. Morahela, 3. Walau,e Basin

Peak Wilderness Nature Reserve
(in 9 blocks)

Peak Wilderness Protected Area (Peak Wilderness Nature Reserve and
three conservation forests) and Horton Plains National Park. Pilgrim trails
(A) and the sacred peak (A)do not form a part of the World Heritage
property) (GOSL,2007)

finally taken were published in September 2007.

Withregard to PeakWilderness, another matter thathad
to be considered was that, although the area that was
defined as a Nature Reserve is under the administration
of the Department of Wildlife Conservation, three
blocks of forest that were later declared as the Peak
Wilderness, Morahela and Walawe Basin Conservation
Forests under the Forest Ordinance, and are under
the administration of the Forest Department, are
contiguous with the Nature Reserve, forming a single
entity. These three contiguous forests, together with the
Nature Reserve, were designated the Peak Wilderness
Protected Area (PWPA) in preparing the nomination.
PWPA formed one of the three components of the serial
property.

With regard to the natural heritage features, in the
final outcome (which came to fruition only in July
2010), Sri Lanka was able to successfully claim that the
serial property represented a heritage of Outstanding
Universal Value in relation to two criteria (of the four
relating to natural heritage properties) set out by the
World Heritage Committee. The two criteria are:

Criterion ix

Be outstanding examples representing significant
ongoing ecological and biological processes in the
evolution and development of terrestrial, freshwater,

coastal and marine ecosystems and communities of
plants and animals.

Criterion x

Contain the most important and signi{icant natural
habitats for in situ conservation of biological diversity,
including those containing threatened species of
outstanding universal value from the point of view of
science or conservation.

The island's geological history has led to ecological
and biological processes in the rainforests in the wet
southwest of the country giving rise to the evolution
of endemic species on a massive scale, and there is
every expectation that this process will continue given
adequate protection of these forests. Furthermore,
these forests contain the only habitats where a host
of endemic species, of outstanding universal value

f--lH'ronpd 
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L- / -- / Iimited in area, and the majority of the species having
a highly localized occurrence, make these species very
susceptible to extinction in the event of deforestation
on any scale. What follows is a concise account of why
the serial property, the Central Highlands of Sri Lanka,
is considered a heritage of outstanding universal value,
based on these two criteria.

EVOLUTIONARY PROCESSES WITHIN THE
HERITAGE PROPERTY (CRITERION IX)

Sri Lanka's rainforest, spread over the southwest of
the country in the form of many isolated blocks, and
now covering just around 10% of the wet zone land
area, is rich in animal and plant species diversity
and endemism, making Sri Lanka rank among
the biodiversity hotspots of the world. Sri Lanka's
rainforest can be divided into two distinct ecoregions:
Sri Lanka Lowland Rainforest and Sri Lanka Montane
Rainforest, with the 1000 m contour separating them
(Wikramanayake et a1., 2002). The exceptional features
of the biota of Sri Lanka's rain{orest stems from the
geological history of the island. Sri Lanka is historically
linked to the Deccan Plate that broke away from
the giant continent of Gondwanaland and drifted
northwards. Sri Lanka separated from peninsular
India in the Miocene. Since then, although there were
intermittent land connections with India, the perhumid
southwest remained bio-geographically separated from
the subcontinent by the dry lowlands. This accounts for
the biotic evolutionary processes that took place to an
amazing degree in post-miocene times in the rainforest
of Sri Lanka, resulting in a spate of endemic species.

Within the southwest quarter of the island, the
upwarping of the land in more recent geological times
exposed the mountainous areas that were so formed
to a cooler climate, spurring further speciation in the
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montane rainforest. This accounts for many genera
of fauna and flora common to the wet zone being
represented by species in the montane zone that are
distinct from those in the lowlands. Among the flora
this is seen, for example, in the Dipterocarpaceae
(Stemonoporus spp.), Clusiaceae (Calophyllum spp.),
and Lauraceae (Cinnnmomum spp.). Stemenoporus, an
endemic genus, is represented by 23 species; ten of
these are found only in Peak Wilderness, each shou.ing
a very localized distribution, and one species alone is
a rare find in Knuckles. Referring to the astonishing
degree of speciation observed in some plant families,
it has been remarked that there is every evidence of
continuing evolutionary diversification if the forests
are adequately protected (Ashton & Gunati11eke,1987).

The distinctive climate of the highlands and the
highly dissected nature of the mountainous terraitr
has driven the process of evolutionary dlversification
to a remarkable degree within this ecoregion, and this
is seen in many faunal taxa, particularly among the
cryptic forms. In the montane area (represented by Peak
Wilderness, Horton Plains and Knuckles) speciation
among the land snails has taken place to an astonishing
degree, and they are said to be ideal subjects for studies
in evolutionary biology (Naggs et a1., 2005). Distinctive
species and subspecies of montane fauna are also seen
in other taxa: mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians
and fishes.

The Montane Rainforest Ecoregion is estimated to
cover around 3000km'? and the number of known
floral and faunal endemic species in this ecosystem
(represented by the World Heritage property) is said
to be higher than in the lowiand rainforests which
are themselves renowned for being rich in endemism
(Wikramanayake et al.,2002). Species richness is seen to
an amazing extent among the amphibians, with a spate
of species new to science discovered recently adding
to the already present species richness (Pethiyagoda &
Manamendra-Arachchi, 1998). In view of the species
richness and endemism being at such high levels, the
Montane RainJorest has been considered to be a super
hotspot, or a hotspot within a hotspot.

The Central Massif where Peak Wilderness and Horton
Plains are located is geographically separated from
the Knuckles massif by the relatively low lying Kandv
Plateau. Three endemic genera of herpetefauna are
represented by different species in these two areas
- clear evidence of allopatric speciation: Nannophrys
marmorata, Cophotis dumbara and Ceratapltora tennentii in
Knuckles and N onnophttl s ceylonen si s, Cophotis ceylanica
and Ceratophora stoddartii in ihe Central Massif .

IN SITU CONSERVATION OF BIOLOGICAL
DIVERSITY (CRITERION X)

A Biodiversity Hotspot is taken to mean an area that
features exceptional concentrations of species with
high levels of endemism, and face exceptional threats
of extir.rction. Among the u.orlcl's biocliversity hotspots,
Sri Lanka (coupled u,ith the Western Ghats of India)
ranks highest in terms of the threat to the species from
a high and expanding population (Cincotta et a1.,2000).
Sri Lanka holds this position as a biodiversity hot spot
on account of the exceptional concentration of species
within the lowland and montane rainJorest. Tables
1,,2and 3 provide information on species diversity and
endemism in the serial World Heritage property of the
Central Highlands.

Among the flora, the data on orchids is of special
interest, noting the high diversity of this group, its high
level of endemicity, and that many of these species are
considered to be nationally threatened. It is of interest
that a good many of them are epiphytic, meaning that
they are subject to additional threat in the event of
deforestation.

Among the higher vertebrates, the subspecies
Semnopithecus rtetulus nronticola and Loris tardigradus
nycticeboides are confined to the montane area
represented by the World Heritage property. The latter
has been recognized as one of the 25 most endangered
primate taxa in the world. Among the montane bird
species are Zoothera spiloptera and Eumyas sordida. There
are several species of amphibians and fishes that are
very rare and some of them confined to just one location

Table 1. Woody plant species richness and endemicity (GOSL,2004

Constituent of the nominated ploperty No. of spp. No- endemic o/o endemic No. globally
threatened

Peak Wilderness Protected Area 555 277 50 117

Horton Plains Naiional Park 192 79 4L 14

Knuckles Conservation Forest 450 151 l4 71

Table 2. Orchid species richness and endemicity (GOSL,2007)

Constituent of the nominated
propertv No. of spp No. endemic Yo endemic No. epiphytic No. nationally

th ree ten ed

Peak Wilderness Protectecl Area 121 57 47 78 79

Horton Plains National Park 13 18 42 22 25

Knuckles Conservation Forest 83 35 12 22 55
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within the montane forest. For example, the fish species
Punctius martenstyni, a globally threatened endemic
species with high habitat specificity, is restricted to
the northern part of Knuckles and found only in the
headwaters of a river within this forest (Pethiyagoda,
1998). There are also species of invertebrates with very
restricted distribution. The endemic freshwater shrimp
Lankaris sinhalensis in Horton Plains and its vicinity (Cai
& Bahir,2005) and the crabs Ceylonthelphusa species in
the Knuckles (Bahir & Ng, 2005), have highly localized
occurrence within the heritage property.

The central highlands as a whole cover a very small
fraction of Sri Lanka's land area. And within the
central highlands, the three constituents parts of the
serial property cover an area of around 55,000ha .

Although these three areas contain the most pristine
of Sri Lanka's montane rainforest, the rainforest
does not cover the area in its entirety. In Knuckles,
in particular, a large part of the Conservation Forest
falls below the 1000m contour, and in the freritage
property as a whole the truly montane rainforest
covers just around 35,000 ha. The long term survival
of the species of fauna and flora within this ecosystem
with its extremely high concentration of species will
depend on the maintenance intact of this relatively
small area. The nature of the terrain in the highlands is
such that there is a multiplicity of habitats and a high
degree of niche differentiation so that even small scale
forest destruction wouid put several species at risk of
extinction. Protection of the World Heritage: Central
Highlands of Sri Lanka is indeed vital for the in situ
conservation of a large number of endemic species of
fauna and flora.

INSCRIPTION OF THE CENTRAL HIGHLANDS
AS AWORLD HERITAGE

The serial property consisting of the Peak Wilderness
Protected area, Florton Plains National Park and the
Knuckles Conservation Forest was nominated for
recognition as a Mixed Cultural and Natural Heritage.
The evaiuation mission that visited the country in
2009 and inspected the nominated property pointed
out, inter alia, that, in regard to their cultural features,
the three sites, do not fall into the same "historico-
cultural" group and the property would thus not
qualify for recognition as a serial cultural property.
The government then proposed that the nomination be
considered on the basis of the natural features alone as

a natural heritage, and in so doing to exclude Adam's
Peak and the paths leading to it.

The decision to inscribe the serial property as a World
Heritage was made by the World Heritage Committee
that met in Brazil in July 2010. The World Heritage:
Central Highlands of Sri Lanka includes the following
constituents: 1. The Peak Wilderness Protected Area
comprising the following: the Peak Wilderness
Nature Reserve (under the Department of Wildiife
Conservation - DWLC), and the Peak Wilderness
Conservation Forest, Walawe Basin Conservation
Forest and Morahela Conservation Forest (under the
Forest Department - FD); 2. The Horton Plains National
Park (under DWLC); and 3. The Knuckles Conservation
Forest (under the FD). It is a serial property inscribed
as a natural World Heritage under the World Heritage
Convention.

Table 3. Faunal species richness and endernicity (GOSL,2004

Constituent of the
nominated proDertv Taxonomic group No. of Species Endemics % endemic No. globally

threatened

Peak Wilderness Protected
Area

Freshwater fishes* L2 10 83

Amphibians 27 22 81 77

Reptiles 36 20 56

Birds"* r23 19 9

Mamma ls 28 9 32

Total 226 84 34

Horton Plains National
Park

Freshwater fishes*

Amnhibians 11 10 91 10

Reptiles 9 8 89

Birds"" 78 14 18 3

Mammals 28 1L 39 10

Total 726 43 34 23

Knuckles Conseruation
Forest

Freshwater fishes* 24 11 46 2

Amphibians 28 18 64 10

Reptiles 85 43 51 2

Bird s** 160 19 12 5

Mammals 4l 8 20 9

Total 338 99 29 28

* not including introduced species. ** including few winter visitors
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INTRODUCTION

ft is difficult to imagine Sri Lanka without its
Ielephants, for they are so much a part of the island's
history, culture, religions, mythology and even politics.
Thus elephant conservation and management is always
under the scrutiny of the public. The Department of
Wildlife Conservation (DWC) being the management
authodty for elephant and other wildlife in Sri Lanka
needs to know at regular intervals the status of the
island's elephant population, both within and outside
the network o{ Protected Areas. Periodic assessment
of the status of endangered or threatened species
will help understand their population viability,
dynamics, and assess the success of the conservation
programs designed to ensure their long term survival
(McNeilage et al., 2006).As Dublin & Taylor (1996)
argue, as management decisions have far reaching
consequences, they need to be based as firmly as

possible on science and not sentiment. A sound
scientific understanding of a natural resource is
fundamental to any well planned management of
that resource (Sale, 1985). The Asian Elephant Action
Plan by Santiapillai & Jackson (1990), while setting
out a broad conservation sfuategy, recommends that
priority be given to establishing reliable abundance
and distribution data for each population.

ELEPHANT CENSUS TECHNIQUES

One of the most frequently asked questions is "how
many elephants are there in Sri Lanka?" No one knows
for sure. To answer this questiory one must carry out a
census of elephants. But as Eltringham (1982) argues,
except in the case of very small populations, it is almost
impossible to record the number of animals exactly.
Elephant census techniques fall into two categories:
(a) direct counts and (b) indirect counts. The choice
of the technique depends on the type of the habitat
(vegetation density and topography), the size of the
area, and elephant density (Kangwana, 1996). A total
count of the number of elephants inhabiting a study
area is sometimes feasible when the area is small and the
animals are visible, either from the ground or from the
air. Talbot & Stewart (196a)had used a similar method
to census mammals on the Serengeti grasslands. In
the savannas or open grasslands of Africa, it is indeed
possible to get an accurate count of elephants seen
from the air within markers fixed to the outside of a
fixed wing aircraft. But it is almost impossible to count
elephants in the dense thorn scrub vegetation in Sri
Lanka.

OBJECTIVES OF THE SURVEY

Surveys on the other hand, are usually conducted
using the sampling method. A smaller area is surveyed,
the animals recorded, sexed and classified at specific
locaiities where elephants are likely to come. e.g. water
holes or open grasslands. The animals can also be
recorded from mobile patrols in clearly defined areas,
along routes where elephants are known to move
about. In general, the larger the area to be searched or
the smaller the animal, the more difficult it is to search
the area effectively (Rodgers, 1991). The objectives of
the survey were to determine (a) the composition of
the populatiory i.e. to find out the proportion of calves,
juveniles, subadults and adults; (b) the proportion of
tuskers, (c) the sex ratio of the population, and (4) the
minimum population size for the area surveyed

Photo by: S.Wijeyamohan
A herd of elephants at Mimeriya National Park

METHODOLOGY

The primary purpose of the national survey was to
determine the structure and composition of different
herds of elephants across as large an area as possible
in Sri Lanka. To achieve the main goal, the same water-
hole count method used by Kurt (1968) in Sri Lanka,
under the Smithsonian Elephant Research Program
was adopted. According to Kurt, "Since it is known
that elephants have to drink and bathe at least once
every 24 hours, we can also estimate the population by
counting the numbers of elephants at all water holes in
a certain area". The advantage of the water hole count
is that it enables the management authority to find out
the population structure and composition in addition
to numbers. Wild elephants were recorded from 1,553
observation points in the Northwestern, Northern,
Mahaweli, Central, Eastern and Southern Wildlife
Regions (WLRs) from mid-day of 11, August to mid-
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iav of 13 August 2011. When conducting the survey.
,rained persomel {rom the DWC and volunteers wei't
.rssigned in groups of 2 or 3 to specific locations, such
.rs water holes and open habitats e.g. grassland, to
record and classify the elephants. In addition, mobile
patrols were used when large areas were to be covered.
At every sighting of elephants, the time, total number,
sex of individuals, and composition of the herds were
recorded. The categories recorded included calves,
juveniles, subadults, adulis and tuskers.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

POPULATION STRUCTURE

As Eltringham (1982) points out a good method for
investigating the fortunes of an elephant population is
to determine its population structure. Information on
the structure and composition of elephant populations
in the wild is invaluable for judging their future for
conservation and management.

SEX AND AGE RATIOS

Sex ratio is the demographic concept that measures the
proportion of males to females in a given population.
It is a measure of the reproductive performance of
any population and knowledge of it is essential to
understand and interpret other vital statistics of the
population (Dor,r,ning, 1980). Sex and age ratios denote
the status of the population, giving an idea whether it
is increasing, decreasing, or remaining stable (Schaller,
1967). Among Asian elephants, the natal sex ratio is
presumably 1:1 as in the case of the African elephant
(Eltringham, 1982). Left to themselves, animal
populations in undisturbed environments will produce
equal numbers of both sexes, according to Fisher's
allocation theory (1930).

In Sri Lanka, where most of the bull elephants are
makhnas (tuskless males), the ratio of adult male to
female is about 1:3 (McKay, 1,973; Kurt, 1974). In the
survey carried out by the DWC in '1993, the adult
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Mahaweli 266 )07 6 431 125 170 l 165 175 96 1751 213

Northu.estern 188 232 22 796 91 87 13 103 161 9 189 135

Sorrthern aal 240 13 773 69 7I 7 70 138 12 69 086 218

Eastern 263 293 9 244 L23 109 10 217 192 3 110 290

Northern 28 5,1 4 59 IJ 11 22 31 1 14 233 38

Central 18 9 1 5 2 3 6 2 0 0 47 19

Total 987 1 135 55 1108 418 451 35 583 699 5/6 5879 943

Table 1: Population structure and composition of elephants in the six Wildlife Regions of Sri Lanka.

From 11 to 13 August2}1l, a total of 20,079 elephants male: adult female sex ratio varied from 1.:1. to 1.:2.9

of all ages and both sexes were recorded from 1,553 (Hendavitharana et n1.,1994). The present survey of
points in 8,511 encounters. This number obviously elephantsinSriLankashowsthatexceptfortheaberrant
represents the cumulative total of elephants recorded population in the Central WLR where only a total of 47

during the three-day period of the survey and hence elephants was recorded (Table 1), the observed adult
includes animals that were re-counted as well. In order male to female sex ratios in rest of the island range from
to minimize the error due to double counting, only 1: 1.01 in the Southern WLR to 1.:1.69 in the Northern
observations for the 24hr period from midnight of 11 WLR, while the national average is 1: i.09. Such least

August to midnight of 12 August were considered. By skewed adult sex ratios are indicative of 1olr. poaching
limiting the number to just 24 hours, it was hoped to pressure, which is a direct consequence of the fact that
minimize the error due to double counting. In addition, the proportion of tuskers in Sri Lanka is iess than 7%,

all doubtful recordings pointing to individuals being unlike in Southern India w'here over 90% of the bul1s
counted twice were removed from the final tota1, are tuskers. Hence ivory poaching is not a major threat
and all those points from where no elephants r,r.ere in Sri Lanka as it is in Southern India. As Sukumar
recorded were also deleted. This reduced the effective (1989) argues the fact that there are far fewer tuskers
observation points to 943 (Table 1). The resulting total in Sri Lanka compared to Southern India con{ers upon
of 5,879 included 1,691 animals (1,108 adults and 583 them a virtual immunity against poaching.
subadults) that could not be classified. Of the 5,879

animals recorded from just one day, 3,285 (55.9%) were Age ratios too are an important source of information

adultsof bothsexes, 1,487 (25.3%)"weresubadults,731. for management of elephant populations. They are

(12.4%) were juveniles, and 376 (6.4%) were calves a measure of the mortality and rearing success of the

(fuft" f;. population (Downing, 1980). The survey has shown
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:uskers that makes poaching economically unprofitable
...s a result of which poaching for ivory is nof a serious
;onservation issue here in Sri Lanka unlike in southern
Irrdia. A reference to Table 1 would show that a total of
122 tuskers were recorded during the survey as follows:
55 from 1,042 adult males, 35 from 4g6 subadult males
and 32 from a total of 731 juveniles (which include
both sexes). Given that 1.22 of the total of 1.,g76 males
(rvhich also includes S0% of total number of juveniles)
recorded were tuskers, the present survey shows that
at least 6.5% of the males (excluding calves) in Sri
Lanka are tuskers. However, if onty the adult males
are considered, the proportion of tuskers comes down
lo 5.3%.In comparisory the proportion of the tuskers
among the adults in 1993 was 73% (Hendavitharana ef
n1.,1994). Thus it appears that during the intervening 1g
years, the proportion of adult tuskers has declined fiom
7.3% to 5.3%. But this is not all doom and gloom if one
considers the fact that these are all minimum estimates,
and furthermore, there appears to be slightly more
tuskers among the subadults: 35 tuskers from a total of
453 animals, thereby making the subadult tuskers to be
7.7% islandwide. In addition, the survey also recorded
32 juvenile tuskers out of a total number of 699 animals
of both sexes (Table 1). Assuming an equal sex ratio,
there would have been 349 males (plus 321uskers). This
would make the juvenile tuskers represent g.4%.Thrs,
despite the decline in the proportion of tuskers among
the adults, there is hope that improved protection of
the tuskers, especially ihor" u*orrg the subadults and
juveniles would ensure the continued survival of the
tuskers in the wild.

PROPORTION OF CALVES

Elephants appear to be breeding well in almost all
wildlife regions. A total of 376 calves (less than a year
old) were recorded from a total of 5,829 animals. Thus,
calves represent 6.4% of the total population. The
yylber of calves per 100 adult femalei ranges from
25.9 in the Northern WLR to 37.5 in both the Eastern
and Northwestern WLRs. It is interesting to note
that much of the elephant mortality in the past in the
ever escalating conflict between man and elephant in
Sri Lanka has been reported from the Northwesterry
North Central and Eastern provinces of the island
(Santiapillai et al., 2010). The Northwestern WLR
includes much of the North Central and North Western
Provinces. It is not clear as to why elephants in these
two wildlife regions should show higher recruitment
rates than others. In the case of African elephants, it
has been reported that in heavily poached elephant
populations, the social disruption of family units and
the low frequency of adults could lead io lowered
conception rates, older ages at first reproduction, and a
lower reproductive rate (poole, 1989), while at the same
time, Owens & Owens (2009) observed reproductive

rate to be higher among females in heavily poached
elephant population in the North Luangwi National
Park in Zambia. But as far as Sri Lankan populations
are concerned, given their least skewed adult sex
ratios observed in all but the Northern and Central
WLRs, elephant mortality in the human-elephant
conflict does not appear to be severe enough to have a
noticeable effect on the sex ratios. Another possibility
could be the increased availability of palaLble food
items. in home gardens, especially of those refugees
who fled their homes during the war. In their absence,
their home gardens became favorite feeding areas for
elephants which prefer to feed on nutritionilly richer
crops grown by man than the natural vegetation found
in their habitats. Access to a higher plane of nutrition
could enhance the reproductive success of the females.

CONCLUSION

The primary purpose of the survey was to study the
structure of the elephant population by observing the
animals in the wild. It was not a census designed to
count elephants. The estimate of popuiation size that
came about was a by-product of the survey and not a
raison d'etre for the exercise. By adding the maximum
number recorded from each of the observation sites
in just one day, we arrived at a total of 5,g79, which
therefore represents the minimum estimate of the
population size of the wild elephant population in
Sri Lanka. The survey has shown that the island has a
viable population. The presence of a high proportion
of young elephants (calves, juveniles ana iuUiauttsy
and the unbiased sex ratios recorded during the
survey suggest that the populatiory in all likelihood,
is growing. As Sukumar (2011) argues, the key to the
stability of an elephant population is low death rates
among adult females, usually not more than 2_Z% per
year. In Sri Lanka, much of the elephant mortality in
the_ human-elephant conflict is targeted against bulls
and not adult females.

Elephants are important generators of income both to
the government and the people. But they also generate
costs in the form of damage to crops and infrastructure
wherever they occur outside the protected areas. We
must ensure that people living in and around elephant_
dominated ecosystems benefit in some way from the
presence of elephants. Sri Lanka being a small island,
it would be almost impossible to completely exclude
people from landscapes where elephants roam. If
elephants and humans are to co-exist in Sri Lanka, we
need to make available not only intact landscapes for
elephants to range but.also make every effort to reach
out for those people who share the land and resources
with the elephants and address their legitimate
concerns.-Sri Lanka together with neighboring India
offers perhaps the best hope for the tong term Jurvival
of the Asian elephant in the wild.
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"Fossil eoidence indicates that the globnl clinmte chnnges thnt
took place during Pleistocene era haae resulted in mnrketj
r.eorgntizations of biological communities, larLdscnpes, and
hi_otncs, and nmjor shifts in species geogrnphical ranges.
Hoitteuer, compared to tlrcse changes projected rate and
rnngnitutle of chnnges in clittate during tlrc 21st century are
tLrtprcctdented. Ability of species to adnpt to tltcsc prriirtrd
clnt,tgcs is questionable giaen the fact tltat many species exist
in .frngnrcnted, weed snd pest infested localitie;, are confined
to snrrtll areas ntithin tlrcir pre-oious ranges and reduced to
sntnll poptlations uith reduced genetic dittersity,,

SCBD (2003) Interlinks between biodiversity and
climate change

Eu"t-r though Sri Lanka is a small island, its| ',Biodiversity is significantly important both in a
regional_and global scale. Sri Lanka has the highest
species density (number of species present per tb,00O
sq., krn) for flowering plants, amphibians, reptiles,
and mammals in the Asian region (NARESA, 1991).
Furthermore, the wet zone of Sri Lanka is declared
as one of the 25 "biodiversity hotspots,, of the world
(Mittermeier, 2004; Myers et a1., 2000). However, as a
tropical island, Sri Lanka is extremely vulnerable to
the preclicted climate change related impacts such as
sea 1et,el rise, salt water intrusion leading to increased
salinization of 1ow lying areas, risin g oceanlemperatures
and ambient temperatures, changes in rainfati patterns
and increased frequency of storms and other natural
hazards such as floods and landslides. These changes
will have a significant affect on Sri Lanka's biodiversity
especially the distribution of species, composition of
ecological communities and biological proCesses such
as flowering, fruiting, reproduction, migration etc.,.

The rate of warming in the South Asia is projected to
be significantly greater than the global mean rate of
warming. National level modelling, by the Sri Lankan
Centre for Climate Change Studies suggest that the
changes in Sri Lanka also follow these regional trends
to some extent. The ambient temperature in Sri Lanka
has increased by 0.64 C over the past 40 years and 0.97 C
o_ver the lastT2years (an increase of 0.14 C per decade).
Hor.t ever, the assessment of a more recent time band of
22years has shown a 0.45 C increase during this period
(an increase of 0.2 C per decade). The nightlime annual
average temperatures have increased more quickiv
than- daytime, up to a maximum of 0.02 oC per year.
Further, the number of warm days and warm nights
has increased, while the number of cotd days and cold
nights has decreased. Likewise frequency of ertreme
hot days has also increased.

Variability of annual and seasonai rainfall has
also increased significantly, particulariy during
the northeast monsoon. Further, an increise in the
frequency of extreme rainfall events has been observed.
This has lead to frequent floods in the 1ow lying area
and landslides in the central highlands. AlsL the
consecutive number of dry days is increasing in the
Dry and Intermediate Zones. Thus, an increase in the
frequency of dry periods and droughts are expected.

According to the forecasts by the Inter-governmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), a global sea level rise
of 0.2 m and 0.5 m is expected by the years 2050 and
2100 respectively. The forecasted sea level rise for 2050
is expected to cause a general shoreline retreat of 10 m
correspondingto a0.2 m of shoreline retreat per year.
By 2100 a general shoreline retreat of 25 m ls expected,
corresponding to an average retreat of 0.25 m per year
(ccD,2006).

To date there is very little empirical data to indicate
what wouid be the actual impact of thesc climate change
driven phenomena. However, based on studies carried
out in other parts of the world and existing baseline
information availabie in Sri Lanka, it is predicted that
climate change will have multiple impa-ts on the rich
biodiversity of Sri Lanka.

Sea level rise and ocean warming: Sri Lanka being a
continental island with a considerably wide continental
shelf around most parts of the country is especially
sensitive to this effect. Sri Lanka has a coastline that
extends over 1620 km and supports an array of coastal
and near shore habitats such as lagoons, estuaries,
mangroves, salt marshes, mud flats, fresh and brackish
water marshes, sandy beaches, sand dunes, sea grass
beds and coral reefs that is home to a rich urr"-6lug"
of species. Some of the predicted impacts of climaie
change driven sea level rise and ocean warming on
these coastal and offshore habitats are;

. Sea ievel rise will result in loss of coastal land,
increased coastal erosion and increased salt water
intrusion leading to salinization of 1ow lying areas
resulting in a net loss or landward migraiion of
freshw,ater and brackish r.r,ater habitats.

. Coastal erosion will be further exacerbated due to
more frequently occurring storm surges, which will
reduce the ability of coastal ecosystems to withstand
natural hazards such as storms, hurricanes and
tsunamis.

. Sea level rise and storm surges will affect coastal
and near shore ecosystems such as mangroves, coral
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reefs and seagrass beds that will have a profound

uif".t ." r.rtiie organisms that use these ecosystems

as their breeding grounds'

Disturbed coastal dynamics and habitats will alter '
snecies distribution ancl composition of coastal

:ffi;;;,*'"u"nJ ton'"q'"'.'tlv the goods and

services provided by these ecosystems'

Changes in salinity of iagoons.and estuaries will

"-ff*i 
their specils coiposition includ'ing the

,t""a*." .f fish and tt"t^t"u'l' important for the

food fisherY.

, The changes in marine pianktons d1; to-;]imate

chanse could affect marine productivity..This will

,"trf? i" changes of population size as well 
1:.tun8*

tnifat .i**ii" t'niplti"s leading to an imbalance

i"^i'n" *"ti"e food ihui'-tt' and hence the entire

marine ecosystem'

' Rising ocean temperatures and ocean acidification

;ili f;r"" major impacts on the coral reefs' other

,il"ir-i"t*i"5 o,gu'-tL'rn' and other reef dwelling

species as well as fish stocks'

. Climate change driven stressors will result in

f".t"^t"a vuh"erability of near shore ecosystems to

marine invasive sp"cils (e'g Coral ree.fs a{fected by

EL Nino at Weligama have"bee'l invaded by the red

algae Halimeda sP )'

. Sea level rise and coastal development will result

i;.h;,"krg. of inter-tidal areas' ieading to loss of

;"J;;'hrinat, u'-td population decline of wading

ttrJr ifi^, use this nauitai as a feeding ground'

Variability or rainfall and rise in ambient

;;;;;;", sri Lanka even though a.smail island has

, *i?" tprtirl variation in rainfall and temperature as

;;li;t f"p"graphic variation and spatial.distribution

,"J Jit"tJi,ii oisoils, giving rise to ieveral.bioclimatic

)"""t. ff-r"t.lfactors ha"ve to'-tt'ib't"d to a diverse array

oi-ierrestrial habitats such as tropical wet evergreen

;;t;i;, tropical moist monsoon iorests' tropical dry

monsoon forests, tropical thorn forests' riverine

ior"r1r, ru,ru*ah grassl'ands and wet and dry pathana

grasslands that supports a rich assemblage of ipecies

of which many are t'-'a"'rrlt to Sri Lanka' Some of the

nredicted impacts of ""utlt 
precipitation patterns and

It^iiJ-t".rirt" tf ambient tehperature on these

ierrestrial habitats of Sri Lanka are;

. A11 species will not be equally well.equipped to adapt

io 
"frur-tg"t 

induced by eriatic climatic :'"11t]:,1:
and risiig ambient temperature Theretore' specles

aiti.iU",i"." will change causing changes.in habitat

structure ur-ra .o*foEltion as 
"well as the overall

"*t 
r"tt u"a distribution of the terrestrial ecosystems'

' Many species in Sri Lanka are already. at risk of

extinction due to pressures from natural.Proc'e?ses

or human activitLs' Climate change will add to

these pressures, while for a few species the pressures

rvi11 be alleviated by climate change Therefore' an

orr"ruff reducti.on in species' especially endemic

species is exPected'

Cli.mate change wili alter biological rhvthms and

;;ilfi "* ;h'if t, i'-' fl o*trin g' f r u iti n g fl 1,1:1nt"*
oi t"?."rt.iul plants and breeding and development

ir-t u.i*rtt. This can have rnaior impacts on

soecies survival as intra species interactions wil'l

L! utt".",l due to these changes (e g .nranv 
specres

;; ;;i"..ous birds synchlronize their,breedi'ng

.y.i"t *ith the emergence. of i'nsects)'- 1o^:"""t'
rise i.n ambient temperlture has shown to accelerate

ih"';;;i;ilent 'of insects resulting in earlv

"rr"rn"r-t"". 
Therefore, birds must also alter their

ir""ai"gi.res accordingly to ensure the1e.;,1o net

i;;t ; ihJlr breeding t"t"tt' However' this type

oi.rrofrUo"ury chan"ge requires a very iong time'

il;;'.." ;i-.tiu''g"' it' th"ili-'t" are taking place

rapidlv which means that many species will fail to

;dt^;i. ;;t; .nu'-tg"t and consequentiy. must face

;;;;i.; and failuie to breed successfully'

. Elevated CO, 1evels will bring about structural and
"-*p"titi."i1 

changes i'n for"ests leading to loss of

,p".i"t diversity in forest ecosystems'

. Variability of rain{all regimes will.caus5-;}ran8es

i"if*^ilia."logical cyclJs that in.turn will affect

wetlands and the 'p"li"' 
that live in these r't'etland

habitats.

. Threats {rom AIS on native biodiversity will increase

2.1n". with climate change as new areas become

f-r.rri,rUf" for establishmeit of AIS' This will result

iliil;;t;J tpread of disease vectors' pathogens'

p"tit r"a weeis to previously unaffected areas'

' Land degrad'ation due to extreme weather events'

"ut"*f 
iaza'ds, and soil erosion will cause an

t"".rff loss of soil fertility and productivity'

The impacts of climate change onbiodiversity' however

* 
"utida 

and often unpred"ictable'.as natural systems

;;;;lil ,f".i"t tend t6 react in different ways-to these

;il;"s;'. fi 
"her, 

climate clu"g" 1Tp1-'ti1:]T"""""d
i/f"?rf conditions and other 

"anthropogenic activities'

While there are regronal variations in the impacts of

;ii;" .h""ge on diodiversity' a few.common patterns

;;;;;;id.egardinj the vulnerabilitv of species and

ecosvstems to climate !huttg"' Species and habitats that

are most vulnerabie to ciimate change are

. Pooulations and habitats that are already- 
i';;;;;;.'ihi' impedes migrationto areas with

-o?" fu,rot rable temperature and precipitation as

an adaPtation mechanism

. Populations that are already sm1ll o1 
.y1th 

reduced

g"i"ai. diversity as this reduces the ability of species

to adaPt to changes

. Soecies with competition from alien invasive species'

ffi;;;;;"ed's as this decreases their resilience
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. Species living in climate change affected regions cr
ecosystems

. Species that have a low tolerance threshold Ior
changes in temperature and rainfall regimes

. Species that are already threatened due to other
anthropogenic or natural causes

. Habitats that are already degraded as their abilitr.to
adapt to change is much leis comparecl to prisiine
habitats

. Species and habitats that occupy interphases
between major climatic zones

. Species in mountain areas are more at threat as they
cannot move further upward in elevation. Likewise,
species in islands are more at risk as they cannot
migrate easily.

There is an intricate relationship between forests and
climate change. On one hand forests can absorb and
sequester atmospheric CO, and therefore can mitigate
the impacts of climate change through removal of a gas
that is contributing to the global warming. On the other
hand, forests if degraded or destroyed, can contribute
to climate change through release of stored carbon in
the form of COr. Climatic change in turn may lead to
forest degradation or loss that will exacerbate climate
change further.

Functionally diverse communities are better able adapt
to climate change and climate variability compared
to impoverished comrnunities. Further, genetically
diverse species are able to adapt better to changes
in their environment including changes in climatic
conditions. Therefore, healthy ecosystems are even
more important in times of rapid climate change as
complex ecosystems can better buffer some of the
consequences of climate change such as extreme
weather events and spread of invasive species. The
resilience of species and ecosystems can be increased
through the establishment of well connected and
managed network of protected areas. Therefore, use of
an integrated ecosystem approach is the most practical
and effective adaptation strategy for climate change.
Some of the adaptive actions that can be taken to ensure
long term conservation of Sri Lanka's rich biodiversity

. Conserving and restoring native ecosystems and
protecting and enhancing ecosystem services

. Managing habitats of rare, threatened and
endangered species

. Reduction of other pressures on biodiversity arising
from habitat conversiorl over-harvesting, pollution,
and invasion by alien species.

. Countering habitat fragmentation, through the
establishment of biological corridors between
protected areas, particularly between forests, and
the establishment of a mosaic of interconnected

terrestrial, freshwater and marine multiple-use
reserves and protected areas designed to take into
consideration climate change impacts. Therefore,
lanclscape planners can help biodiversity adapt to
changing climatic conditions by carefully defining
and managing connections or corridors between
protected areas and removing barriers that prevent
free ranging between natural habitats.

. Increasing resilience of existing protected areas
w'hi1e recognizing that some change is inevitable
due to the response of species to climate change.

. Using transition zones between ecosystem types
(ecotones) within and among reserves to serve as
repositories for genetic diversity that can be used
for restoration of habitats if the need arises.

. Establishing ex-siiu conservation programmes
such as captive breeding of animals and ex-situ
conservation of plants and relevant translocation
programmes to augment and re-establish some of
the threatened or sensitive species due to climate
change.

Establishing a healthy protected area net work is
not only useful in conserving biodiversity but also
contribute to physical protection against major
disasters, which are predicted to occur more frequently
wiih climate change (Scheuren et a1.,2007). Although
the scale of disasters generally depends on multitude
of factors in many cases healthy ecosystems can greatly
reduce their impacts. For instance during the Indian
Ocean tsunami in 2004, coastal mangroves, coral reefs,
sand dunes, and forests have provided protection a
higher degree of protection to the land behind them
compared to man made protective structures (Caldecott
and Wickremasinghe,2005). In additiory protected area
management can help empower marginalized human
populations or community groups. Alternative forms
of protected area governance such as community
conservation or joint management, for example, are
being implemented to reduce conflicts over land and to
promote long-term maintenance of protected areas for
provision of benefits to stakeholders.

All climate change impacts on biodiversity may not
be preventable. However, guidelines provided by the
Secretariat to the Convention on Biological Diversity
suggest that timely identification of threats, concerted
conservation action to increase and mainiain the
resilience of species and ecosystems, availability of
connected and safe protected areas and conducive
refugees for affected species, and the use of an
integrated ecosystem approach are practical and
effective climate change adaptation strategies. It has
been recognized that functionally diverse communities
are better able adapt to climate change and climate
variability compared to impoverished communities.
Further, genetically diverse species are able to adapt
better to changes in their environment including
changes in climatic conditions.
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Therefore, it can be concluded that climate change
will bring about significant changes in Sri Lanka's
biodiversity. These changes will inevitably have

impacts on national food security; rural livelihoods,
nutrition and health; and overall economic
development, particularly in the fields of tourism and

external trade. Although all impacts of climate change

on biodiversity may not be preventable, it is recognized

that genetically diverse populations of species, and

species rich ecosystems, have much greater potential
to adapt to climate change' Therefore, maintenance of
healthy ecosystems through the establishment of a well
.oorr"it"d ut-rd managed natural iandscapes is one of the

most practical climate change adaptation strategies that
can be adopted by Sri Lanka to conserve the country's
rich natural heritage, and to ensure an uninterrupted
flow of ecosystem services and bio-resources that are

essential for national development.
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SirivardanEl, Ceylon Bird Club, 127, Nawala Rd, Colombo 5

The annual waterbird census in Sri Lanka was
I conducted in2011 and2012bythe Ceylon Bird CIub
r the 28th and 29th year respectivelv. Reports of all

-':.er,ious censuses (since 1983 with one year excepted
,r securitv reasons) have appeared in Loris.

Whimbrel at Chilau, - Pic bv Hasitha Perera

Iheir data is processed by Wetlands International,
as part of the Asian Waterbird Census across South,
South-East and East Asia and Australasia, within the
International Waterbird Census.

The participants, in one or both years, were: CBC
members Bennie Abeyratne, Lucky Abeyawardena,
Sudheera Bandara, Niran Caldera, Rohan de Soysa,
Kithsiri Gunawardena, Uditha Hettige, Chandima
Kahandar,r,ala, Kiran Kumaranayagam, Sankha
Randenikumara, Anura Ratnavake, Ayanthi
Samarajewa, Pathmanath Samaraweera, Thushara
Senanayake, Srinath Seneviratna, Hemantha
Seneviratne, S. C. Seneviratne, U. Sirivardana,
Tara Wikramanayake; and non-members Piumali
Balasuriya, Isuru de Silva, Shanthilal Fernando, Ram
J. Nair, Hasitha Perera, Priyantha Ruwanpathirana,
Savithri Samaraweera, Vasanta Seneviratna and
Kumari Wickremeratne.

The tables given categorise the data gathered. Large
variations can occur from year to year in the figures
for each region. Among natural causes, numbers of
waterbirds migrating to Sri Lanka may vary. High
water levels in the various wetlands can cause a drastic
reduction in their presence during the count. Their
movements among sites and a limited number of
observers (as in most instances across the world) may
jointly be a reason.

The regular surveys for the census in Sri Lanka
produce information of high value to ornithologv and
conservation.

2011 census: The normal period for the count is the first
two weeks of February. Flowever, widespread floods
from heavy rain forced coverage of the Northern half of
the island excepting the Mannar region to be postponed
to a week 1ater.

In the Jaffna region, Kayts Island became the second
kr-rown breeding site for the Spot-billed Duck Azas
poecilorhynclm. It was discovered during the 2003
census, at Mannar, to be a resident species in Sri Lanka.
The lagoon at Punkudutivu Island, though previously
censussed, was found nou. to be one of the richest
waterbird sites in the courrtry.

In Mannar water levels at the "inner triangle" of the
Vankalai Sanctuary were high, and the yield was poor
in this usually rich area. A few days after the census
period c. 200,000 migrant duck were observed in it!
Vidattaltivu Lagoon, where in the previous years
census a n-rillion shorebirds were counted, could not
be covered; a few days after the census c. 8,000 were
recorded there.

Since the end of the armed conflict areas in the north-
eastern sector of the island have gradually become
available for the census. The large area inland from
Vavuniya through to Kokkilai Lagoon was surveyed
after a quarter-century. At the latter site much
freshwater was still flowing in from streams after the
floods, and waterbirds were very few.

The Puttalam-Chilaw area could not be covered this
year.

The tanks inland in the South-East of the countrv were
mostly brimful.

The South and South-East coastal region has shown a
drastic fall in lt aterbird numbers ever since Karagan
Len,aya u,as lost to the ner,r, harbour at Hambantota.
It w'as one of the country's richest waterbird sites,
a crucial feeding and resting area for shorebirds and
ducks. A marked decrease of waterbirds extending as
far west as the Nadugala marsh, north of Matara, may be
attributed to
this.

2012 census:
In the north-
east/ again
after the
interval
described,
wetlands
in the
area from
Nanthikadal
Lagoon

Brou,n-headed Culls and Heuglin's Cull at
Talaimannar - Pic bv Sudheera Banc-lara

through Chundikkulam Sanctuary were surveved.
With fluctuating water levels, tidal at the former iite,
such wetlands should be visited more than once during
a census, but time constraints prevented the relevant
team from doing so, and the yield was poor.

As in 2011, for the areas tvithin this sector n,here the
census was resumed, essential permission and support
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were .L:indlY DePartments
orovideel bv rirt Sri of Wrldlife
i o,'kaArmv. Conservation

In the Puttalam-
Chilaw region,
a1so, t:ime was a

factor. Further,
the resen'oirs at
An naiw iiu nd ar,r'a

were nearly d.Y
A rare grey-morPh
Little Egret Egretta

Perera garzetta

recorded in the Kalpitiva peninsula'

Inland at the South-East and along the southern East

coast water levels were high, again'

At the South and South-East coastal wetlands the

,lirotiot-t, unfortunately, remained as described for

201 1.

CONSERVATION

ln acldition to the comments above, the condition of

wetland habitats is clescribed in the CBC's more general

reoort on birds in the last issue of Loris, covering more

th'an 22 of the 24 rnonths since the last census report'

Protectecl Areas, after a thorough study invt'
many agencies. The CBC's census data have bc'

mai& fictor for several of the wetlands' Inter ''

Adam's Bridge and a part of Delft Island are to :

Nature Reserire and National Park, respectivelr

existing Chundikkulam Sanctuary -is to be. exte't- -

and u[graded to an NP - though a part is te

excised "as er-,croached on, over the years, bt'r

oractical reco\cry. fhe coastal strip from Todt]ar'
Viduttrltiu, in ({a,.rnar, Jaffna Lagoon, the wetl'.''

within the Jaffna Peninsula, and Nanthik;'
Lagoon are pioposed as Sanctuaries' (The reler

*S, -.lu Ue founa in the website www isea lk ;
Northern'(Province) > Downloads > Maps >.Forc'

Wiidlife.) !V" rl.g" ihe authorities to hasten these r

declarations.

and Forest
Conservation
have proposed
to the State
a number of
very important
sites including
wetlands in
the North and
North-East as

Bundtrla - Pic bv Hemantha Sencr rr -:

r}.*

was

In this period
for great hope

news on conservation gives rare cause

amidst the usual diappointments The

WATERBIRD CENSUS in SRI LANKA - 2011

Iluff in Jaffna Penlnsula - Pic bv llasitha
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primitirre spiders. This is the onl1, arbore.rl genus of
spiders found in South Asra. The. genus is rlisiribution
specific to mainiand Inclia and Sri I_ank.r, ancl l.ras r.rot
been recorcled fron'r anv other countrl. ir-r Asia or t1-rc
world. So far 15 species of the gcr-rus loecilotl.reria
have been recorclecl from the tw,o countries, eight from
peninsr-rlar India and seven from Sri Lanket. The species
recorcled flom Sri L;rnka to date are poecilotlrcrin fnscitttn
(Lateril, 1804), P. stLhfusca (Pocock, l8ct9), p. ornntn

(P-oc.ock 1x9c)), L tnrifonnis (Strancl, 1.913), p. smitlri
(Kirk, 190t 1, lt l,r,1r'rsuri(Kirk,2001) ancl the mostrece.t
discoven, - P. rLt.luci (Nanayakkara, et a1.,2012), all the
seven specics Lreing er-rdemic to tl-re island. However,
P. tutiforttLis is cc'x-finecl to a historical recorcl with onlv
se_veral facled paratypes available in the Senckenberg
Museum, (Fr.rnkfurt). As the name irnplies, in iti
original descliption it is stated that the species has a
uniform colour on the ventral surface, hence it well
could be p. sulrfLrscrt, anc-l this notion is furtl-rer supportecl
by. thc paratr.pes havinEl an identical palpal bult to p.
subfuscn, as such it coulci be justified that p. uniforntis is
a S) non\ nl r,l 1..'{ -111 [11.111 (lon land [orm).

spiclers that are comntonlr,- knor,r,n as taralntul.rs or

There has been refercnce macle to tarantulas frorn the
colonial periocl. Cit.-rtions have been made by various
authors on these rer-narkable species of spicleis known
as tiger spicler. Ur-rlike their congencrs from other parts

,t'

of tl-re r,vorlcl, the genus
Poccilttlrcrin consist of some
of the most bearrtifullv
Coirrr.ltlt{ 'l,itlcrs in th;
r'r,rrltl. tlr.ir r'olrrul-s r,rnging
fr,'nr rrr,,t.tllr; l.ltre, greerr.
black, brrif 11orsa11r., ancl
ventrallr' , i;rtgl-rt vcI1or,r,,
black, lilac ..:nt1 lirne iellol..
The specics of the gelrus can
easily be cliffe lentrateci Lrv

the unique colour patterns
of legs one and four, as
in t:ach species the colour
1.,rItet n (rr ( ()l()Ur V,ll-ieS.

Tiger spitters arc arlroreal
ancl occupv naturally
occurrirrg htrllon q in trce..
uncler bark pee1s, amongst
foliage and can also be four-rd
uncler rocks and stones.
Especiallv the males reside
uncler rocks and stones ars

they live a nomadic 1ife,
always wandering arouncl
to locate a receptive female,
whereas the fenrales have
their unique, verv o\\.n
micro habitat in a tree, r,r,l-ric1-r

rn ollr minds bv various
tales anrl stories about
tlrese .rnrm.rls envtnorninE
humans and the eventual
cleath at the hands of
"TIGER SPIDERS". ThE

is sharecl with it -offspring (spiclerlings), Frequently
observations have beelr m;rclc oi manv spiclerlini [ving
alongside the large female tiger spiders.

Poecilotherin though known for their lightenlng fast
speed and potent venom, however there is verv"little
docun-rented on human rrictims succurnbing to death
due to envenontng from these tiger spiiers. The
irnportant beneficial ecologicai role theie animals
play in controlling pests is tiver looked because of the
unJounded featr createcl

oecilotlterin belong to the family Theraphosiclae.
which is an all cr.rcompassing clade of large hirs,_irr-.

*
B g

*F

*i,itrT:-'ffi*ft d, Xf.
ul-[*,:.*;.mjj 

* r,#*\respiratorv ailments. Sonre S - t
do have potent venom to & E
ki1l a healthv human being ventral surf.rce of l. ,ftscln /abut, Itotte possessing the
virulence of venom of that degree is found in the island
of Sri Lanka.

A number of cultural beliefs trre associateci with tiger
spider; one such belief is that if a tiger: spiclers biles
one, the.person r,l,ill curl up in to a ball, just-iike. n hcn a
spider draws in its legs and huddles up.

Tiger spiclers are steaclily losing their footholcl on the
isl-rncl, ti-re greatest threat f.-rcetl Lrv thuse beautiful
cre.Itrlres, as u,ell as thc majotitJ ,.t frl.rnts .11-rrj .lltint.lls
or.r this planet, being tl.rr. rlestruitior-r of 1-rabitnt. Gr.or,r.th
nncl c.xpansion of the hnr-r.r.rn population arrc taking

P.orttLtta

[). rnjaai

Ventral Surface of P. ornntn
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up more and
more space to
build homes,
to extract
materials of
commerce
and food, to
produce more
energy, and
more access
roads. Large
surfaces of
jungle habitats
and other types
of vegetation
are being lost
to obtain items
of marketable
vaiue for short
term monetary
gain.. The loss

and fragmentation of habitats have made the population
of the sieven (so far recorded) species ol Poecilotheria to

decrease rapidly and alarmingly. The natural cover
over most parti of the country is diminishingj there
is most definitely a decline in the habitat's quality-for
the tiger spiders that search for crevices in the oldest

P. fasciata

and most developed trees, which have now been very
unfortunately felied for commercial gain, both Iegally
and ilIegally. If this trend continues we are sure to see

the extiictibn of this species in its natural habit in the

very near future.

One such example is the recently discovered species

P. r*jaei, where, specimens in one locality were
exterminated when in entire forest patch was leveled
to give way to development. The threats the tiger
spiJers face are manifold, including the Yanton killing
by villagers out of misplaced fear, that these animals
aie highly venomous. Ifis very likely that tiger spiders,
both iir Sri Lanka and India, will disappear within the

next two or three decades. The very existence of the

tiger spider is at stake. Wili it become another species

th;t went into extinction at the hand of man?
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D"p Dil;;il;il;il6jtfilffi;i:" Mall.atha,

s[ lIrN(rl r.L\]11.aLI)' n

rfhe cortcel)t tvrs observed cluring tr visit to the
.I USA un.1er .r grrvernment scholar:ship, th.-rt I first
ha-rppened to see w-hat was describecl to me as a,,fish
ladder" Being a main river it tl.as horn,ever much larger
in size t1.ran the ones that rvill be clescribecl belon,.

It was further revealccl that in countries like USA and
Japan etc, buileling of any structure across any type of
w,aierh,av,_ river, streanr, canal etc are not pcrmittecl
unless a fish ladcler is also incorporated into such
structure to help to rnaintain fish life throughout the
watenr.,a1..

Experimental Structure On m1, return I conr.evecl
Lhis inforrn.rtion lo the he,r.l ol rn1 dcpar.lnr.,rrt 1dng.
A.l I'.Ponr.rl;h) r,. ho \\.'ls \ er\ eni,,rrr..r!,in. irr gir ir[,
approval to build one as an cxperiment. At t[at time my
official tlesignation was Deputv Director of Irrig.rtion
(Colombo Rangc) r,r,ith four clisiricts under me nimelv
Cokrrnbo, Gampaha, Kalutara and Ratnapura.

I r'r,as very Iucky to har.e tr,rro engineers one at Kalutara
(Eng.Nlack1, Hassan) anrl one at Ilatn.rpura (Eng S.A.
N.rnda:erra1, r,r lro irrrmetli.rtelv volunteeretl to jt,in nre
in the effort to build the fish i.r.l.iers for Sri Lanka; as
an experiment.

Some necessary Precautions: it r,r,as immediately
seen as a clangel that
the fish can be caught
on tl-re w,av, if the
structure remains
oper-r. So the neecl tcr

enclose the Iaclder part
becerme inevitable. A
seconcl clanger was
that the iish car.r be
ce-rught at the upper
level. So the neecl to
hide the arrival at the

\,.tl>....
-t r - lr-\

*i { ':'

upper leve1 became necessar\r. Hor,r, thcse factors r,r.ere
overcome can be easily ."en irorrl the sketch rliagrarn.

Construction: With all these factors reso1r,ec1, lr,e
were now_in the position to start building a fish ladder
the first of its kind, I,vith conficlence. So ll.re end result
wa-s onc at Delpe Amuna in Mathugarna uncler the IE
Kalutara ar-rd the second at Welat-rdura in I{altnarpura
urrder the lE R.rtrr.rpur.r.

The Success Story: It is a commorr experience of
engineers that when he does something ner,r, he rarely
remains there to have the satisfaction to see the srcces,
of vl,hat he had clone So it r,r,as the same for all three of
us r,rrho \..ere not there to see the success of wha-rt r,r,,e
hatl clone havirrg got transferrecl b a cliffercnt place.

But for mc the chance camc onlr, after mv retirement
n'hcn I n-as appointccl as Consultarrt to a programme
,11,1].*,\ational_ In.is.rtion Reh.rbilitatior.r project
(NIRP) Passir.rg thr:ough lVl.rthugama a-rrca I recailed
t].r.e storr. of the Delpe Arnuna anil r.r,ith the help of the
villagers l,vas luckv to locate this anicut.

Theory: None of
us hacl previctlrs
knowleclge ;rbout
fish or their behavior.
and r,r,e hacl to buiLl
evervthing on olrr
own imagination. Trt,o
obscrvations were
recorcled (1) that fish
alrt,arys tend to travel in the oppctsite clirection to the
dircction of r,r,ater flon. (2) thaf fish might be sensitive
to sound of water falling from an upper lcvel that
tn;kes tlrt'm to jurnp ov*r io thc upper Ievel.

The Basic Design: Based on the above assumptions
and what I remember seeing in the USA we boljly set
about to develop a rather crude design to satisfv the
assumptions r,r,e had made.

Seeing the type and size of the fish found in the two
locatior.rs selected, it rt,as c.lecicled that the size of a
box that can accomnlodate such fish could be about
l8"x9"xo' giving enough clepth of r,r,ater r,r,ithin the box
for them to remain for sotne time till it terkes the next
jump to the upper bor.

How it Functions: When the gates of the ar.ricut are
open the fish movernent is not in anv \vay affected.
However lvhen the gates .rre close.l sonie kind of
external assistance nill be needed to get to a higher
'r,r,ater level. lt is this rlovement tl-rat is assistecl bv
several boxes placecl each one at a higher lever to the
one before, ti1l it reaches the upper w,ater level.

I was more than overjoyed to
rneet a farmer from the area
r,r4rose photograph is shon,n
ancl the piel of the ar.ricut
giving thc rest of the cletails----
lrrigation departrnent (ID),
VIRI,, 1989,

The farmer confirmed to our
satisfaction that he had seen fish
coming out of the ladder but
again sadness prevailed r,r,hen
\,ve sa\\. the clilapiclated ancl
neglecterl shle ol the gates of
thc anicut witlr the photogr.lplr
shor.r irrg it rll. This .rrricut
serves as a best example of a victirn to the transfer of
ownership to the provincial engineers, n ho never hacl
a l-rand to build this anicut or the fish laclder built into
this anicut or the principle behincl it that remain none
of their business.

Prote ctiort Societtl o.f Sri Lttnknlourrtol of tlte Wiltllife nntl Nnhrrt



Dr. Ranjen Fernando.

he passing-away of Dr. Hemasiri Indake Elapata

Katugaha brings to an end the long association that

he and his family has had with the Society. His uncle

Sam Elapata Dissawe was a long time associate of the

Society and his cousin Sam Elapata preceded him as a

member of the General Committee and was the Society's

Vice President, as far back as 1974. They brought

to the Society a wealth or knowledge and expertise

regarding the conduct of Elephant kraals, the behavior

of elephants in the wilds, management of domiciled

elephants and the identification of the characteristics

of elephants. His

foresight regarding

proposed 'Elephant

drives' to translocate

elephants remains

unchallenged, as was

con{irmed by the

'Resvehera Elephant

Drive' Late Barnes

Ratwatte and Sir

Francis Mollamure

who organized the

last Elephant Kraal at

Panamure, were his

uncles. Remnants of

the Satin-wood loga that formed a part of the kraal still

remain in the jungles in Panamure.

'Katu' as he was lovingly referred to, was very

enthusiastic about the welfare of Sri Lanka's wildlife.

He had a busy schedule as a General Practioner in

Kandy, but this did not prevent him from attending the

monthly General Committee meetings of the Society in

Colombo. He even organized several Annual General

Meetings of the Society in Kandy.

The hospitality to those who visited him in Kandy or to

those who did so in his family campsite in Yala remain

unforgettable. It was always 'open house' in the jungles

and the descriptive anecdotes of'jungle experiences'

he related, would continue far into the nights, with

sans care for the hour of the night. His familiarity with

'jungle- lore' has not been surpassed by any of his

colleagues and it is regrettable that he never cared to

record his experiences. His familiarity with the 'T'ords

of Yala' had most of us aghast and his self-confidence

even when surrounded by elephants in the jungles, was

the only redeeming feature when'............ a1l seemed

to be lost.........'Whether he had an'unsung'coinage

to deal with such situations was never divulged, but

such were the hair-

raising experiences

we enjoyed with
him. In all humility
he would merely

claim that they

had domiciled

elephants as pets

and responding to

their behavior was

akin to handling a
pet.

Katu was a direct

descendant of the

lineage of Basnayake Nilame's of the Kataragama

Devale, an office that he did not espouse publicly

and even in death it had been his wish that he would

not be bestowed the ceremonies associated with that

prestigious office. Several were the occasions when we

went to pay respect at the Kataragama Devale, but on

no occasion did he divulge his office.

He was very fortunate to find in Lalitha a wife who

understood him to the core and shared everything in

his life, and his daughters Shalini and Cyanthi who

provided him all the comforts of the family life that he

enjoyed most.

May he attain the Bliss of Nibbana.
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By Dinushka Senanayake. r;+

iW,l:,:,,..

1-\ver the April holiclals a ierr irrcnds and l,
L/t.ar,".sed t'he entire .n.r, , ,- tri i""i" over ir

period of 10 dat.s. This sar t nrr ,r i.u'rt.rstic snapshot of
the island, partlcul.rrlr- .rrers in thc North, North East
ancl the Nort}r \{est n-liich rr .rc irlaccessible for almost
30ie.tr:atltl ht'rtrr ] r'. - . I . r':L.rt rtr ,,nouSh to visit
previouslr,.

'i. Iruter Flon,er Road. Col 3

are a refuge to
thousands of
nesting shorebircls,
includir-rg the Sooty
Tern recorclecl for
the first tirne. ....
Flamingos have
been seen again in
their past glorv- in
huge nurnbers in the
|affna ancl Mannar
regions.

The I(umana Vil1u in the Kumana Western Cluster
Ramsar Site, is r,r,orlcl famous for its nesting it-r its
mangroves of t,arious species of Storks, pelicans,
Spoonbills, Ibis etc. Although the 2004 Tsunami has
destroyed the mangroves to a fair ertent, the mangror,,es
are s1or,r.,1y reviving and the birdlife is improving,
though no doubt it woulcl take years to reach its former
glory.

The Comb Duck thought by Henrrr to be extinct in the
island, r,r.as seen and photographed in yala in 2012 and
subsequentlr. in martv parrts of the island after rnarnl,
veals. Sor-ne of tl're nrales n.ere in Lrretding plumage
rlhich ntar inilicate ihe ntajor possibilitv of ihese birds
l.'-irr. r'c-i.lrrrl in lrr,,irl t,-r].

..t::r:,

i,g

Ihe.se
still

areas
remain

:l

.', , i.

.a'.
i, a ,ir

'::i '
,,;

S+" E= +.+g
.{.!r7_

ulrtor-rched
ancl are rich in
biocliversity-
particularly in
bircllife.

Having parents
r,l,hcl are avid
nature lovers
n-reant from
very carly days

Hotrrevel, thc
opening up
of the North,
North East and
North West has
opened doors
to observe bircl
species that no
one has seen in
\/ears. . .

;i. r,'"-+.-1;

Kithsiri

\ve \,vere erpose.cl to rrarious pt-rrts of the island...
holiday's n,tre plannecl arouncl nature obsenrations. I
still remen-rber at age eislrt beine amazetl at seeing .i
drv plain in Kal.tnrctir-a covercc'l iit a pink hue, ir-r the
evening; Iight. Thet-t rlere Rosv St;rr.lings nunrberir-rg
thousancls, cor.trir-rg to r()ost. Burrt1.r1a, Kal.rn-Letn a
and the Palatr-rpan.t a1e.1s ga\ e .-ihrLrst gr-r.rrar-iter.1
sightings of thousancls of Flanritrgt, tlr-uing thc mor-rths
of September'-March...unJortunatelr. the tleveloplnent
in these alreas has had an aclverse eifect on the habitat
of these magnificent birds and birdlife in general, and
we have not seen Flamingo in these .-,."oJ fo. at least
the last 10 vears.

Mannar, Jaffira ar-rci it surror:ncls are home to a large
variety and quantunt of clr-rck, n..rrlers and shorebirds.
The Spot bi11ed Duck is nor,r. provecl to be rcsident in
the island. T1-re Inclitrn Coi_rrser has becn seen breeding
on the North West Coast, ancl tl.re islancls off Mannar

Tl-re van'ing natural habtt.lt
makes this tinv islanci ;r bircl
r,r,atchers paradise. The dry
zone, wetlands, montane
forests, Jnrl rJin [ore*ts in
Sinharaja, Kitulgala and its
surrounds...you are spoiled
{or choice. Furthermore, the
island's location makes it a
haven lor migrants during
Lhe rrrigratorv se.rson fronr
September- March.

Apart from being able tcr

observe strch rare species in
a small lancl mass, bircl r.r,atcl-ring is strch a piea:ur.e..,
sitting at a naterhole or Villu \olt 1n.t\ be trl.:eLr it-rs
the most comnlon birc1, br-Lt the jntet.t-tlrg p:l.t is its
behavior...

Presen,ation of our- i.tbulous .rr-ii.-.r-rn.t rs r-lcpetrrient
on us, the voullqel {ei1L.l .itt(rn trl this aOulttr\-, \\-ho
should take .rn actir e rr-rlc r.- rr--r-Lt\.ttt,,t-1 .111.1 plartneci
cievclopmt nt.

Serenciib Scops Orvl -

Photoeraplr I.r Kith:i i

Clurt.rl.rr,lcn,r

Sootl Tern- I)holor:raph bl Kithsiri
Cunal arclena

Malabar Trogon- Phologra|.h br Eranga

IounrLtl of tlre WilLili.ft nttl Ntttrrc Protactiott Sttcitttt tti S:.t Luttktt



Thafanga Hefath, 128, Jambugasmulla Mawatha, Nugegocla, Email; bluechat@sltnet.lk

A bstract- A faunal survey was carried out in
ABo.alrgoda (Kalutara Disirict: western Province) .

Study of the diversity of butterflies was a major part-of
it and 67 species were encountered during this,study.
Out of them 9 species were threatened according to
the IUCN red lisi (2007). This paper brings the details
of butterfly study making a special reference to the
threatened species.

of the forest especially for tea and other cultivatrc:-.
In the area there are three distinctive forest pat. -.'-

that were studied completely and they showed a s.'- '
diversity of faunal species. Apart from them there i' '

well growry less disturbed iarge area of forest along :.' '

Maguru River that flows along the Northern border
the area.

Among the man made habitats Tea grown lands are t - 
=

dominint followed by Rubber, Paddy and Cinnamc:
cultivations. Almost al1 the families own an acre ':
more cultivation of tea in their own property. Excep:

agricultural lands there are home gardens that exist .''
large land areas, in which generally a small house --

built in the middle of it There are lands that have beer

abandoned after being used by villagers, which incluti=
abandoned home gardens and barren areas

Boralugoda is a lonely calm village located in the
south-*estern wet zone-the rain forest country of the
island. Ii holds an importance both in the bio-diversity
and the agriculture, where the people entirely. rely on
agricultural economy. The area consists both of natural
aid manmade habiiats. The dominant ecosystem of
the area is tropical rainJorest that remain mainly as

several isolated secondary forest patches. Formation
of these forest patches may be caused by the depletion Ceylon Cerulean / | amides coruscans

Boralugoda is located in the South-eastern corner of the
Kalutaia District, of the western Province of Sri Lanka
and lies in and around 6o26' northern iatitudes and
80o17' eastern Longitudes. The study site extends to
an area of 13sq.km of the'Maguru Ganga' river basin.
It is approximately 10km south-east of Baduraliya-
the cloiest town. Boralugoda is surrounded by
several villages from northern corner/ clockwise-
Atale, Thiniyawala(Galle District), Yattapatha, Pahala

Hewessa and Kalugala consecutively.

This is a hilty area normally comprising lands with
gradual slopes and there are no distinctive flat areas.

Tne nlghesipoint in the study site is'Diyapatta Kanda'
that rises to 650ft while the highest point nearby is the
'Magurukanda'which is 1150ft.

Protection Society of Sri Lanka

Blue Glassy Tiger /ldeopsis similis
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THE STUDY

A faunt-rl stuclv lt,as carried out to assess the bio-cliversity
at present in the site as a part of the 'Bio-diversity
conservation anc'l land degradation prevention'
programme of Organizatiot-r for Aquatic Resources
Management (OARM). This paper that based only or.r

the Butterflv study of it brings a brief clescription of the
Butterfly cliversity and some important sightings.

The site w,as visitecl 3 davs a rveek frorn 1st \.\,eek of
March, 2007 to last u,eek of February, 2008 and another
field r.isit r,r,as rlone on 05-08, August, 2008. Several
transects were defined throughout the area and data
r,r.ere taken according to a data sheet. This method n,as
applied for getting details on species diversitv and
habitat occupation of butterflies. In addition to this,
relevant information of the site was gathered such as
the l.rabitats and the vegetation types at the survef ing
patl-rs.

A11 other relevant observations such as egg laying,
mating, etc. were noted down in field note books. AII
other encounters u,ere also recordecl.

Butterflies r,r,ere ider.rtif iecl bv visual observations
r,r,,ithirr the fielcl ercept some Lviaenids, Hespelids 6r16
few others. Those Species that lr,ere difficult to identify
in the field u,ere photographed using a digital camera
(12x opt.zoom, 5.1 megapixels) and compared n,ith
'The Butterflies of Ceylon, D'abrera, 1998' to iclentify
the species subsequentlv. None of the insectr *'"rL
caught, handled or disturlred for anv purpose. So that
some fast and high flving species such as Albatrosses
ancl Emigrants can be ornitted bv oversight.

BUTTERFLY SPECIES OF THE AREA

Out of the 244 species found in Sri Lanka (van der
Poorten, 2008) 67 were recorded from Boralugoda
representing 275%. All species belonged to 10 families
while most species belonged to Family: Nymphalidae
(17 spp.) followed by Papilionidae (1a spp.), Lycaenidae

(1 0 spp.) and Danaidae (7spp.) respectively. The
oriiy family that was not recorded from the site is:
Libytheiclae. Among the recorded species 6 species
are endangered while 3 species are vulnerable under
IUCN's threatened species categorization (IUCN &
MOENR, 2008). 5 species of endemics were recorded
out of the total of 23 endemic species (van der Poorten,
2008) that recognized from Sri Lanka.

Tar,r.nv llaiah/ Cltarnres Ttsaplntt

Southern Duffer (Discoplnrt lepido), the only
representative of the farnilv Amathusiidae in Sri Lanka
is ln enclangered species (i UCN & MOENR, 2007) that
r,r,as recorded once in the site on 05.08. 2008 afternoon.
It u,as a u,,e11 shaded w,oody habitat, close to a home
garden. 2 males \ /ere seen flying and settling around
actively close to some rotting jack fruits r.r,hich had
fallen to the ground at sicle of a gravel road. They were
seen flving verv fast close to the ground. The.l,r,eather at
that tirne r,r.,as partially sunlit and humid.

Commander/ MotltLza procris oatrnt

Plane (Bindalmrn plrccides) of familv- Lycaenidae is
another endangered species IUCN & MOENR, 2007)
which rvas also recorded once on 03.10.2007 around
1600 hrs. It u,as a sunlit aftemoon and the habitat is
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Southerr.r Duiler / Discophorn lqtitla

Commander/
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Common Nan ab/ Pohluro atlnmas

quite different since it was a bushy area by, the gravel
road that runs between an opened area and an Acacia

planted land. Two individuals were seen flying fast

it actively over the bushes of the scrub area by the
road, selciom settling for a short time on those 2-3 feet

bushes. It was noted that there were many 'Himbutu'
plants nearby. When settled it opened its wings.gently
probably in order to bask in the sun, when there is

,-ro .orltid".uble threat nearby. It is said that the larva

feeds on the fruit of this planf (Onniston, 1924, citedby
D'abrera, L998), though oviposition was not observed

at this occasion.

Another Lycaenid species which is endangered (IU!ry
& MOENI{,2007) and endemic (van der Poorten,2008)
that was recorded from the site lt'as Ceylon Ceruiean

famides coruscans).It was also only once recorded

iiom the site on a well sunlit morning of 22' 07 ' 2007 '

The specimen was closely observed since it settled on

the giound on the gravl1 road that runs betrt'een a

foresl patch and open woodland.

The erldangerecl Papilior-rid (lUC\ & \{OENR, 2007)

species Ceilon Rtrse (P,l.-i:1i."'i; ;.r,irllori) rt'as a fairly
aolppon spt'cies iu Btrr.rlr.lgt,.la lt \\ as seerl throughout
the Vear niainlr' alrr]lq gr.l-. ul r'ta.l: that runs through
foreit pratches an.i rrisi.le ihe iort'st patci-res as well'
Apart iron-r its tlraitr iraul'-:s i: ir'as alstr seen in open

w'oodlancls that 1ocate.1 ciLrsr' :t- i.rreat .irL'as specially on
mornings. lt u'as easilr. elr:.'':nte:e.1 as is usually flies
at the eieler-e1 or L'it l',lche: r- i:-.: 

"i'er-r.er' 
The insect

which ii resporlsil'ir' foi.: :::l-.1 ::' .::h: ttf Boralug-oda,

is a restless t-lier r.rreLr' .tt:-:. :1":: llltrle-s at a little
disturbance. It u'as aln'ar s raL'l- :ll-:-"- €\'efrt a mating
was observecl on 10.10. lllr-1. \ l1'.:ri-l1i :air n'as resting

on big leaf of a fern ai -'r-'rr'-.1 - rrrr:'' ground' The

habita"t rt'as u'oocllaird th.r: :.1::',"- --..-i '-'; soure trees &
undergrowth 1oc.-rtecl L'r .l :or- :'a:''' t:-'it rttus between

this w"oodland antl .t Tea ir.',. l'. l'..rll'-L' garclen. The

piace r,r,'as partialll- shae1e.1 .ir :. :':''-:' strr'1it 'rfternoon'

Grass Demon (Udaspes/b/rrs) is .ltr enclangered (IUCN

& MOENR, 2009) hesperiicl specres that Iound several

times from the site. It is not a iorest .lrr'eller since it was

found in scrubland type oprel-r \rooLl1a1lL1s It is a very
fast and low flying insect.

Another rare Hesperiicl that cat-ue .lcross in the studyis
Ceylon Ace (HalTie cr,l.llottic,tl.lt n'as seen or-r 30'03'2007

on a well sunlit late mornit-ls. Th,s lolr' flving active

insect was seen along a grassrl ioot path to a home that

runs through open.-rvo6,'11.ri.rcl cot-rsisting of various

shrubs andlrees. Ancl also .r tea garden 1'vas nearby'

The rare nymphalid Tarvnv Rajah (C/lnrnres psaphon) is

a restless ind fast flier fourld fen- times only in open

woodlands of driest parts oi the area. The forest loving
species Reclspot Dr-rke (DolrirLt ettlinn) 

-is 
another rare

species that iame across .1s several individuals in the

period of Julv to SePtemlrer'

The Among the enclemics r-t-tost commonly seen were

the CeyloriRose atrd the Common Birdwing (Troides

darsius)
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Ceylon Rose/ PochlioPta joPltort
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HABITATS

Most Nymphalids were recorded in the forest patches
while most L)rcaenids recorded from grassy areas
and open w'oodlands. Some species such as Tawny
Rajah, Tawny Coster, and Most Danaids, and Some
Papilionids (Crimson Rose, Lime Butterflies and Mime)
were recorded mostly from scrublands. Common Rose
is probably the commonest butterfly which is found
everyr,r,here from forests to open gardens. Among the
rare endemics, the Ceylon Rose seems to be a common
species mainly found along forest paths aud it r,r,as

noted that it is rather common in this terrain than the
other areas, where it is found. Among the Papilionids
CommonJav, Blue Bottle ancl the rare Five-bar Swordtail
were recortTed in the forest towards the edge of rivers
and preferred to settle on damp earth. It lvas also noted
that except few Species, most other butterflies rt'ere
seasonal in the area. Common Rose, Ceylon Rose, Blue
Mormon, Common Palmfly, Common Bushbro'l,r'n,
Nigger and Common Cerulean could be considered as

the species that are seen throughout the vear rt,ithout
significant differences of populations.

Apart from the forest patches there are some open
r,r.oodlar-rd that shor,r,ed a good diversitl.. Sorne rubber
planted lands seems suited for Butterflies since most of
them are not maintained properlv in this area, causing
formatior-r of quite favourable undergrou'th. Most of
home garclens sl-rare a common boundarv with forests
or streams r'r,hich leads to formation of a good habitat
composition for Butterflies. Abandoned home gardens
showed a goocl cliversity. The above habitats as well
as fer,r'' abancloned paddv-fields are the open kinds of
woocllancls that showed a good diversity of butterflies.

THREATS & CONSERVATION OF THE AREA

Boralugoda is a village that can be considered as an area
where the human population maintains a relativelv
beneficial balance r,vith the wild life community and
the eco system. The village is isolated from other area
and tor,vns due to lack of a briclge across the Maguru

Rr.rer, from the Baduraliya side making the access is
doiffrcult. Therefore there are no significant threats
that caused by the urbanizalion, industrialization and
pollution and traffic.

Five bar Sr,r,ordtail( Patlrysa antiplnies), Blue Bottle
(Graphium sorpedott) & Common Jav (Grapliutn tloson)

But other main common threats such as habitat
fragmentation, depletion and degradation of forests
occur in the area. We could determine that by
reforesting the gaps the area could be brought back to a
former 1eve1, once a hotspot, which can be concluded as

bv the presence of very sensitive forest species in some
forest patches. Acacia has been introduced to the area
for reforestation purposes in the late eighties and this
is one of the most severe threats to the eco-sYstems of
the area at present. The species invades the open areas,
home gardens as well as disturbed forests rapidlv.

The isoiation of this calm village won't persist for a long
time since the already started project of development
of the new bridge across the Maguru Iliver and the
road that is going to connect the Baduraliya- Kalawana
road ancl the Pelawatte- Ne1ur,r.a Road. TI-re relevant
authorities should consider the importance of the Bio-

Cer"lon Ace f Halyte cetllttrticrt

ProtectiLtn Society of Sri Lnnka

Ceylon Rose/ Pocltliopto ioTthon- nntittg
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Diversity in the present site in development processes/
especially not to harm the forest patches and other
important woodlands when the road runs through
them.
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2. Ceylon Cerulean/ Jnmides coruscans
3. Plane/ Bindahara phocides
4. Southern D:ul.fer / Discophora lEida
5. Tawny Rajah/ Charaxes psaphon
6. Command er f Moduza procris -ouum
7. Nawab/ Polyura athsmas
8. Cruiser/ Vindula erotn- male
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10. Ceylon Rose/ Pachliopta jophon- mating
11. Five bar Swordtail(Pathysa antiphates), Blue Bottle
(Graphium saryedon) & Common J ay (Graphium doson)
12. Ceylon Ace / Halpe ceylonica
13. Grass Demonf Udaspes folus
14. Smallest Swift/ Panarabada
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Bv Dr. Dulip Thushara Senanavake. (#9, 12th Lane, Uvana, Moratuu,a)
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{ unan'.-r Lagoon, w,hich is situated in Colombo
| ,Distlict close to the busy tow'n of Moraturva, used
.o be a haven for many birds, butterflies, dragonflies,
:ishes, reptiles ancl a felr, common mammals. An
,rccount of the avian cliver:sity of it, r,r,ritten bv the san-re

.ruthor, n,as published ir"i LORIS of June 2010 (Vol. 25

lssue 5).

Ilor,r,er.,er, in the recent past, it has changed into ar

'concrete slab jungle' r,r,hich graduallv has destro,vecl
the rich bio-dir.,ersity it usecl to possess.

Ihere r'r,ere concrete slabs laid in the sider'r,a1ks and
I noticecl some garbage drarins opening to the lagoon
rvhich brings poly16"r-t" shopping bags. Manv trees
that originallv wcrc there are no more and the "Hambu
Pan" bushes 'lt,hich r,r,ere in the banks of the lagoon
have disappearecl, not a single plant to be seen. Er.en
the big "Sooriya" trees were not tl.rere, but a fen, small
voung trees h.ere present.

I noticed pyres a couple of times w,hich u,ere set up in
the banks of the lagoon to cremate monks.

l'olvthene bags floating in the Iagoon

pvrfintlrcmLtlnc) ancl T1.re Len-ron Emigrant (Cutopsilin
pontrna) and the tlragonflies tl.rat I notecl among \\'ere
Ye11ow Waxtaii (Ceriagrion coronnndelinnurn), Orier.rtal
Scarlet (Crocotlrcntris sentilia), Spine-legged Redbolt
(Rltotlothentis rufn) and Common Bluetail (Isclmurn
setrcgnlensis). None of those species are around the
lagoon nor,r, and the biodiversity has degradecl and I
l,r,oncler tt hether Lunar,r,a Lagoon n,ill ever support the
natur:al w'ild life again.

l.j r,'

Not a single White-bror,r,ed Prinia (Prinin sttbfLa-on

insulnris) at sight, in and around the lagoon, r,r,hich used
to'house' manv nests of this species in its glorious davs.
Also the number of species of birds that frequented the
lagoon has decreased, especially the Whistling Teal
(D e n dr o cr1 gn n j ao nni cn).

There were numerous species of butterflies and
dragonflies before the building of the sidew'alks. The
butterflies comrnonly fluttered there included The
Cornrnon Sailor (Nep/lslnllas oannonn), The Red Pierrot
(Talicnda nvseus nyselts), The Peacock Pansv (Junonia

alnnnn nlmann) Tl-re Mottled Emigrant (Catopsilin

Opening of a \'Vaste Drain into lhe Lagoon
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PREHISTORY

-l-he Himalavan foothills of the Indian sub-continent
I hur," yielied evidence of humans having lived

there around two million years ago. Although the
earliest known dates for hominids in peninsular India
are ca. 6000,000 years before the present (BP), it is
very likely that future research will indicate an age
comparable to that of the Himalayan foothills, since
there do not appear to have been any physical barriers
to prevent human from being present in southern
India contemporaneously with their occutrence in
the northern part of the sub-continent. Meanwhile, it
is apparent that Sri Lanka was, more often than not,
linked to southern India by a land bridge during this
period. It is estimated that the sea level would have
dropped sufficiently for creating such connections
during at least 550,000 years within the last 700,000

years. This phenomenon would have been caused by
the rise and fall of the sea level due to cold/warm
fluctuations in the global climate. The last separation
from India would have occurred at about 7,000 BP.

It is therefore possible that humans were present
in Sri Lanka from at least as early as one million
years ago there are ancient coastal sands in the north
and southeast of the island which could be as old as

250,000 BP or even 700,000-500,000 BP. These deposits
may contain evidence of human habitation, a prime
research objective for the future. Another group of
sediments that could yield remains of early hominids
in Sri Lanka are the gem-bearing alluvial gravels of
the Ratnapura District. These 'Ratnapura Beds' are of
different ages and have yet to be plotted and dated
accurately. But they do contain remains of an Upper
Pleistocene fauna, notably a hippopotamus with six
incisor teeth, a rhinoceros which has been dated from
elsewhere (Lungala gem gravel) to ca. 80,000 BP1 and
a lion. Associated with this fauna are stone artefacts
comprising, typically, large choppers and flakes of
quartz and chert, which have been assigned to the
'Ratnapura Industry'. However, apart from a human
calotte of indeterminate age from a gem pit near
Ellawala, no hominid remains have been forthcoming
from the Ratnapura Beds. The faunal remains, which
come to light in the search for precious stones could
well include hominids and closer scrutiny could well
be a rewarding exercise. Until future chronological
resolution is achieved one could only affirm that the
'Ratnapura Industry' composes elements that could
be of Upper Pleistocene or earlier age, whereas other
couid be much more recent.

By about 125,000 BP it is certain that there were
prehistoric settlements in Sri Lanka (Deraniyagala

1992:686). The evidence stems from excavations
conducted in coastal deposits near Bundala.
Patirajawela yielded a sma11-flake stone tool industry
from horizons dated to 125,000 to 75,000 BP, while
Bundala-Wellegangoda had comparable material
from ca. 80,000 BP'?. These people made tools of quartz
(and a few on chert) which are assignable to a Middle
Palaeolithic complex (ibid,:252-4,458,688). apart from
such tools, no other vestiges of their culture have
survived the ravages of time and tropical weathering:
we.do not know what these people looked like,
although it can be guessed that they were early Homo

sapiens somewhat akin to anatomically modern South
Asians. Even the sizes of their settlement are not known
due to the limited scale of the evaluation excavations;
surface indications are ca. 50 square metres or less

per site. That they lived by hunting and gathering is

obvious and it is probable that this conformed to the
pattern discernible in the activities of their descendants
some 100,000 years later. We do know, however,
that the physical and biotic environments of these
early humans, from the middle Pleistocene onwards,
fluctuated between pluvial and interpluvial episodes
(ibid.: 178-82,436-40 with corresponding oscillations
in animal and food-plant resources which would have
been reflected in shifts in human population densities.
It is estimated that during certain pluvial episodes in
South Asia, as at ca. 125,000 BP, the population densiiy
in the Dry Zone of northern, eastern and southern Sri
Lanka (for ecozones v. ibid.:app.I) could have ranged
between 1.5 and 0.8 individuals per square kilometre,
whereas the Wet Zone in the west would have had
densities of 0.1 or less. It has been hypothesised that
interpluvials witnessed a narrower dichotomy in the
zonal population densities, the respective estimates
being les than 0.3 for the Dry Zone and over 0.1 for the
Wet Zone. These figures are derived from ethnographic
sources pertaining to South and Southeast Asia hunter-
gatherers. Given the postulated densities of the food
suppplies, it is unlikely that large communities in
excess of a couple of nuclear families were the norm,
except perhaps along the northern and eastern coasts
with their rich resources of marine foods (ibid.: 178-
82,436-44).

From about 38,000 BP onwards the prehistoric record
is very much more complete. The information stems
from a series of cave excavations in the lowland Wet
Zone: Fa Hien-lena near Buiathsinhala (38,000-5,400
BP), Batadomba-lena near Kuruwita (36,000-13,000 BP),
Beli-lena at Kitulgala (over 30,000-3,500 BP), Alu-lena
at Attanagoda near Kegalle (10,500 BP)3. These data are
supplemented by those from the open-air site of Bellan-
bandi Palassa near Embilipitiya (12,000 BP). The dating
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is based primarily on radiocarbon assays on charcoal,
checkecl independently against tl-rermoluminescence
dating int he case of Beli-lena. There are over 50 such
dates fron-r various contexts at these sites and the
chronological framework may be pronounced secure
(ibic1: 695 - 701; 2001).

Fa Hien-lena l.ras yielded the earliest evidence (at ca.
38,000 BP) of anatomically modem man in South Asia,l,
foIlou,ec1 bv Ba-rtadomba-lena at 36,000 ancl 18,500, Beli-
lena at 15,000, Bellan-bandi Palassa at 12,000 and Fa
Hien-lcr.ra again at 6,900 and 4,800 BP. These human
remains herve been subjected to detailed phvscal
anthropological study ancl it has been affirnred that
the genetic continuum from at least as early as 18,500
BP at Bataclomba-lena to Beli-lena at 15,000 BP to
Bellanbarrdi Palassa at 12,000 BP to the recent Vaclda
aboriginal population is remarkabll, pronounced
(ibid:486-9; Kennedy et al. 1987; Har,r.key 1998; 2003;
Kenned,v 2000; the earlier material frorn Fa Hien-1ena
is too fragrnentary for such comparative study). This
suggests a backwater in terms of population dynamics.
It appears to have been a remarkably static situation
over so long a period, relatively undisturbed b1, the
arrival of new populations with diverse physical traits.
These anatomically moclern prehistoric hurnans in Sri
Lanka are referrecl to as Balangocla Man in popular
parlance (derivecl from his being responsible for tl-re

Mesolithic 'Balangoda Culture' first defined in sites
near Balarngoda). He stood at an estimated height of
ca. 174 cm for males and 166 cm for females in certain
samples, wiricl-r is considerable r,r,hen compared with
present-day populations in Sri Lanka (v. Deraniyagala
1992:330-4\. Tl.re bones are robust, with thick skult-
bones, prominent brow-ridges, depressed wide noses,
heavy jar,l,s and short necks. The teeth are conspicuoushr
large. These traits have survived in varving degrees
among the Vaddas and certain Sinhalese groups, thus
pointing to Balangoda Man as a common ancestor.
It needs to be borne ir.r mind, hou,ever, that there
wouid have been unimpeded ger-re-flolr., betweelr
southernrnost Inctitr and Sri Lanka (in both directions)
from the Palaeolithic onwards, and that future research
will probably reveal a whole range of genetic clusters
in the prehistoric populations of this region, which
would invalidate the concept of Balangoda Man as
a homogeneous 'race'. Meanwhiie, Balangoda Man
continues to be a useful working cor-rcept, referring
to the island's late Quaternarv humans. He appears
to have settled in practically every nook and corner
of Sri Lanka ranging from the clamp and cold High
Plains such as Maha-eliya (Horton Plains) to the
arid lowlands of Mannar and Vilpattu, to the steamy
equatorial rainJorests of Sabaragamuwa. The camps
n,ere invariably small, rarely exceeding 50 sq.m in area,
thus suggesting occupation by not more than a couple
of nuclear families at most (id. 1992:351). This life-stvle
could not have been too different from that described
for the Vaddas of Sri Lanka the Kadar, Malapantaran-r
and Chenchus of lndia, the Andaman Islanders and the
Semang of Malaysia (ibid.:412,451-7). The1, would have

becn rnoving from place to place on an aru1ual cycle
o1 :'--raging for food. The uvell preserved evidence from
the caves and Bellan-bandi Palassa indicates that a very
wide range of foocl-plants and anir.nals were exploited.
among the former, canarium nuts, r,r,ild breadfruit
ancl r,,',ild bananas are prominent. It is probable that
dioscorea yams, such as Dioscctrea spicata, D. pe ntapbtyalln
and D. opposltifolia were staples in the diet, as they u.ere
anrong South Asian hunters and gatherers in recent
times. It appears as if everv conceivable type of animal
had been eatern, ranging from elephants to snakes, rats,
snails and small fish (ibid.: a51-2). This diet would have
ben weil balanced as attested by the robusticity of the
human skeletal remains. The degeneration of bone that
accompanies a specialised starchv diet and a sedentarv
life style had yet to set in.

The tool kit of Balangoda Man is clistirrguisl.red b,v the
occurrence of geometric microliths, comprising small
(less than 4 cm long) flakes of quartz and (rarely)
chert fashiorrecl into stvlised lunate, trinangular and
trapezoidal forms (ibid :2 26-7 0,688-94). Such geometric
microliths l-rave traditionally been considered the
hallmark of the Mesolithic period as first defined in
Europe. The earliest clates for the geometric micolithic
tradition in Europe are around 12,000 BP. Hence it
came as a surprise when such tools rvere founci as
early as 36,000 B P at Bataclomba-1ena, 28,000 BP at tr,r,o
coastal sites in Bundala and ca. 25,000 BP at Beli-lena
(ibid.: Addendum l; Wijeyapala 1997:253; Perera 2007).
Sri Lanka has yielded evidence of this sophisticated
technological phase over 24,000 years earlier than in
Europe. Hou,ever this appar'ent anomaly has been
resolved by the cliscovery of geometric microliths in
various parts of Africa, such as Zaire and southern
Africa, from contexts in excess of 30,000 BP, thereby
suggesting that Europe r,r,as late ir.r manifesting this
techno-tradition due to ars yet undefined reasons.

Apa-rrt from stone too1s, artefacts of bone and antler
are quite prolific from 36,000 BP onu,arcls, notably
small bone points (ibic1.:278-81). Beads of shell have
also been cliscovered from these early contexts and
the occurrence of marine shells at inland sites such
as Batadomba-lena piints to an extensive network of
contacts between tl-re coast and the hinterlanc'l. There
is evidence from Beli-lena that salt had been bro ught in
from the coast at a date in excess of 30,000 BP (ibid.:326;
Wijevapala 1997:457).

Sri Lanka has yet to produce unequivocal eviclence of
Stone Age art. The cave art observed in various parts of
the Dry Zone are the works of Vacldas, as demonstrated
by ethnographers, although a certain proportion of it
could conceivably be prehistoric (ibid.:a65). Similarly
there is little evidence of rr.ranifcstations of ritual. There
are, however, clear indicatior-rs tl-rat the norm was for
Balangoda Man to inter hls cle.rcl irrespective of age or
sex as secondary burials tr.iil-rin l-ris camp floors. having
selected certain Lrones for this purpose. At Ravanalla
cave and Fa Hien-lena red ochre had been ceremonially
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smeared on the bones. Both these practices have been
matched by the mortuary customs of the Andaman
Islanders, but not by those of the Vaddas. It is
possible that the latter, through a process of cultural
retrogression, ceased to practise the more elaborate
mortuary customs of their ancestors (ibid.: 465-7 ,696).

The periodisation of Sri Lanka's main technological
episodes comprises the middle Palaeolithic, Mesolithic
protohistoric Early Iron Age,, Early Historic, Middle
Historic, Late Historic and the Modern periods. What
concerns the present section is the interface between
the Mesolithic and Early Iron Age episodes.

The termination of the Mesolithic and the inception of
the Early Iron Age in Sri Lanka has yet to be delineated
with any clarity, due primarily to the lack of a single
context with evidence of the transition between the
two periods: none of the sites excavated so far has been

able to present a chronological continuum from pre- to
protohistory. In the case of caves the proto-and Eariy
Historic strata have invariably been disturbed by gunao
diggers, whereas with open-air sites the selection of
loci for settlement does not appear to have coincided
(owing to different subsistence strategies) during the
prehistoric and subsequent periods respectively.

There is palynological (pollen) evidence from the
Horton Plains for herding (cattle:? Bos indicus) and the
incipient management of barley and oats by >15,000 BC
and by herding and the farming of barley and oats by
8,000 BC (Premathilake 2003). Then there is Doravak-
lena shelter which is said to have yielded a geometric
microlithic industry in association with what aPpears
to be a cereal and a crude red pottery by 5,300 BC and
Black and Red Ware (BRW) by 3,100 BC (Wijeyapala
in Deraniyagala 2003:34, final report pends). There
is also Mantai where a geometric microlithic horizon
dated to ca. 1,800 BC was found associated with a few
pieces of slag, which could indicate the knowlede of
copper-working as manifested in southern India by
ca. 2,000 BCs. At all three sites, the indications are that
settlements suggestive of herding/farming dominating
the subsistence strategy are not in evidence. Assuming
that the term'protohistoric' applies only when over half
the nutrient intake is derived from food production (ie,

herding/farming) these sites are being assigned to the
prehistoric period. But they do represent the transition
from prehistory to protohistory in Sri Lanka. It was of
considerable duration, ca. 13,000 years, and constitutes
a field of research into what is still uncharted terrain.
It is probable that from at least as early as 14,000 BC
to ca. 1,000 BC, different subsistence strategies were
being employed contemporaneously, according to
the ecological niche being exploited. These strategies
could have ranged from one based 100 per cent on
hunting and gathering to those with a certain degree
of herding/farming with hunting and gathering being
still predominant.

The new evidence from the HortonPlains is of the
greatest significance (Premathilake 2003). Ghar-i-Mar

and Aq Kupruk in Afghanistan and Mehrgarh in
Pakistan are known to have had a Neolithic subsistence
strategy by 7,000-6000 BC. There is tentative evidence
o{ herding in northern Rajasthan by 7,000 BC, of rice
and pottery at Koldihwa, U.P. in India by 5,000 BC, and
perhaps cereal management/farming in the Nilgiri
Hitls of South India by 8,000 BC (Gupta and Prasad
1985 cited in Premathilake 2003).

It was proposed but not established that Sri Lanka
could have constituted yet another 'hearth' for
the domestication of plants (Deraniyagala 1988;

1992:322,448). And so indeed it appears to have been,

comparable to the incipient plant domestication of the
Natufian in Syria, Lebanon and Israel (ca. 10,000-8,000
BC) and incipient herding at Zawi Chemi Shanidar
and Shanidar in the Zagros and Kurdish hills of Iraq
(ca. 9,000 BC). The search for Neolithic/Chalocolithic
settlements in Sri Lanka needs to focus on finding
faunal or plant domesticates, pottery, or evidence of
copper-alloy working, in contexts predating the Early
Iron Age. It is probable that these would be found in
association with geometric microliths which would
otherwise be assigned to the Mesolithic. If is noteworthy
that the Neolithic/Chalcolithi stone artefacts in
peninsular India display microlithic (Mesolithic) vis d

vis blade (Neolithic/Chalcolithic traits progressively
as one moves southwards (lbid:285-6,297; Allchin and
Allchin 1974;1974a).

EARLY IRON AGE

The protohistoric Early Iron Age appears to have
established itself in South India by at least as early as

1,,200 BC, if not earlier (Possehl 1990; Deraniyagala
1992:734). The earliest manifestation of this in Sri
Lanka is radiocarbon dated to ca. 1000-800 BC
at Anuradhapura and Aligala shelter in Sigiriya
(Deraniyagala 1992:709-29; Karunaratne and Adikari
\994:58; Mogren 1994:39; the Anuradhapura dating
is now corroborated by Coningharn 1999). It is very
likely that further investigations will push back the Sri
Lankan lower boundary to match that of South India.

The settlement at Anuradhapura exceeded 10 hectares
in extent by ca. 800 BC, and it was at least 50 ha by
ca. 700-600 BC and thus already a 'town' (Deraniyagala
1992: Addendum I; cf. Allchin 1989:3). So far no other
major settlements of the Early Iron Age have been
located in Sri Lanka, with the exception of small-scale
deposits within the rock-shelter at Aligala and at
Sandagiri Chaitya in Tissamaharama and settlements
around Tissamaharama (Somadeva 2006). Potential
sites are Kandarodai, Matota (Mantai), Kelaniya,
Kararagama and perhaps Seruvila; but the evidence
has yet to surf ace (Deraniyagal a 1992:7 30 -2,7 35).

The 'Megalithic' Early Iron Age mortuary complex of
Sri Lanka (Seneviratne 1984) is akin to that of peninsular
India. It falls within both the protohistoric and Early
Historic periods, as indicated by its radiocarbon age
of ca. 400 BC for Ibbankatuwa (v. Bandaranayake and
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Kilian in Deraniyaala 1992:734) and ca. 150 BC for
Kalotuwawa and Galsohon Kanatte (H.N. Perera in
id. 2001a, 2005). Ihe place of this mortuarv trait within
the overall Earlv Iron Age culture in Sri Lanka is as vet
indetermir.rate. It is noteworthy that these cemeteries do
not ha-u,e contemporaneous settlements associated with
them, for instance at Ibbankatuwa (Karunaratne -1994).

In India this situation is said to prevail at most localities
(Deo 1985 cited in Kennedy 2000:356). Conversely,
the Earh, Iron Age settlement at Anuradhapura does
not have a Megalithic cemetery to which it can even
remoteh'be linked. The Megalithic mortuary complex
could possibly have been associated with just a

speciai group of people, such as pastoralists, on the
peripherv of those who occupied Anuradhapura (cf.
Leshnik 1974). What this signifies is that the Megalithic
mortuarv trait is but a discrete facet of the protohistoric
Early Iron Age culture complex of India which had
its distribution from the Gangetic valley down to Sri
Lanka with regional variations. Hence it is misleading
to refer to a Megalithic culture, as several scholars are
apt to, since this mortuary trait is not necessarily a
concomitant of the Early Iron Age of peninsular India
or Sri Lanka.

Similarly, the BRW ceramic tradition, which
characterises much of the subcontinent's Early Iron
Age (except in the northwest) is not confined to the
Megalithic mortuary facies in peninsular India, a point
that is frequently overlooked. There is a tendency to
equate BRW with the Megalithic complex on a one-to-
one basis, thereby distorting the basis of interpretations
from the outset. It is important, therefore, that the
nature of this interrelationship between (a) the total
Early Iron Age complex of the sub-continent, (b) iis
BRW ceramic complex and (c) the Megalithic cemetery
complex in southern India and Sri Lanka be kept
clearly in mind, so as to avoid confusion in interpreting
the archaeological record (Deraniyagala 1992:734).
The Sri Lankan data need to be interpreted against the
backdrop of the total sub-continental Early Iron Age,
since medium- to long-range cultural diffusion appears
to have been prevalent.

The biological anthropology of Early Iron Age man
in Sri Lanka is distinct from that of Balangoda Man,
although the evidence from the only Megalithic site
to have been assayed, Pomparippu, suggests a certain
degree of miscegenation6. This could have occurred
considerably prior to 500 BC (Kennedy in Begley et
al. 1981.; Deraniyagla 1992:736; Hawkey 1998; 2003).
What attracted these people who intruded on the scene
at this early date? It is probable that the agricultural
potential of Sri Lanka, notably its abundant supplies
of water, with iron technology to subjugate the dense
equatorial rainforest and heavy soils,was a major
factor. Other attractions could have been the pearl
banks in the northwest of the island (for Early Historic
v. Mahroof 1992:110), the major copper or source at
Seruvila (Seneviratne 1994) and the island's location as
an entrep6t for long-distance trade between Southeast

A.ia and West Asia7. Thereafter, Sri Lanka;s attraction
lor iettlers from further afield than South India appears
to have gained rapidly. This swell coincided with the so-
called Second Urbanisation of the Indo-Gangetic Plain
(v. Allchin 1995). As mentioned earlier, Anuradhapura
was at least 10 ha in extent by ca. 900 BC (perhaps
much more); and by 700-500 BC it exceeded 50 ha. The
pl'.enomenon of the Indian Second Urbanisation would
appear to have manifested itself unexpectedly early in
Sri Lanka, either through rapid stimulus diffusion, or
convergent evolution due to a stimulus from further
afield such as long-distance trade, or (more likely) a

combination of both.

TRANSITION TO THE HISTORICAL PERIOD

The Early Iron Age of Sri Lanka,at ca. 1000-500
BC, is re{erred to as protohistoric since there is no
evidence of writing in this period. At ca. 600-500 BC,
the first appearance of writing (in Brahmi almost
identical to the Asokan script some 200 years later)
heralds the commencement of the Early Historic
period (Deraniyagala 1992:739-5; Coningham 1999;
Deraniyagaia and Abeyratne 2000). This writing,
radiocarbon dated on charcoal from three locations
in the Citadel of Anuradhapura and checked by
thermoluminescence dating, is inscribed on potsherds
signifying ownership. Among the names was
Annuradh..., which, coincidentally or otherwise, is stated
in the ancient chronicles to have been the name of a
minister of price Yijaya, the purported 'founder' leader
of the Sinhalese, at ca. 500 BC. The new chronology for
the beginnings of writing has thus revolutionised our
concept of the lower boundry of the historical period of
South Asia (for revised periodisation v. Deraniyagala
1992:714).It has pushed it back (by over two centuries)
into the times of the Buddha. Coeval with the first
appearance of writing at Anuradhapura is the rise of
new pottery forms (such as Early Historic BRW) and
wares (eg, a medium-fine grey ware, possibly a North
Indian import), red glass beads and what appear to be
writing styli made of bone (Deraniyagala 1,992:7L4)8.
One suspects a pan-India wave of cu;ltural impulses
that manifested itself in these material transformations.
It is possible hat some long-distance migrations, as
evinced in the legend of Prince Vijaya's arrival in Sri
Lanka from North India, were concomitant to this
phenomenon.

The earliest (600-500 BC) inscriptions on pottery at
Anuradhapura, whenever adequately complete to be
linguistically diagnostic, are in Indo-Aryan Prakrit. This
situation is repeated in the earliest insciption found in
Megalithic Kodumanal, and possibly in the lowermost
levels of Arikamedu as well, in South India (ibid.:745-
6; Casal 1949; Rajan 1990). So far, none of them are
in Dravidian. If appears to corroborate the view that
Indo-Aryan was pre-dominant from at least as early
as 500 BC in Sri Lanka, as affirmed in the chronicles
concerning an Aryan impulse associated with Vijaya.
The views of Parpola (1984; 1988; v. Deraniyagala
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1992:749-8) are relevant in this regard. They are bold
and provocative, and they merit serious consideration.
He postulates long-distance southward migrations of
ruling Indo-Aryan speaking elites at ca. 500 BC and
argues his case well.

The prime mover for these impulses is difficult to
isolate. The urban centres of the Ganges plains could
well have constiuted the nodes from which they went
out, centrifugally, to be developed in the periphery
and returned centripetally to these original nodes as

a feedback phenomenon,thus creating a relatively
closed interactive system. On the other hand, one

cannot discount the possibility of inputs at the same

time from West Asia, the Mediterranean and China.

It is probable that this latter aspect has been greatly
underestimated. The idea of devising the Brahmi script
might have arisen though contact with Semitic trading
scripts from West Asia (Deraniyagala 1992:744; note
that long-distance trade could have existed during the
protohistoric Early Iron Age extending into Southeast
Asia and West Asia). Whatever the mechanism for the
onset of urbanism in Sri Lanka, by 500 BC it was ready
to accelerate ito the Early Historic period.

In the time of Emperor Asoka in the third century
BC, the city of Anuradhhapura was nearly 100 ha in
extent (ibid.:712-3), making it (on present estimates)
the tenth largest city in India/Sri Lanka at that time
and the largest south of Ujjain in northern India
(Allchin L989:3,12). Buddhism had by then taken

root as the {ormal belief system of the island, coinage
introduced and technologically the concept of irrigated
agriculture, probably introduced during the Early
Iron Age, developed into sophisticated and large-scale
systems which served as the economic foundation of
the correspondingly complex settlement configurations
of the Early Historic period.

NOTES

1. Thermoluminescence (TL) date M. Abeyratne 2000:

pers: comm.).

2. TL and Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL)

dates (Abeyratne 1996;2000:pers. comm.; Oxford
Archaeological Laboratory 2000:pers. comm.).

3. For calibrated radiocarbon dates v.Petera2007.

4. Niah Cave inBorneo atca.43,00014 C BPhas produced
the earliest date for Asia. Sri Lankan evidence has

been used to support the view that anatomically
modern humans originated in South/Southeast Asia
and not in Afrtica (Hawkey 1998;2003).

5. The slag at Mantai, however, could have intruded into
the sample from this otherwise carefully excavated
context, perhaps through incorrect labelling. No.
pottery was found in associaion. Further sampling is
required to clarify these points. It is now known that
the only major source of copper ore south of Madhya
Pradesh in central India is located at Seruvila

(the ancient Tambapittha) in eastern Sri Lanka
(Seneviratne 1984;1994). It is very likely that this
was known to the Chalcolithic peoples of India and
that Sri Lanka exploited this resource. Mantai could
well have been a port for shipping copPer to India.
Despite the occurrence of copper ores in Sri Lanka, it
appears as if copper alloy technologv as found in the
Chalcolithic of peninsular India (ca. 1,800-1,200 BC)

was not adopted significantly in Sri Lanka due to the
relative inefficiency of this technologv as applied to

the island's agricultural milieu.

6. Dental morphological analyses have established
that the Pomparippu humans were ancestral to the
Sinhalese, vis ir vis the Tamils of northern Sri Lanka
(Hawkey 1998;2003).

7. Black pepper in pharaonic Egypt of the 2nd

millennium BC could only hae come from Kerala, Sri
Lanka or Southeast Asia.

8. Similar bone 'styli' have been found in the Painted
Grey Ware levels of Hastinapura and the pre-NBPW
levels of Ujjain and Nagda (Baneerjee 1965:204-8),

thus indirectly corroborating the dating of the script
in Anuradhapura.
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Lalith Seneviratne, lankagas.ialith@gmai1'com

rlahe period was early 1990s. On a regular working

Loit back home, i *u, bto*sing through the

shelves of Asoka Trading Company down Galle Road,

Bambalapitiya - that veritable antiquities book store,

sadly no more. "Green Aisles" by D' I' G' Hennessy

with a prowling leopard as the jungle scene on the

jacket caught my eye. Right in the front pages was a

proud photograph of the smart looking author in

police*an's uniform. A jungle book for a 
,member

of a police family, took me no time to buy the book'

Back to the place of work abroad, I could hardly wait

for the right moment to peruse it. I never imagined the

deiight I was to get. I would rate Green Aisles to be one

of the best Ceyion jungle book of my choice due to its
beautiful storY with

the dead mother before scampering into the jungle on

their approach d..rvs 1ater, crving pitifully for the one in

his smalI u'orld. He t'ecante a compassionate Protector
of the wi1c1. His emp'athv rer erl'erates all over the book

and its message is lalit-l a. much todav as it was then'

He says "onlr' one u'ho has Iir.ec1 in the jungle truly

experiences the crueltt on animals and nature in the

hands of man". The goal of retracing his footsteps

and getting to knon' him better thus came naturally'

Keeping his memorv alive in us u'ould be the ultimate

honour- ancl gratitude 1\-e can bestow on this fine

gentleman (and the ladl'), for n'herever he is, he must

be keeping a watchJul eve on our Lanka'

Only once and that too in passit-rg does Hennessy

mention where his sanctuar\' 'N4otogonewa' or the

'Tank-of-the-sambhur-without-horns' was located' It
took intense scouring of the one - inch maps before

the tiny abandoned tank could be located just above

the jungle town of Horowpotana. Over twenty years

of longing and waiting came to an end and peace

finally dawned in our beloved land' Armed with a

tent and the faithful Land Rover, the indefatigable

wildlife ranger Muinudeen Mohamed and I made our

way to Horowpotana one morning as the town was

awakening. By now the town was a far cry from'a row

of wooden curry smelling shops that sold nothing fresh'

of Hennessy's days. With the book in hand, inquiries

deep meaning and

analysis.

Here was the storY of
aman; exchangingthe
heights of authoritY
and comforts of the

colonial times to a

frugal life in the then
wilderness of Ceylon.

Hennessy was an

Englishman hailing
from a familY who
was serving in British
India while his wife
Molly (nee Beven)

were made and
finally one lead

surfaced. 'Try the
hospital - there
is one orderiY
Mahasen who
might have a clue'

said the keeper of
the small hotel,
where we had

breakfast, in a not
so convincing tone.

was Ceylonese Burgher. Through seventeen years of

service in the Ceylon Police Force, rose to the rank of

Superintendent of Police, and decorated with King's

Police Medal for gallantry. He was last stationed in

Kegalle. He passed the Higher Proficiency in Sinhalese

anJ was flue.tt in this language. Mo11y was a fourth year

medical student when they left civiiisation' Hennessy

would be the first to 'cast off the cloak of a policeman'

and go roving in the jungles with his faithful Jaffna

tamil pC orderly Daniel, with ginger biscuits and roast

pigeon for the fare. His reputation as a sportsman was

thus that the Inspector General of Police at the time Sir

H. L. Dowbiggin (better known for his ruthlessness

during the 1915 riots) would always open his annual

inspection of Hennessy's station with the question

"What is your elephant tally?" Alas, after a final tally

of twenty five elephants and countless destruction of

other life forms, the finale was the slaughter of a bear,

who was with a cub. He saw the cub keeping vigil over

Mahasen Narayana was not the ordinarily outward

Sinhalese. It took some patience and coercion before he

opened up for dialogue and agreed to take time off work'

Then we got proof that miracles do happen' Mahasen's

parents had known the Hennessys. The joy and glitter in

or. 
"y", 

*"r" unmistakable. Are the parents still living?

- We were eager to know. 'Yes, mother is living and

well' said Mahasen. Soon, we were cruising along the

Kebitigollewa Road, trailing Mahasen in his motorbike

Hennessv the Policeman

Happy days with DikkY
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mere noise or firecrackers still possible and rarely revert
to the gun. Hennessy's piea heeded by the inhabitants
of the handful of villages then in existence in the area

has spread with time and population growth, it seems.

This was the most comforting thought for us as we
spent the beautiful nights under the glitter of stars in
many a small tank bed in the vicinity, talking to the
village folk who kept us company through the nights.
The conversations went on until the last of the embers

stopped glowing in the campfires and the chill of the
nights set in.

Hennessy enlightened the people repeatedly, often
quoting a report of Dr. Spittel that spoke of the 'most

damning evidence ever produced as to the barbarous

A playful child during Henressy's days - Seelau'athie flanked
by son Mahasen (right) ancl Ranger Mohamed where Hemessv's

olcl housc stood and u,ith the tank in the background

methods employed in this, a Buddhist country/ by that
diabolical tormentor, man, in dealing with elephants :-

"............Subsequent dissection and examination of
the skeieton revealed the following cruel record of
injury;

On the summit of its skull were embedded like pugs
of putty, a cluster of six S.G. shots, obviously fired
from the top of a tree; there were bullet marks in the
forehead, just over the eye, in the left shouider, in the
right knee, through the right elbow which was partially
ankylosed and chronically diseased; one bullet, fired
from behind, had shattered the edge of the pelvis
and thus prevented perforation of the intestines and
a lingering death from peritonitis; aJeffry's.404 solid
had pierced one shoulder-blade, traversed the chest,

and buried itself in the other - why it didn't kiII him
was a miracle.

Such is a bald inventory of the wounds; they give no
idea of the festering, fly-blown misery, the septicaemic
fever and the accompanying starvation that had been

the creature's 1ot."

A tale of one elephant, but what about the others in
similar or, if that were possible, worse plight? Ah well,
they are only elephants - onlv wild animals. Yes, but
they have feelings, the same way as you and I.' Yet, we
still have not got the message across in a meaningful
way to the otherwise spiritually deep villager in spite
of all the advancement, the information age - can we
be excused? As Hennessy quotes Nietszche "men will
someday look back on us as we look back on apes."

Arousing their curiositv - Going through'Hensl,
Mahattaya's (Centleman Hemessy's)

book witlr villagers

Swinging years of jungle life and then came the

War, drawing the Hennessys back into the vortex of
civilisation. His last thoughts summing up - 'I shall
never forget waking up on the last morning in our
sanctuary, knowing that all we looked upon would be

looked upon for the last time.' Seelawathie remembers
the parting toys the Hennessys showered on her and the

other children in the village. His last words leaving an

unending inspiration for each of us to do our little part
-'I{ it brings to even one person a better understanding
of wild animals, I shail feel that I have done something
worthwhile.'

"Who is there to take up my duties?" asked the setting
sun. "I shall do what I can, my Master" said the earthen
lamp - Rabindranath Tagore

POSTSCRIPT

Almost as a lasting and fitting tribute to Henlessy
and his plea to end the suffering of rogue elephants,
and as if guided by him from where ever he is,

a modern elephant sanctuary called an elephant
holding area encompassing several thousand acres

is now under demarcation by the Department of
Wildlife Conservation under the supervision of ranger
Muinudeen Mohamed, right adjacent to and bordering
his smali Motogonewa sanctuary of yesteryear. This
will give shelter to rogue elephants from across the
country while giving them reasonable freedorn to roam
within. Here lies the moral of the story.
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Dr. Dudley Collure, 25, Mount Holyoke, Getzville NY 14068. U.S.A Email: dcollure@yahoo.com

I visionary who nurtured a forest sanctuary in the
AO.y Zo1rr- ofsri Lanka was an Englishman named
F.H. Popham (Sam). Books have been written giving
details of this Arboretum both by him and by Dr.
L.H. Carmer of the Institute of Fundamental Studies.
I had the privilege of being one of the trustees of the
original board created in the 1980s by Sam Popham,
along with Prof. Gunasena Herath, Dean of the Faculty
of Agriculture, University of Peradeniya, Mr. M.B.A.
Seneviratne, Labour Relations Officer, CEEF, and Mr.
Neal Ratwatte, Planter. It was an unsettled time in
Sri Lanka and it came to pass that the property was
bequeathed to the Institute of Fundamental Studies,
after his demise. Sam Popham had connections with
the International Dendrology Society, the Smithsonian
Institute and the Royal Botanical Gardens in Kew,
London U.K. He had a M.A. from Cambridge and had
been in the Royal Navy serving in Ceylon and the East
prior to his embarking in planting.

This property is situated in the District of Matale, on
the road to the Kandalama Tank, and within the Dry
Zone in Sri Lanka. Once he retired from planting, Sam
made this property his home and lived in a wattle
and daub hut in its periphery. This was later replaced
by a more spacious structure designed by his friend,
Mr. Geoffrey Bawa. The living quarters were well
ventilated and had a tower at one end. Sam Popham
lived alone in these premises looked after by his able
caretaker Mr. Setunge. He had many friends from his
country of birth, and others including David Paynter
the well known artist, and he had a painting of a
young male looking remarkably like Setunge, hanging
in the living room. His mode of transport was a beat-
up BSA motorcycle in which he was the pillion rider,
with Setunge being the driver. I had my office in Cross
Street, Kandy and he would visit me for a chat or on
occasion, a medical check-up, whenever he came to
town. In turn, when I visited him at the.Arboretum,
he would show me around, and explain his concept
of selective undergrowth clearing and crown thinning
of established trees. He had specimens of many of the
hard-wood trees which were once common in the Dry
zone including Diospyros ebenum (ebony), Chloroxylon
swietenia (satinwood) Tamarindus indica (Tamarind)
Mesua ferrea (Ceylon ironwood), Vitex altissima (milla)
and Benya cordifolia (hal-milia) The undergrowth
was typical shrub growth including Gloriosa superba
(Niyangala), made prominent as the National Flower
of the LTTE. The thorny undergrowth included
Dicrostachys cinerea (Andare) and clumps of Limonia
acidissima (Diwul). In order to make the enterprise
self -sufficient, he culiivated a portion of the property

with Mango (Mangifera Indica) and Jak (Artocaryus
heterophyllus) and a few coconut trees (Cocos nucifera).

As an amateur ornithologist, I was able to observe the
occasional Sri Lanka Jungle Fowl, numerous Little
Green Bee-eaters and Indian Rollers. There were
several Spotted Deer and Mouse Deer (meeminna) who
have made the Arboretum their home. In later years, a
five star hotel and several boutique hotels have come
up at the end o{ the road towards the Kandalama Tank,
with the expected increase in traffic. Sam Popham had
little to offer us as we sat in his verandah. He would
dispatch Setunge on his motorcycle to the Rest House
in Dambulla town, and before too long he would
return with several bottles of Lion Lager beer in the
saddlebags. He would then offer us this frothy warm
brew made more sudsy by the ride from town and the
afternoon sun.

It is interesting to note that in spite of major
developments in the Western Countries, subsistence
farming or Chena cultivation with reliance on the
seasonal rainfall has remained the way of life of most
inhabitants in the Dry Zone. The establishment of such
Arboretums as envisaged by Sam Popham is a legacy

for our future generations.

Photo - Nadika Hapuarachchi
Loris tardigradus
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NEWBEGINNING -
118TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

The 118th Annual General Meeting was held on
Saturday the 26thMay 2012 at 5.00 p.m. at the Sri Lanka
Association for the Advancement of Science. Colombo
07.

The President Ravi Deraniyagaia welcomed everyone
present and thanked the members {or their commitment
to be present. He said it augurs well for the Society, to
have such a large number of members present. He said
it would be opportune to discuss and plan the Society's
future programme of work.

At the commencement of the meeting two minutes
silence was observed for the bereaved. The Annual
Report for the year 201L was presented and approved.
The audited Statement of Accounts was presented. The
President drew attention to the favourable financial
position of the Society, the result o{ stinget financial
controls, members generosity and donations received.
The Society was able to show a profit of Rs. 1.3 million.
However he stressed the need to harness funds being
mindful of the escalating costs, high maintenance cost
of the Head Office and the three Society bungalows
and the need to increase staff emoluments, in keeping
with the rising cost of living and market trends. The
Accounts were approved.

The President's address will appear in the Annual
Report 2012. The names of Office Bearers elected for
the year 2012/2013, appear on the inside page of the
current LORIS.

SOCIETY ACTIVITIES

MONTHLY LECTURE SERIES

The Society continues to hold a monthly lecture
series. The lectures open to the membership and the
general public as well, have been eargerly awaited and
well attended. The lectures have created a forum for
discussiory sharing of knowledge and conservation
oriented activities.

The following lectures have been delivered.

Turtle Conservation and Its relevance to Tourism in Sri
Lanka. Mr.Thushan Kapurusinghe, Chairman, Marine
Turtle Conservation Project.

Problems with Monkeys: Myths and Solutions Dr.
Wolfgang Dittus. Chairman Association for the
Conservation of Primate Diversity.

Pre Historic Man and His Environmental Interaction.
Dr. Siran U. Deraniyagala. Former Director General of
Archaeology.

Elephant Behavior and Conservation: Lessons from
Udawalawe. Dr. Shermin De Silva. Director Udawalawe
Elephant Research Project.

Botanical Gardens and the Rare Floral Species of Sri
Lanka. Dr. D.Siril A. Wijesundara. Director General.
Royal Botanical Gardens, Peradeniya.

Challenges of Conservation in the Development of Sri
Lanka's North. Prof. Hemanthi Ranasinghe. Professor.
Department of Forestry and Environmental Science.
University of Sri Jayawardenapura.

Sharks. Their Diversity, Conservation and Attack on
Humans in Sri Lanka. Rex I. De Silva Fellow of the
Linnean Society (London)

Freshwater Fishes of Sri Lanka. Their Export Trade and
Conservation. Samantha Gunasekara. Deputy Director
Sri Lanka Customs.

Sri Lanka's Wetlands: a Life Support System Under
Threat. Dr. Jayampathy Samarakoon specialist in
integrated wetland planning and coastal ecosystem
management.

FILD TOURS

A two day field tour to Randenigala was organized and
a number of members participated. The members and
their guests were taken on a guided tour to visit the
tanks and the irrigation wonders of the past and other
environmental sights. The tour concluded with a visit
to Dhambana, the Veddah village and meeting of the
Veddah Chief.

SOCIETY BUNGALOWS

The Society's three bungalows at Yala (Palatupana)
Udawalawe and Wilpattu continues to be a major
attraction. The Udawalawe and the Yala Bungalows
were refurbished during the year. The staff quarters at
the Yala Bungalow were upgraded.

SOCIETY ON CONSERVATION ISSUES

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE CONSERVATION
(DWLC)

The Society continues to maintain a close relationship
and dialogue with the Minister incharge of wildlife and
the staff of the DWLC. Some of the highlights of our
meetings were :-

ROADWAY THROUGH WILPATTU NATIONAL
PARK

The roadway cut through the Wilpattu National Park
and open for public transport was opposed by the
Society, as it was in violation of the Fauna and Flora
Protection Ordinance and detrimental to the Park. The
Society together with three other non-governmental
organizations filed objections before the Supreme
Court of Sri Lanka in 2010. Despite many sittings the
case has not been concluded as yet. The trial date has
been fixed for TthJuly 2013.
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AMARAI^/EWA: LEASING AWAY OUR
NATIONAL HERITAGE

Amarawewa lies in the Buffer Zone of the Ruhunu
National Park (Yala) and is an area of deciduous forest
and scrub jungle of vital importance to the fauna and
flora and environment of the area. It acts, as a buffer
between the Park and the several communities that
border it, thereby helping to mitigate the human-
elephant confl ict. Amarawewa is also host to biophysical
activities, that are of importance to both humans and
wild creatures alike. It also acts, as a catchment area for
a number of seasonal tanks.

This state of environmental equilibrium was under
threat. A wide scale clearing of this forest was taking
place for the planting of Glyricidia for fuel wood
(Dendro Power) to be processed many miles away at
a plant in Biyagama, leading to an enormous carbon
footprint in transportation Glyricidia sticks from
Tissamaharama to Biyagama (Gampaha District). A
private company had been allocated 1500 hectares from
the Yala National Park buffer zone in Amareawewa
for the cultivation of Glyricidia. Should the project be
allowed to continue, it will result in irreparable habitat
Ioss and environmental damage to the area. In addition
it will worsen the human-elephant conflict.

When all attempt of a settlement failed, the
Society together with two other non-governmental
organizations filed our objections to be taken up for
hearing before the Supreme Court of Sri Lanka. A11

operati"ons have been temporarily suspended. The final
outcome is to be decided by court.

PRIVATE CAMPSITES WITHIN NATIONAL
PARKS

The growing tendency of allocating permanent
campsites, to private organizations within the National
Parks was of a serious concern to the Society. The
unwarranted behavior carried out at some oi these
permanent camp sites, within the National Parks has
not only dealt a severe blow to the bio-diversity of the
area concerned, but to the very survival of animals in
their natural habitats. While it was illegal to maintain
hotels within National Parks, these camp sites, were
operated as mini hotels.

The Society addressed our concerns to the President
Hon. Mahinda Rajapakse, who is also the Patron of the
Society, setting out the inherent dangers and it effects
to the National Parks. The Society is thankful to the
President for his prompt action taken, when he ordered
the removed of all unauthorized camp sites operated
within the National Parks.

TRAIN ELEPHANT CONFLICT

It has been recorded that over 200 elephants had died
during the past few years due to train accidents. The
con{lict continues to escalate with a number of recent
deaths. The Society persued the matter with the Railway
Authorities and the Dept of Wildlife Conservation and
joint meeting were held.

Train Elephant Casuall;hoto 
co"i""y Du

As a consequence of these efforts the Railway
Departmenthas decide to employ advanced technology
on an experiential basis. One such method will be to
install Thermal Imaging Cameras and Infra-sound
Emitters on the trains that ply on the train/ elephant
conflict routes, when the emission would disperse the
elephants a'vr.ay from the railway track, when a train is
in motion. Results will be monitored and discussed at
regular meetings. The Society too has been invited to
participate at these meetings.

NATIONAL SURVEY OF ELEPHENTS

The survey of elephants in Sri Lanka was carried out
in August 2011 and the results published in 2012. The
Society invited Prof. Charles Santiapillai and Mr. S.

Wijemohan who had directed the survey to speak to
the Society members and the public on the significance
of the elephant survey. The Survey had looked at the
structure of the elephant population and composition
of herds. The survey had recorded 5879 elephants
and had showry that Sri Lanka has a viable elephant
population.

The survey and distribution of elephants would help
in the elephant conservation programme now under
review. The Society too has been invited to participate
in the ongoing conservation planning programme.

Amerawewa- Cleared Forest
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ILLEGALILLEGAL IVORY

A large illegal consignment of ivory was detecled by
the Sii Lanka Customs Central Intelligence Unit on
22ndMay 2O12.The consignment of 359 elephant tusks
valued ai around Rs. 361 million, believed to be from
African Elephants were on their way from Kenya to
Dubai via Sri Lanka.

The tusk did not carry the CITES country code
markings and hence could well be from-illegally killed
elephanls. Trade in both Asian and African elephant
tusks was banned in 1990 under the Conservation on
International Trade in Endangered Species of wild
fauna and flora (CITES)

The Society has complimented the Sri Lanka Customs
on their detection. The Society is anxiously following
up the outcome of the confiscated ivory.

Sri Lanka Customs Confiscated lvory 
onTodav

WHALE AND DOLPHIN WATCHING

The Society's executive committee members met the
Chairman Tourist Board and appraised him of the
inherent dangers to the whales, dolphins and the tourist
themselves. The meeting has had beneficial results.

With the influx of tourist, under the country's rapidly
expanding tourist development programe,-there has

bebn many visitors to watch the whales and dolphins
abundant in our waters. It is significant that, many
species of whales and dolphins have been,recorded in
the Sri Lankanwaters, including the Blue Whale, Sperm
Whale plus numerous dolphin species. Sri Lanka is the
most reiiable and easiest location to see the Blue Whale,
the largest mammal that has ever inhabited this planet.

In response to the Society's persistence and other
similar concerned organizations, stringent new
regulations have been drawn up to cover_aIl aspects

of"the Whale and Dolphin watching industry. The

Chairman assured us, that the conditions will apply to
the owners and operators of such tour vessels, the crew
and the passengers as well. The Society would continue
to moniior the implementation of the proposals.

SCHOOLS NATURE CLUB PROGRAMME (SNC)

The Society inculcates the habit of conservation in the
younger generation through the School Nature Clubs,
in number over 350, distributed in schools islandwide.
The Society continues to hold regular seminas, lectures
and educational programmes for these schools.

DEDURU OYA CONSERVATION PROJECT

The Society's contribution towards greening Sri Lanka
has been put into practice by the planting of_selected
forest treei and fruit trees, along the two banks of the
Deduru oya channel and along the reservoir perimeter.
The plani nursery for this purpose is maintained at
the il4inuwangala Maha Vidyalaya at Padeiya, whete

the teachers and the students are actively engaged
in the project. The Society is thankful to Nature Life
Internaiional Germany, who continues with financial
support for the project.

BIO DIVERSITY GARDEN (BDG) PROIECT.
SINHARAJA FOREST RESERVE

Inaugaration of SBC Project

Deduru Oya Dam Urrder Construction

Planting of Forest Trees. Deduru Oya Left Bank
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The biodiversity garden project on the borders of the
Sinharaja Forest Reserve, with the participation of the
schools in the area was launched by the Society with
a well attended seminar in June 2012. The teachers
and students with the base school being the Kalawana
Gamini Maha Vidyalaya with five other schools, all in the
periphery of the Sinharaja Forest reserve participated.
Regular meetings and seminars continue to be held to
educate the schools on the varied biodiversity and the
importance of conserving Sinharaja, the world heritage
site.

The Society records its thankful appreciation to the
Nations Trust Bank, for their financial support.

DIYAKOTHAKANDA REFORESTATION
PROJECT

The Diyakothakanda Reforestation Programme carried
out by the Society in the Kalutara District is progressing
well. The plant nursery is maintained by the Dikhena
Maha Vidyalaya SNC who are energetic and committed.
The fire belts stand cleared and maintained well.

Teacher in charge Dikhena MV and members of the
WNPS SNC Programme.

The Society is looking at the exercise as a 30 year project
with a "Carbon Footprint" objective. The Society is
thankful to the sponsors Nature Life International
Germany, who are complimentary of the Society's
progress and continues to finance the project.

I^iNPS LAUNCHES WEB SITE

(picture courtesy Sunday Times)
Picture sholvs from left: WNPS Vice President Lal Anthonis,
President Ravi Deraniyagala and Vice President Deepal
Gunaratne.

Keeping pace with modernity, the oldest conservation
group in the country, the Wildlife and Nature
Protection Society of Sri Lanka launched its revamped
website on 2nd August 2012 at a simple ceremony at its
Head Office at Battaramulla.

The WNPS website not only has information about
its activities, but it also has a gallery of beautiful
photographs. The revamped website www.wnpssl.org
is now accessible.

woRLD CONSERVATTON CONGRESS (WCC)
2012

The International Union for Conservation of Nature
(IUCN) holds its World Conservation Congress
once in four years. The WCC 201.2 was held in JEIU.
SOUTH KOREA, when 175 countries and over 10,000
participants in the environmental {ield, convened, to
attend the congress. The President Ravi Deraniyagala
was a member of the Sri Lankan delegation to the
congress.

The theme of the congress was the resilience of nature.
The opening address was by the IUCN President. Dr.
Ashok Khosla and was followed by the President of
South Korea Lee Myung-bak. Among the many other
addresses a message from the UN Secretary General
Ban Ki Moon was also presented.

The representatives from many member countries
made presentations to set out the efJorts they were
taking to conserve nature and the environment. A
unique feature of the congress was the daily sessions
allocated to world ieaders, global environmentalist
and chief executive officers of major multinational
organization to answer the panel questions to express
their views under core themes-climate, food, security,
development, people, governance and life. The views
expressed were to be an integral part of the IUCN
strategic plan for implementation during the next four
year period.

Dr. Ashok Khosla. President IUCN tith
Deraniyagala President WNPS at the WCC
openlng ceremorry.

Ravi
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Prasad S Gunaratne, 159/L4, Pamunuwa Gardens, Pamunuwila Gonawela.

The Wild Life & Nature Protection Society operates
three holiday bungalows at Yala , Wilpattu and
Udawalawe for the benefit of our members and their
Guest. Each bungalow has a Bungalow Keeper and an
Assistant who will prepare your meals the way you
like and attend to your requirements. The bungalow
staff will always oblige to make picnic breakfasts and
lunches for excursions on request.

The bungalows are very reasonably priced compared
to present day rates of other accommodations. For
those members who wish to occupy the bungalows
on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays
will onty have to pay half rate. The Parks are also less
crowded on these days and you are sure to experience
a successful safari and a relaxing holiday.

AII bungalow bookings are done through our Head
Office at Battaramulla and members are requested
to make bookings well in advance by making the
required payments to avoid disappointment. Members
occupying the WNPS bungalows can pay the Park
entrance fees for several trips at once on the first entry,
thereby avoiding visiting the Park Office each time
you enter the Park. This facility is enjoyed only by our
bungalow occupants in keeping with an agteement
reached between the Wild Life Authorities and the
Society.

To enable members to introduce their friends to the
Society, the bungalows are now available, when not
occupied, to non-members on a written undertaking by
a member, who takes responsibility for the occupants
during their stay.

Details could be had from the Society's Administrative
Secretary.

which are easily reachable from the bungalow. The
more adventurous could even visit the Block Two of
the National Park after obtaining a special permit from
the Palatupana Park Office.

WILPATTU BUNGALOW

This bungalow is situated in Wilpattu - Hunuwilagama
in close proximity to the Park overlooking a lake. The
bungalow has two bed rooms with attached toilets
,a large hall, dinning area and other facilities. It can
accommodate 10 adults.

The park is reachable within 5 minutes. Other than
the Park Safaries, the visitors can also visit the famous
Kudiramalai Point and Doricks (by travelling through
the Park), Thantirimale Rock Temple, Anuradhapura
Sacred City etc. making the bungalow as the base. If
you are lucky enough you may be able to see from the
bungalow a few elephants coming to the lake.

UDA WALAWE BUNGALOW

This bungalow is situated on a hillock adjoining the
causeway and over looking the National Park and
the Walawa Tank. The bungalow has two bed rooms
with attached toilets, open hall, dinning area and other
facilities and could accommodate 6-8 adults. The Park
entrance is only 10 minutes from the bungalow.

In addition to ;

-^l-i-- ^^-r- imaking park
safaris, visitors
could visit
The Elephant
Orphanage/

YALABUNGALOW

This bungalow is situated at
Yala Palutupana adjacent to
the Lagoon and Sea. Visitors
have to travel through the
Palatupana saltern to reach
the bungalow. The bungalow
which could accommodate 10

adults has a bed room with attached bathroom and a
large hall, dining area, outdoor shower and toilets . The
Kitchen and Staff rooms have been recently renovated
to provide a better service to our members.

The Park is reachable within 10 minutes.

Other than the Park Safaries the visitor could also visit
places such as Nimalawa Hermitage, Kirinda Temple
and Fishing Harbour, Situlpahuwa Rock Temple,
Tissamaharama Temple, Kataragama Shrine, Sella
Katargama, Bundala Park and Weerawila Sanctuary

SankpalaRajmuhu WViharaya,
Madunagala Hot Springs, Maligawila Rock Temple,
Buduruwagala Budda Statue and the famous Mansion
of Maduwanwala Disawe while based at the bungalow.
You may even travel to Katargama Shrine or even the
Yala Park as a day trip.

If you do not wish to travel around much, you may even
choose to sit on the verandah and watch the elephants
feeding around the tank while enjoying the cool breeze
which is present most of the time.

Visit the Society's Web site
wr/i/'w.wnpssl.org or Googles : wnps

Protection Sociefu of Sri Lankalournal of theWildlife and Nature
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BOC becomes the first Bank in Sri
Lanka to achieve a prodigious
milestone of this magnitude!

BANK OF CEYLON

o
o

I
tn Assets!

Leading the banking and flnancial industries since 1939,

BOC has constantly succeeded in contributing to the

growth of our nation. The bank has cemented this

monumental achievement by maintaining its status as

the most trusted. stable and widespread bank, offering

ingrained strength, protection and the highest paid

interest level in Sri Lanka.

www.boc.lk Head Office: "BOC Square" No. 1, Bank of Ceylon Mawatha, Colombo 1

B@G
Bankers to the Nation
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